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Negotiations With the Parties to the Controversy and Study of the Industry's Production
Volume Have Convinced the Administration
That Interference Now Would Be Futile and
Unnecessary.
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Savant shot lleicht in a fit of
jealoiisv, declaring that the grocery
hov began a flirtation With Mrs.
Pavant thirty minutes after she
arrived from Ohio followinghus- a
vear's separation from her
band. He and his wife had just
become reconciled. Savant is under sentence to hang.

their contract with operators has
another year to run.
de'
During the day Mr. T.ewis
BATHS AND OTHER "FAMILY
clared that the suspension of work
hv Kansas union miners would not
he averted bv the action of the
AFFAIRS"
Kansaj industrial court ordering,
that wage scales of the last two
An cvenliiR paper last night said:
years be continued for thirty days
in a formal statement tonight the
"Council, MeliOHKhlln nml Itaynolds made no sucli
1
nation-the
(i. e. to run ho water department w ithout reveunion chief declared
promise
lint would have
wide walkout would affect ''nun-- i
nues). Being business men tliey knew
to lie. done. Tliey liavc been doing It and now have
dreds of thousands of citizens" not
Indus-reasonable
j
expansion
bronglit tlie city to a point where by
lirectly' engaged In the coal
his charge;
of tho water plant, water rntes enn be lowered."
try, and ho reiterated
mid
done It?"
"did
be
to
had
men
knew
was
these
had
It
What
that the operators
"the;
uiriirn viinn the miners."
Tlie earnings or the water plant since h city took It over have
on
bunds
the
tliey have
Canadian Miners May Quit.
been $217,331.30. After nnylng Interest
hnd left the sum of $!i:i.3'0.n. This they have transferred to tho
in aciaition tu iu
for oler purposes.
miners, union men :n Nova. Scotia
general fnnd and have seiit
will remain at work but those In
We assume that this S1I3.S7O.0O was expended for nevss:iry
In (lint ease il would have been
Canadian provinces
the western
expenses of city government.
taxation, had
were expected to Join the suspen
necessary to raise that additional amount by Itgeneral
had been raised by
It not been earned by the waterworks. If
sion.
citizens in proNumerous reports from tne eoai
general taxation It would have been pnld by our Instead
of being
proiwrty.
fields of the country also reached
portion to their ownership of assessable
deLewis
Our rich
hatlio
taken.
Mr.
of
raised In proportion to the number
headquarters, which
but
other
than
more
baths
tieup
no.
takes
people,
a
complete
Indicated
clared
probably
.f all union fields. These reports
do have more assessable property. So they saw where to
they
union
to help large properly holders. This Is
Unwell . that 13.000
i.n..........
place this burden in order
Sm-In thv mines to I ivharnicT!w'wt
n
cYnmploM. stamp
l MtV.1 and doi.e It.
In public finance"
u
the Greater Albuquerque ticket ns "amateurs
protect tne
all right.
Kvldently the triumvirate are "pxnerleneed business
uge, and tno oniy iroumo
v.....
Don't make us laugh, our Up Is still cracked.
nritirnmrH nnu miiiuia
managers."
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nectloa was reported from Wash
ington state, Where operaiuia
m ha nhiectlng to paying the
wages provided for In the contract;
lhat expired at mmnmiu.
Yewis' Statement.
Mr Lewis' formal statement
the suspension of work

Tho
piece of humor of the campaign.
evening paper last night says:
"Commissioner Ed Swope made the motion to let
the paving contract to the New Mexico Construction comTom
pany. Ills motion wns seconded hv Commissioner knew
Roth commissioners nctcd because they
Hughes.
the prices to he right and the paving needed.
"Commissioner
McLaughlin voted with Swopc and
Hughes.
"Commissioner ,1. M. Rnynolds voted AfiAIXST letting the contract nt that time. " The public record shows
his vote on the motion as 'NO.'
Two inches further down tho same column the humorist
continues:
"If McNnry controls the Southwestern Portland Cement company, and If he has the hold on the pining
business here which Mngeo wrtuld have the people believe.
HAS .11 ST
WHY IS IT THAT TIIK CITY COMMISSION
1,1'T ITS CONTRACTS FOR 'BLACK BASK' I'WlXtt,
WHICH HAS NOT A POIND OF CKMKXT IN IT?"
Because the family "mlt" was not In this is a posslb'e reason
that since that time
why Itaynolds voted ".No." We. understand
"cement bnse" has been substituted for the "black base" In a pnrt
sec how Rnynolds
nml
tho
roll
Call
again
of these contracts.
votes now!
Mere Is tho richest

follows:

"The strike upon which the UnWorkers of America are
of small
entering is not a question
magnitude nor one to be lightly
people.
i nnsidered by the American
it is fraught with
and serious responsibili
ties as affecting pumio weai. i
withdrawal of in excess :f bOO.000
men from the mines of the country,
constitutes a serious problem. Aside
from the inevitable coal shortage
which will ensue to the profit ol
coal operators and to the detriment
of the public, it will cause a dislocation of Industry throughout the
of thounation, affecting hundreds walks
of
sands of citizens in other
ited Mine

'

life

"This is a deplorable condition
.nnoUfntes a sad commentary
upon the relationship of employer
and employe in American industry.
Kvcry thougntiui man recusm"
that in the end a settlement of the
problems of the mining Industry
Such
must perforce be effected,
settlement must come through Jointwith accredited repreconference
4liA mino- ilfOrlfPfS Of
i - ij
w
,wi

arbitrary attitude of the coalt
operators that Huch a meeting
h ftssembled until the country m endured the agony and convuium won
in
Uiom mvn veu
of the

can-no-

i

t

The same edition says:
"The effort made by the Journal todny to convince
the people that the present city commission has favored
tho New Mexico Construction company In letting Is paving
Inter-este- d
contracts, and thnt Commissioner Jack Rnynolds
In or connected villi thnt company, Is a falsehood
that should arouse thinking citizens to Increased activity
toward the defeat of the men the Journal wauls lo put
Into office."
;
We made no effort to convince the public of any
Steady!
such thing. We merely stated the facts but said we had no proof
We merely showed that the Ihlng was built
of any wrong-doinfish-traWith one month
like tho Keutueklnn's
he expected to cHtch the fish
and the other down-rive- r
wrong It Is a recommen"goln' mid comln,' " If there is nothing the
Itaynolds family. They
dation for tho fortitude and Integrity of
thing
must possess remarkable capacity to resist evil, for the whole
Is a
Such a set-u- p
comln'."
and
Is built to catch them "goln'
up-riv-

queer-lookin-
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lulled Into a sense 01 iame
securiiy vythose who will prolit
ments of

"

m na worKers reyeaiouu
ii(,,i nttpntinn to these facts

been
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and our staiemenis
.
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ine with
heeded.
ret.pu"i""'--who have
those
he
.wpfnrp.
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.
we
i
it .Annni n
kre resolved to stund in opposition
lo those wno aeny us a, iume voc
hnd our proper aspirations for an
Kmcrlcan standard of living.
t

OOUj PnODt'CTION IN STOPS
llfCKIiYIJ STATE
Columbus, Ohio, March 31 Coal
oroduction in Oh! stopped indefinitely tonight with the expiratii..i
on Page Two.)
i, (Continued
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FOKECAST.
Colo., March . !. New
Mexico: Unsettled Saturday, prou- iahly rain or snow north portion,
colder north and west portion; Sun-- i
.lay ,fair.
Arlxona: Partly cloudy Saturday
i!with
snow or rain northeast Dor- colder southeast
portion;
tlop
.
Sunday fair.
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Let's be catngoricnl in our answers, gentlemen.
Is James McNary president or the Tirst National Bank of El
Paso?
brother-in-laor J. M. Rnynolds?
is be
Is he treasurer or the Southwestern Portland Cement Company?
Cement
Has' the Southwestern
Company sold all tho cement
used in Albuquerque lwvlng?
We say that the answer U these qnestkms is "les." What do
you say as to each question, gentlemen?
Paso Bitullthlc
Is Jmnes McNary a stockholder in the
Company?
Is be a stockholder In tho New Mexico Construction Company?
Wo say that Mr. J. M. Raynolds, in a business transaction,
Let Mr. Rayrepresented thnt Mr. McNary is such a stockholder.
nolds categorically deny It and we will prove it.
In
Have-thesAlbuquerque?
two companies done all the paving
Is Mr. Hcbenstrelt now with the New Mexico Construction
Company?
h rnrninrlr rltv iiinnnL'er and drew the ordinances and
specifications ror paving and then, resigning and going with the
paving company, bid on his own work?
Did Mr. Gladding become Mr. Hcbenstrclfg successor as city
,
manager?
pUy ninling0P dhl Mr. Gladding Invite two
local newspaper men to go with him to El Paso to become convinced of the merits or bitullthlc puvliig?
Did he pay all or the expenses of the three to El Paso?
Were they entertained there by the offices of the Bitullthlc
;
Company?
We say that the answer to these questions must he "Yes.
Did the Bltiillthlo Company pay these exM'nses?
Was the luiving which' was let by Mr. Hcbenstrelt, supervised
by Mr. Gladding for the city?
Has tho First National Bank of Albuquerque financed the
.
, paving company?
ibis the First National of El Pasoor also M.done so?
a
J.
brother
Rnynolds?
Is Herbert F. Raynolds
Did he. us a member of- the supreme, court of New Mexico,
sit on the TIJer.is puvlng suit?
,
Was tlie suit thrown out of court?
The unswer to every fine or these questions must he 'C8,"
to
or
the
Hie
newspapermen
who
to
as
exiienses
be
It
paid
unless
El Paso.
we lie
'
Don't wholesale the matter again, gentlemen, and say
about It all. Tell as which categorical Inquiry Is false. Be specific
so that wo can submit the proofs,
Don't accuse us or "a, vicious attack on the supreme court"
unless you are prepared to answer "No" to some or the above
If the facts reflect on any member of the supreme
questions.
court, we are sad. ; IfIs they do not, we are glad.
nothing wrong about all this, but It is set
Probably there
up exactly tho way crooked deals aw arranged.--The public Is entitled to be protected against the possibility
Elect 'Walton. Well and Tlnglcy and break up
of wrong-doin...
,
v ,
such little "family affairs."
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Washington. March 31. Convinced lhat every rea
sonable effort has been made to prevent a national coal
'strike in anthracite and bituminous coal mines tomorrow,
but believing that although these efforts have been without avail, existing conditions and surplus coal assure price
protection and current supply for the general public, of-- j
ficial Washingtonians settled back tonight to await the
event with considerable calmness.
In a final White House discussion, it was said that
the government's long negotiation with the parties to the
controversy and continuous study of the industry's production volume had convinced the administration that
immediate intervention, in legal or extra legal ways,
would be futile and unnecessary, and that while the
ture might sharpen the breach between employer and
employe in the mining camps, for the present even action
looking to the preservation of peace was unnecessary.
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incuanapous, inu., waif"
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Press.) Coal production was stopped tonight by the
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iaie
avowed
remaining
policy
of twenty states with the
(Bv Tho Amoclutfil ltro.)
Sprlngfle.1, 111., March 31. Apindefinitely in an eiiort w im contracts.
plication for executive clemency for
the miners' terms for new wage
of Fritz Helcht,
i.
i
hnvo nf rho ITniTPfl MlTlft John Pavnnt, slayer
i.JinailDn
U1W
i.vtv,
IlCBUMuanno
at
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grocery boy, of Valiers, will be
of America, declared that the suspension would heard by the patdon board April
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Costa, of Anthony. Kansas, wer'
severely if not fatally Injured las
their airplane eras'
today when
Bmokestack a.rjf
into a sixty-fov
Macon, Dublin and savannap .?'
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RESULT OF GOAL STRIKE

Hits a SmokeFire and
Catches
stack.

Machine

Fisher of Mack, Colo.; Roy Itoinn
tree of Portland. Ore., and J. J.

Men's Policy Is to Remain Idle Indefinitely in
An Ef fort to Force the Operators to Accept
Their terms for New Wage Contracts'; Hun-dreof Thousands of Others Will Be
Affected.

Carrier or Mall, R.rC a Mont!)
Single Copier, fie
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Strongholds of Coal Miners;
GOVEII
Leaders in Fuel Controversy

ARE SEVERELY

COAL PRODUCTION STOPS

Saturday, April

CITY

was urced contingent was sufficient to block
President Harding
conference plnn. today by a delegation representing theThis
refusal which was persisted
the Protestant Federal Council of
to the principle of "obduracy."
Churches of Christ and the Na- in
it was said at the White House,
tional Catholic Welfare council to had left the government with nothmake a further attempt to get ing more to do than tlie general
Existence of
operators and miners together and welfare demanded. of
coal, with
Above at left is James J. Davis, secretary of labor. At right is John L. Lewis, president of the United to set up a commission to adjust large surplus stocks neither
shortthat
likelihood
the
White
the
field.
in
the
At
Below
the
Indiana
central
Phil
for
differences.
is
Aline Workers.
their
competitive
Penna, spokesman
operators
nor price disturbance would
age
action
no
It
was
said
that
eventuate from the strike for some
Suspension of wo.k by the na- uoon. Secretary ot f.atior Davis one of the. leading figures anicig House
tion's 600,000 coal miners was set sought to bring a snUlement of the mine owners and operator,. was advisable at this time.
time, now has resulted in the govthat
Lewis predicts
!. grievances, but hi efforts proved President
to begin at midnight, March
Coal In Storage.
ernment's determination to refrain
Lewis there will be a complete shut down
President John
futile.
although reports from PennsylA house committee also was toll from any sort of forcible interven anu uuvania and Illinois Aore to the ef- of the l nited Jlinu Workers, leads in 20 states and that at least 100
coal produc- tion In the industry until becomes
miners will join the by Edward G. Tryon,
fect that some men quit work in a the miners. Phil I'enna. secretary 0110
less r eed f or such p 'in
for
the
geological
statistician
tion
i
in
Iho
afteiunionized
forces
strike.
coal
of
the, Indiana
few mines there yesterday
operator!',
evident.
ucd.
survey, that 63,000,000 tons ot coal,
Survey Staler
supply
equivalent to a
Federal les". .,.
In
was
murage
consumer,
for every
logical surve. Vat this time. These stocks, ofli sued
."
"L
today,
RUSSIAN
will be supple cent over
dais estimate,
pre "v. v
mer.tcd Indefinitely by large out
lar,
bulked
n
fields in West has
puts from
department v.
Virginia ana e sewn ere. wuere op" and
modei.
irators gaid. today that miners would ances thatsupfriy
6r ko. .wer- plentiful
at
to
tne
union
tio
attention
pay
Biired. The reserve bank said Mv
tempts to have them cease worn.also bituminous users recently had Labor department officials
Illy The ANMiriutrd l'rciO
etr
In
lntu...ctar1
rplinrts from ti mill fied their stocksmmthat
Belfast, March 31 (by the
a striKe
mi
me i
Associated Press.) A bomb
POLICY nion fields In western Kentucky, , ficed
to nrevent a falling ort
thrown tonight at the home of
where it was estimated tna
of
u laborer named Donnelly,
B.OOO
a proximately
miners wcru demand and a weakening
und
on
the
killed Donnelly's
prices.
job,
considering staying
The geological survey asserted
wage contract, notwith
sun, critically wounded a
Only a Few Ships Now Call der a localtho
Miss Stone Admits Writing
national orders tor that "even though most of the coal
son 12 years old and also instanding
remines in the country should citiAt Odessa, Which Port walking out.
a daughter 11 years old
Threatening Letters to jured
White House views on tho admin- main closed for three months,
and Donnelly himself.
Used to Be Visited By istration decision to withhold pres- zens of our larger cities need fear
Compel Man to Keep His
Special Constable Hall, who
ent action, it was reiterated, have no interruption of light and power
was shot Thursday, died in the
700 'Vessels Yearly.
Promise, Testifies.
been formed by the closest of con- services."
hospital today.
Its queries during recent weeks
tact and study on the part of the
Th
AMiiriulrll
(By
which have disclosed large public utilities
l're.l
advisers
his
and
(By Tile Annnrlatrd PreiiO
GEN. WOOD'S SON TO WED.
president
k
Odessa. March 31. The
before general recog- whoso itock piles will last for 160
New Tork, March 31 Admitting
Manila, P. I., March 31. The :lo
from which Itussia began long
the strike danger. How- days while average stores have
in"
" ""bo
!. ?'
now .uffeHmr can be seen best at nition of
authorship of letters in WHICH. son,
and
the churchmen, whose delega- run between forty-eigor
uei
nn.i
VMimmgtcn,
as
The wide sea ever,
threats were made to kill Ellis Guy Lieutenant
in potential capaciInclude among others, Uev.
tion
days
Osborn Wood, son of .is at the gates ofthis.
once
rich city. Worth M. Tippy, of the federal
this
manufacturers
Klnkead, a former
corporation Governor General Leonard Wood,
Railroads,
ties.
yet a barrier more potent tnan council, and the Rev. Father John and dealers alike have reported
counsel of Cincinnati, for whose will take place here next Sunday, water
new
from
land
the
Catholic
sepaiates
A Uvan, for tho National
similar conditions for official recmurder Fhe is on trii'. Miss Olivia jit was announced today,
prosperity. This barrier Is politics council, said they had found Presi- ords.
M. P. Stone today told a supreme
of
the
and
result
politics.
sympathetic and conThis' situation, marking the presFree trade between the citizens dent Harding
court Jury that her sole intent was
he would support any steps ent coal strike us different from
P
of Russia and the outside world Is sidered
take
to
induced
be
to scare the lawyer into leading
was unofficially
might
former ones,
not now possible between individ- congress
for settling the classed
to set
as being responsible for a
her to the altar for a ceremonial;
uals. Russians must deal with for- strike. up machinery
of the
cool
acceptance
rather
marriage.
eigners through tlie foreign trade
r.reak Anticipated.
informed labor union. InIt has been her contention that
board, headed by Leonid Krassln In
President strike in And
last
October,
Since
official circles, beKlnkead refused to go through the
London. This policy just now is Hnrilinir nersonally. as well as Sec dustrial
NOT LIKELY
or no strike, it was
ceremony with her afte:- - their 1
blocking trade prospects here as retaries Hoover. Davis and Mellon cause, strike
to produce a fairly wideelsewhere.
leged common law marriage about
officers,.1 have tending suspensio
nml other cabinet
of co:il mining.
.,
l
To this port once came yearly
spread
l. n.
four years ago. From time to time
la'ni
maim
i
uie
iuiran
amicipaieu
bituminous neios.
700 ships.
he promised to, she said, but put
Today a few Greek i,.
negotia-- 1 partict laily
intermittent
hton
OUT
off the day and finally he aban- -'
trading ships call here from
in the endeavor to bring the
flour and Hons
carrying
doncd her and married
another
mine workers and the mine opera
a
British
then
Now
and
woman 'Marie Louise Gormley.
sugar.
particularly In the bituminous
"NO SMOKING" SIGNS
vessel delivers a cargo of coal paid tors,
"No matter what extruvagant
into a conference to discuss
American vessels fields, agreements.
in London.
language you used, your only In- Properties in Northern Part for
WHY SO MANY
are landing seed grain purchased wage
tention was to make him right that
In October, operators in the cen- of the State Are Worked in the
same manner.
fields
bituminous
wrong, wasn't it?" she .'as asked
tral
competitive
business men sav there can
after a meeting with Presiby her lawyer.
One excellent reason Is that
Men; No be Local
By Non-Unino real trade with Russia until agreed
dent Harding to go into such a con- throwing
"Yes, I swear by all that Is good
smokers.
careless
are
communist
all
the
regulations
Trouble Feared.
and holy that that is the truth,"
ference with the possibility of prericarattes and
lighted
away
thrown
property
overboard,
private
of;
a general
suspension
she said, raising her right arm
tho
in
fires
fullv recognized, a stable money se venting
cigars, cause
of the United MinetSPKCIAL DISPATCH TO MORNINS JOUftNAk)
above her head.
to pro work. Officers
United States which cost on
conunion
the
directly
Katon. N. M March III. Thore cured and Russia restored
"God knows it Is true," she addWorkers,
e
an average of $16 a minute,
foreign cerned, were, however, unable aT
through
ed, but her answer was stricken Is little danger ot a great walk out duction,
or $165,000 ever week.
the time to asree to confer, he-- ,
of the coal miners in northern New loans.
out, save for the mere "yes."
anti-comen
not
are
These
The careless smoker would
in
cause a national convention cf the
All day the trained nurse was on Mexico.
Practically all mines
poliof
sake
the
for
munists
just
bo amazed to know the doleful
be assembled to give
to
had
union
the stand, weak, distressed and al- this section are open shop mines tics. They
want the communists to them
wrecked
list of explosions,
with the unlonlstic attitude very
power to act.
most constantly in tears.
reThe offi stay In power, provided they will
Kcl'uscd to Go Forward.
homes and factories, andtraceHer attorney brought out that much In the minority.
say
make
trade
Tney
are
possible.
assemwhich
was
have
convention
Late1deaths
the
cials
of
the
companies
lawsultant
larger
she went to several Cincinnati
the only people
no fear of a sreneral walk out or the communists are Russia
but thereafter, operators of
able to him.
yers with her troubles, that she trouble
of holding
together, bled,coal
mines in western Pennsyl- of any sort from their men. capable
That is only one of the many
took them to the dean of the Cinnew
anv
that
government woun the
for
to
ro
mines
been
refused
have
The
running
vana.
particularly,
careless things that make the
more
cinnati law school, where Klnkead
and
revolution
mean
another
week durforward with the conference plan
was an instructor, and that he sub- only one and two days a those
fire toll of life and property
who ruin.
the past year and
run to such appalling figures
The first task of Russia and for reaching a new
sequently lost his position. Because ing
no
desire
on
have
are
still
the
is
it
job
Although
In the United States. No less
of agricultural Dkruine, wage agreement.
of Ktnkead's standing In the pro- to
especially
conditions
thnt
ocunder
the
administration
the
quit
considered
by
to crow wheat. Hero in Odessa
than 1.500 fires a minute
fession, she said, she got little en- have Drevailed in the past, mere
of
Interests
the
while
that
and nearly
mining
are
still
In
there
the
country
this
cur
representatives
couragement from the lawyers.
in
are
miners
3,000
employed
a half dozen American. British Illinois. Indian., and Ohio, the othKlnkead was forced to resign this about
every one could have been
section between the two great of
in the central fields.
care.
from the law school "on account ot coal Companies,
agricultural imple er states
St. Louis, and German
prevented by ordinary to
the
enter
to
induced
been
premight have
the Gormley woman," she said, but Rockv Mountain and Pacific com ment firms. In the old pre-wYou can learn- - how
national
of
agreement,
another
millions
wage
each
days they sold
this too, was ordered erased.
vent and stop fires. It may
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'Additional Facilities to Be
', Provided for Disabled Vet-t- i.
crans if Senate Adopts
the Measure.
(By The ANHorinlrd Press,)

!

Washington, March 31. An IKS
to
of J17.00O.OOO
used In providiiiR additional hospital fijoilitiL's for war veterans
'Would ho uuthorizod hy a bill
'Missed lute today by the house
without record vote. The measure
jiow goca to the senate.
' By a viva voce vote the house
rejected an amendment )V reprene'ntativo Kindred, New York, to
Increase the appropriation to
0.

The. bill, drafted hy Chairman
Lanpley of the public buildings and
prounds committee, would place
the director of the veterans' bureau in charge of nil activities
which would grow out of pnasane
of the measure, including selection
of sites, plans for new buildings
nnd for the remodeling of existing
Structures designated to bo converted into hospitals and construction work.
an 'UP
After
and down
rejected by a recfight the house to
137, an amendord vote of 167
ment by Chairman Hadden of the
appropriations committee, which
would have placed expenditures of
the fund carried In the bill In tho
hands of the president with auwhatever govthority to designate saw
fit to suernment agency he
pervise the planning of additional
hospitals nnd construction work.
The amendment had been adopted
a standing vote of 86 to 81 and
ly
was eliminated just prior to the
passage of the bill on a roll call
demanded by Sir. Lnngley, who
was opposed to its adoption.
Last minute rejection on the substitute threw tho house Into a parliamentary tanglo which consumed
more than an hour. Of those
Adopted, one by Representative
Williamson, republican, South Dakota, would give the president authority by executive order to transfer to the veterans' bureau buildings under the Jurisdiction of other government departments hut no
longer used by them. Tho bureau
director would have authority to
remodel such buildings for use as
hospitals.
Amendment Accepted.
;' An amendment also was accepted which would permit acquisition
of existing buildings not owned bv
the government to be used as hos- -'
pita Is.
Debate on the bill was niarked
by nn attack on Director Forbes
,pf the veterans' bureau, by Representative Bland, republican. In- -'
riiana. who declared tho bureau
had no reRponsihle head and very
little efficiency In organization.
"That fellow, the director, over
there is like a gander in hall storm
and does not know what It is all
about," Mr. Bland shouted. "He
lias men underneath him whom it
Seems some power Is holding there,
and whom nobody can remove,
who are either dreadfully Ignorant
,'hr who are not acting In good faith
with the administration, and as a
result the boys are to suffer for
.compensation and for hospitalization."
Mr. Forbes was defended by Mr.
Tangley, who reminded the house
that 'the director had been under
shell fire In France. No man who
has gone through what he has with
inen In the nrmy. Mr. Iangley decan be unsympathetic with
clared,
'disabled veterans,
t Mr.
Incley read a letter he had
received from President Harding in
which the executive said the bill
as
apparently was acceptable
drawn. Mr. Harding said that early enactment of the measure was
"

,

,

i,

desirable.

iOY CONFESSES
SUCCESSFUL

TO

22

FORGERIES

(tty The Associiitnt Trim.)

JJ

u Portland, Ore., March 31. Herbert Clayton, 11 years old, under
Sirrert
has confessed to
here,
successful forgeries,
jwenty-tw- o
detectives say,
By representing himself as n
raddy at times, and at other times
s a newsboy, he found it an easy
rpatter to induce merchants to cash
checks ranging from 12.60 to J10
icli. His twenty-tw- o
checks aggregated about $100, according to
Jhe police.
po-Jj-

ltv ITUODHlUr I. II ASKIX.
.sew
jKircii iil. Al'i
lllh,
ghosts a nervous disease? Is It a
which causes
kind cf hysteria
to torment their
young persons
d
families with
performances and surrep.
titious rapping and knocking, thus
contriving to make it uppcur that
a house is haur ted 7
In tho recent Antlgonish caso.
waiter F.
by Dr.
investigated
Prince, of tho New York Psychical
Research society, the ghost turned
out to be a
girl, foster
,!ini.lii..i- of the terrifiod McDon
Dr. Prince
to
alds, given according
Urcum
states. u
to peculiar
seems possible, therefore, that
other historic ghosts may be accounted for by similarly afflicted
individuals.
The idea is not new. Long beleaped Into the
fore Antlgonish
limelight as llio home of spiteful
L...,i..L-.nHHsh m.'in of letter
advanced tho suggestion that a neu
rologist was the proper person to
bo set on tho trull of an Irritating
ghost.
"In tracing the history of haunt
ed houses," says this gentleman,
"I have been struck wltn me iaei
that in many instances the ghostly
nniiiti.lu tnvni-ti- hlv center uround
a certain member of the family
usually a voung woman, in uieoo
instances, the ghost's atrocities are
always the same. There is mysterious knocking at sudden intervals;
household articles are irioved or
flung about, and fires break forth
I am conin unexpected places.
vinced, however, that these wild
disturbances are not always
planned. There Is a
certain 'spontaneity about them
which leads me to conclude that
the
they are often Involuntary inlike
short,
peculiarities of chorea
that they are the symptoms of a
nervous disease. At any rate, It Is
noticeable that they always cease
when a certain member of tho family is absent from the house."
Another Novn Scotia ;1iost.
A celebrated instance of this kind
is the Great Amherst Mystery, In
which the ghostly manifestations,
which spread terror throughout
Nova Pcotia some forty odd years
ago, all centered around a young
woman named Esther Cox. Dike
the Antlgonish spook, the Amherst
wideghost or ghosts attractedconvincspread attention; made acredulous.
upon the
ing impression
fu.niKf a int nf monev for an
actor, Waiter Hubbell, who had the
sagacity to put them into popumr
book form.
was vic
faiv.tur
rrt.
case, confuted of
timized in tb
Mr. nnd Mrs. Teed, their cnnuren.
Avtm noi.it fli-- imira. and fieorge.
aged 17 months, as well as the wife's
two sisters, Jennie and Esther Cox.
In
They lived In a lonely farmhous
Amherst under practically the same
in
tllfl
llfl
MpDonaldS
n,Ai,mtnnnQa
their farmhouse at Antlgonish.
The first alleged supernatural
disturbances occurred In the room
ttna inm oiria .Tnnnlp ATtrl Esther.
who slept together. They were Just
ragoing to sleep one nigni wntn
ther suddenly leaped out., of bed,
a
was
mous?
screaming that there
In the mattress.
Upon investigation no mouse was found, but an
innocent pasteboard box under th
bed jumped Into the air and fell
over on its side.
After this, th ghost or ghosts
started in on their campalcn of
When Kstlrr
pettv frlghtfulness.
was In bed, the bed clothes would
flv off her and settle into a far
corner of tho room., When they
were replaced, tho pillow under
her head flew out and '.anded In
the center of tho floor. It. also,
was replaced, upon which it again
flew out, hitting Mr. Teed in the
face. Whereupon, it is reported.
left the
Mr. Teed unscientifically
room, declaring that "he had had
enough of it."
The next night, the sound of
scratching on the wall was heard
for the first time. "All looked in
the direction from whence the
sound came," say the reports,
"when to the family's great astonishment there could be plainly
read these words: 'Ksther Cox, you
are mine to kill.' Everybody could
see tho writing, but a moment before nothing was to bo seen but
the kalsomlned - wall."
Now articles- began to be mysteriously movefl about the house,
sometimes violently and sometimes
according to tho
surreptitiously,
mood of tho ghost. "All saw a
lighted match fall from the celling
to the bed," continue the reports,
"having come out of the air, which
would certainly have set the bed
clothing on fire, had not Jennie
put it out Instantly. During the
next few minutes, eight or ten
lighted matches fell on the bed and

5 1GTQI

j

1

I

s'.eight-ol'-han-
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(By The Asmrliitrd
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'

Sen. James E. Watson.
James E. Watson first "entered
the halls of congress as an Indiana
representative in 1894, when he defeated William S. Holmnn. He was
defeated in 1896, but began a series of five consecutive terms two
years later. Ho defeated .Senator
Thomas Taggart In tho 1918 elections and beat him again in 1920.
Watson was chairman of the resolutions committee of the 1920 republican national convention. He's
fifty seven.
--

about the room out of the air, but
all were extinguished before anything could be set on fire.
Spooks Start Blazes.
g
"The
continued for
several days. The family would
smell smoke, and on running up
Into the bedroom, they would find
a bundle of clothes placed in the
center of the room blazing.
Or
they would descend to tha cellar,
and find there a pile of shavings
alight and blazing merrily. They
lived in constant danger of having
the house burned
over their
heads." It is interesting to note In
this connection, however, that the
ghostly Incendiaries usually confided in Esther as soon as they
had started a fire, although sometimes they coyly withheld its exact
location,
"Soon after this," we are told,
"things got so bad that Esther Cox
had to leave homo, and went to
visit a friend.
For four weeks
there was peace. Then trouble began again. This time, knocks and
raps were heard all over the houso,
and Esther now began to see the
spooks." There were two of them,
it seems Maggie, whoso feminine
personality was recognized by her
timid and Ingratiating
raps, and
Bob, who pounded out his communications with a huge fist, or possibly, It was thought, with a stone.
Of some of the additional phenomena which occurred
about this
time, M; Hubbell, the actor, who
visited tho Teed homo for the purpose of Investigation, gives the following account:
"I had been seated (in the sit
ting room) about five minutes
when to my great astonishment, my
umbrella was thrown a distance of
sixteen feet, passing over my head
in its strange flight and almost at
tho same Instant a largo carving
knife came whizzing through the
air, passing over the head or
Esther, who was Just then coming
out of the pantry with a large dish
in both hands, and fell in front of
her, near me having oome from
I
behind her out of tho pantry.
and
naturally went to the door was
no
looked in, but
person
there."
Ksther.
Willi
Spirits Depart
Thines came to such a pass at
length that the landlord came and
told the Teed family tnat euner
Esther would have to go or they
would have to leave the home.
Esther was thon dlsptitched to visit
From this second
other friends.
limii sh left the Teed house she
with
troubled
more
was never
tnis
ghosts, but a few weeks afterIncendate she was arrested for
diarism In a barn nnd sentenced to
Finfour months' Imprisonment.
and
ally she married, had a family,
that was the end of the Amherst
mystery.
As to the Antlgonish case. It was
Dr. Walter Prince who turned the
first brilliant rays of skepticism
upon the Amherst spooks. In writ-of
ing of their spiteful disturbances
Esther's bedclothes and furniture,
he says:
"Mr. and Mrs. Teed one night
could see from their bed Into Esther's room by moonlight (how
much moonlight, and how much of
her room did it light?); they saw
a chair slide up from me wall to
her bed (would not a string looped
around the chair leg havo produced the same effect, and does not
the direction the chair took suggest the string?); a pillow went
out from under head into the chair
(would that effect been beyond
tho power of the human hand to
h
produce In the
and
ghost sat down In the chair
scratched
rubbed, pinched and
Esther under the bedclothes (but
this Is what Esther said); ail tho
furniture except the bedstead was
thrown out Into the entry while
Esther lay quietly in bed (how
much and how large was the furniture? How much of Esther's
form could they Bee? Is It certain that it was Esther nt all whom
they saw on the bed. for rolls of
clothing and artfully arranged
cushions have been known to deceive In a poor light?) then another ghost rocked the bed (is it not
probable that Esther was in bed
now, at any rate?); at length Esther was brought to sleep in the
others,
same room with tho
the manifestations
whereupon
ceased (because of tho better opportunities for observation?), except that once the lid of a trunk
gave one parting slam (was the
trunk conveniently near Esther's
mattress? Was the Interval before
the parting slam long enough to
allow the Teeds to fall into that
state, congenial to the night,
wherein eyes watch not?)"
Thus, Dr. Prince's critical study
goes on until there is very little
ghostly substance left in "Maggie"
and "Bob." In tho Kimo coldly
scientific way, he calls attention
to tho fact that the mysterious
tires caused by tho Antlgonish
ghost were never more than five
feet from the ground which Is tho
height of the McDonald's adopted
daughter. Clearly, the Englishman was right.
It has taken a
neurologist for Dr. l'rlnco specializes in nervous disorders, such
as dual personalities, etc. to trail
to their secret
these
ghosts
sources.
);
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Make Your
Automobile Smile
Give it a new finish and cive your
self the satisfaction of driving a
well-kemotor car. Use
good-lookin-

g,

pt

Lucas Automobile Finish
.o.i This Is specially prepared for automobiles. It dries quickly
fr't
with a smooth brilliant gloss. It gives a hard, elastic finish
It
t S that does not crack or become dull Come in and select
A
the color for your car.

Varnishes

Stains

Enamel

State Distributors
f
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"If It's Hardware, We Have It"
.First and Copper.

Phone 305

James
Washington, March
Wilnieth, director of the bureau
of engraving and printing, and a
number of other executives in the
bureau were removed "for the good
of the service" tonight by President
Harding through an executive order. Louis A. Hill, assistant chief
of the division of engraving, was
named as the now director of the
bureau and all other vacancies were
also filled.
Tho executive order affected ex
ecutive heads of every division in
tho bureau and the action was
taken, It was explained, as the re
sult of an extended investigation
and in connection with a complete
readjustment of tho bureau to
peace time conditions, Mr, Hill was
sworn in immediately, went to the
bureau and took charge. The new
execulive personnel will be In complete charge tomorrow.
The only exceptions taken to dismissal in tho executive order were
In cases cf persons eligible for retirement for age, all of whom were
retired as of this date.
Mr. Wiimeth for years was cb' '
clerk of the treasury and
tour years ago was appoint",.
of the bureau by Preside ni
succeeding Joseph A. Ralph.
bureau is ono of the lararst
point of personnel In the execu.
branch of the government, emp!
ing about 0,000 persons. It opera
the greatest engraving plant In ' .
world, making all tne paper money.
bonds, certificates and securities of
the government, as well as the
postage stamps.
Those dismissed said the order
had come without any warning and
was a complete surprise to them.
It Is understood that a complete
inventory of notes, bonds, plates
and other stock will be taken at
once, but whether this will be
done merely as a matter of course
or in connection with unconfirmrd
reports of the disappearance of
some duplicated bonds, was not In
dlcnted tonight.
Ij.

.

.

Journal

a&s bring, results,

I

NO TIIAXK YOU.
that tho clever scenario
writer of the evening paper has
picked me for the position of police Judge if the
ticket Is elected. I appre
ciate the information as I had no'
heard It before. However, I. must
decline the honor with thanks be- cause I do not feel qualified by
temperament to fill the require-- :
ments of the place. I could fine
people on!" if they wore provenguilty of some offense and not because the city needs the money to
support a "flossy" government of
high salaried and useless employe.
I should r.iucn prerer to bo city
attorney with a nice salary and a
of one per
commission of
cent on the paving contracts.
T. W. GIBSON,
609 South Walter Street.
:
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(Continued from Page One.)
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Betweer 40,000
to iiO.uuO miners joined the nation,
of
strike
wide
the United Mine

I-

Walton-Well-TiBgl-

Workers of America. The walKout was without any
untoward incident. With the exception of few small wagon mines
Ohio is solidly organized by - the
union.

TWO MEN Ol'T OV 170
TAKE OUT TI1EIK TOOLS

8 pounds Snowdrift
4 pounds Snowdrift
2 pounds Snowdrift

one-ha-

pound Snowdrift
Great West Flour.....
Great West Flour
48 lbs. Homeseeker Flour
24 lbs. Homeseeker Flour...
6 lbs. Great West Graham Flour
39c
10 pounds Sugar
70c
5 pounds Sugar
35c
2 pounds Sugar
14c
10 lbs. Potatoes (Colorado Whites)
25c
100 lbs. Potatoes (Colorado Whites)
$2.15
No. 21?. Cascade Tomatoes (in Puree)
15c
No. 1 Squat Columbine Tomatoes (Standard) 9 Vzc
No. 2 Mount Cross Tomatces( hand packed) . 12Vox
No. 2Vo Glass Jar Tomatoes (solid pack)
21c
No. 1 Paris Corn (Maine Corn)
13c
No. 2 Paris Corn (Maine Corn)
19c
No. 2 Baby Brother Corn
(Country Gentleman)
s . . . . . 15c
No. 2 Fernbrook Corn (Standard)
.11 Vic
No. 1 Van Camp's Pork and Beans
;
9c
No. 2 Van Camp's Po-and Beans
13c
No. 2V2 Van Camp's Pork and Beans
23c
No. 10 Puvallup Apnles
.......79c
No. 10 Wholesome Peaches
79c
No. 10 Wholesome Pears
79c
No. 10 Wholesome Green Gage Plums
79c
No. 10 Rnker's Grated Pineaople
79c
No. 10 Mendowbrook Apricots
79c
No. 10 O. & W. Loganberries
..$1.00
No. 10 Puyallup Blackberries
$1.00
No. 10 WhoIeome Blackberries
.tl.CO
No. 10 Puyallup Raspberries
$1.35
No. Va Beaumarchand Sxrdines (in mustard).. 6c
No.
Little Oueen Sardines (in cotton oil). . . 8c
No.
Lifeboat Sardines (in pure olive oil). ..lie
Extra l arge S"Imar Rrand Rioe Olives
35c
Lare Sylmar Brand Rinn Olives...
30c
Medium Svlmar Brand Ripe Olives
15c
3 oz. Old Monk Brand Queen Olives
13c
3 oz. Old Monk Brand Stuffed OHves
15c
9 oz. Old Monk Bruid Stuffed Olives
37c
2 'bs. RIossom and Sunshine Evaporated Prunes 49c
7. lbs. Blossom and Sunshine
Evaporated Peiches 56c
9, lbs. Blossom and Sunshine
Evaporated Figs. .47c
9, lbs. B'ossom and Sunshine
Evaporated Anples 60c
2 lbs. Blossom a"d Sunshine Evaporated Pears 59c
!.arF Armour Oats
,.25c
Small Armour Oats
13c
T
27c
arp Hvro Pura
Small Hwrl-- o Pura
He
5chnell (Washing Machine Prepared Soap).... 14c
'nx
,
10c
Rinso
7c
Medow Cold Buttr (four prints)
47c
Hollywood Butter (four nrintO
..42c
PW-Butte" (unwrnned solids)
40c
ArHuckle'-- t Ground Coffee
,
25c
Arbvle'e. Ariosa Coffee
.
SmaU Plain Angelus 4rshmal!ows
8c
Small .c'ra:wb'rry Anlua Mocshmallows
8c
Large PJain Angelus Marshmallows
25c
',,rker5acl"v
4c
Hildreth's "Velvet" Molasses Kisses, 10c size. . 9c
HUdreth's "Velvet" Molasses Kisses, 20c size.. 18c
HiMreth'i "Velvet" Molasses Kisses. 35c size, ,32c
Coffees have advanced one cent on the market, but
"Your Luck."
own Coffee, will continue to sell At he old' price
39e
Your Order Delivered, ICO lbs.. 15c.
Your Order Delivered over 100 lbs., 25c
We w'sh to announce that our No. 2 store located
t 330 North Third Street, now carries complete
line. Both stores carry the same merchandise at
the same price.
'
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CUTICURA HEALS
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GIRLSMECZEMA

i

(

we--

OnNecks,Faces,Handsand
Shoulders. In Small Pimples. Itched and Burned.

a' ut
Jt of

'r.r'ip
'

'

"'

" My little girls &ad
necks, faces, binla

tin;

eczema on
endshoul-C---

v.

It broke out in small pimples
nr.-after a couple of weeks lii'.le
bl .ers formed. They could hardly
(
their clothes on, on account of
' - .chlng and burning.
" i had them treated but the trouble
seemed to get worie. I saw an advertisement for Cuticura Soap and
Ointment and bought them and all
signs of the eczema were gone. They
were healed." (Signed) Mrs. A. CV.
Hurd, Colony Bay, Mont., July 27,
?

.

up
.,; cou.iuos, Drourfit their tools
collierfrom more than seventy-fiv- e
ies at the close of the day's work in
suspreparation for tho nation-wid- e
pension in the coal fields. Five
thousand additional men planned to
joint the wsiKWt at midnight,
of the United Mine Workers
said.
will be 100 per cent
"The tie-u- p
effective and will be peaceful,"
heads of the miners declared.
80,000 AXTHHACITK
MIX KRS OBEX ORDER

30,-00-

ldlfc-nes- s.

v

1321.

Cuticura Soap, Ointment and Talcum are all you need for all toilet
uses. Bathe with. Soap, soothe with
Ointmjnt, dust with Talcum.
..
BuBpl.BftchFr.tb7 Mail. AMrM:"0ttnrftLftt-or.tdrl.Dept. H. Uald.a 41, MftM." Sold
Softpttr. Ointment 26 and Gfc. Talcum 26c.
SJSE
Cuticnta Soap shaves ithout muf .

The Private

SECRETARY
a highly paid, confidential executive. The position ' affords tin
usual opportunl.les for advancement.
Our course of Intensive training In
secretarial duties, tactful correspondence, stenng. iphy, recounts, etc.. assures you of an excellent position
through our placement bureau on
graduation. Individual Instruction our
,
specialty,
Is

Shorn MERGER OF U. S. LAND
Sheep Receipts
lambs strong to 25c higher; wooled
OFFICES IS RUMORED
lambs steady. Sheep steady to 10c
higher. Top wooled lambs, $13. 50;
top shorn, $13.75; shorn wethers. (Special CurrmixinJtne lo The Journal.)
$9.3 5 10.1 0 ; few strong weight
Clovis. N. M March 31. The
wooled ewes, $9.009.25.
United States land offices at Fort
Sumner and Tucumcarl may be
Kansas City Livestock,
Kansas City, March 31. Cattle consolidated with the Roswell ofReceipts 1,000. All classes steady fice in the near future, according
Mixed yearlings, $7.65; quarantine to an agent of the government who
steers $5.85 ffr fi.40; better grnvie recently visited Clovis. Tlio Claycows, $5.50 6.00; best heifers ton office may also be Included in
$7.50; choice vealers, $8.50; light the
according to the
Texas feeders, $6.0006.25; , few sameconsolidation,
agent. The reason given is
natives. $6.65.
that the titles to the lands In these
Market districts have been perfected bv
Hogs Receipts 1,500.
opened steady, closed lOo to 15c the homesteaders to such an extent
lower than yesterday's
average that little business remains which
Bulk light weights to shippers. would Justify
so many
$10.00ffl10.05; top, $10.05; bulk. land offices inmaintaining
this state.
paid $10.00
$9.010.00; packers
early: closing sales lOo to 15c lower, with good 225 to
weights at $9.75 9.85; stock pi- -J
New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.
steady, choice kind $9.90.
noltermakers and Welders.
Killing
Sheep Receipts 1,500.
2100 South second St.
Tel.
shorn
prices steady;
wethers driven In from nearbv
feeding stations, $9.25;
c'.hcr
Colorado lambs, $10.15;
shorn la; bs $13.00.

..,.,,.,

Western School for
Private Secretaries

Eighth Htreet and Tl.'eras Avenue.
Telephone 001--

10.00.
6,000.

n

L U IH B E R
GLASS
CEMENT

PAINT
PLASTER

Lumber Co.
423 North First Street

240-pou-

COAL

11M7--

107-pou-

Denver Livestock,
Denver March 31. Cattle Re500.
Market steady. Beef
ceipts
steers, $8.50 0 7.50; cows and heifers, $5.00 (f?)?. 50; calves, $8.00
11.00! bulls, $2.50fi4.00; stockers
and feeders, $6.00 0 7.00.
Market
400.
Hogs Receipts
steady to strong. Top, $9.85; bulk. There 18 "Opportunity"
for the
$9.6019)9.79.
Sheen Bpeelnta S.200. Market THOROUGHLY TRAINED young
slow to steady. Yearlings, $12.60
man or woman. Start that train
13.00: iambs, $14. iiSQilB.oo; wetn.
ers. $10.00010.50;
ewes, $9,250 ing NOW.

OPPORTUNITY

Just received Several Cars
of

FANCY EGG

MAI

CHICAGO PRODCCE.
81.

&,

'

....$10.50

GALLUP LUMP ..$11.00
OMERA LUMP... $11.50

L.

HOSKING.

C. H. CARNES

BPEaXAvlAR

Butter

standards. 35c.
32fi32c:Market
lower. Receipts
Eggs
cases.
Firsts. 23i 28c;
36,783
miscel-

2222c;

laneous, .i23ViC; otoraco pac'..-e- d
extras, 2C P 25 e; storage pack-e- d
firsts, 25 Uc,
Pow.s,
Toultry Alive higher.
27c: springs, 30c; roosters, 19c.
Potatoes Market dull. Receipts
72
cars. Total U. S. shipments.
705 cars. Wisconsin sacked round
whites, $1.50(91. '0 cwt.; same ungraded, $1.25 1.40 cwt.; Minnesota(R
Red livers, $1.50
sacked
1.60 cwt.;
Idaho sacked Rurals
mostly $1.75 cwt.: Idaho sacked
Russets, $2.10P2.15 cwt.; Canada
flno quality and condition sacked
Red rivers No. 1, $1.80 cwt.; Can-ad- a
sacked Hebrona, $1.80 cwt.
KANSAS

MAN DIES.
CIiF.VKLANT
Cleveland. Ohio, March 81.
W.
Oreenllef
Simpson, 77, retired
Boston business man, died at th
home of his daughter here today.
Mr. Simpson was former president
of the Fort Worth Stockyards company, nnd one of the organizers of
the Omaha stockyards company.

Wind Shield
a,
431

Glass-Lumb-

CATARRH
ei the
BLADDER
. iWciisKtuM

tVl Ileal
I V"MJUL V

J EaehCamule
btars turns

AjititA

fSTlnJ

107 S.

Fourth.

Phone

I057--

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
Inqnlro
JOOItNAL OFFICE
nBsamassjnss.

New Hals
Fine Assortment of

BUCKRAM FRAMES FOR
SATURDAY
Choice

We also have a big shipment of
Ladies' Trimmed and Untrimmed
Hats. Choice $1.00, each

''',

j

-

See our new shipment of Crockery,
.

Cups and Saucers in white and gold
-

T

'v.""

:;i

,;

re1

e3

Complete.

19c,

band.

er

IIAI.OBIIHIE LUMBER CO.
I'bons lot.
Soulb t'irat Street.

C.

A
I

I

CITY rilODCCE.

Kansas City. March $1. Eggs,
butter and poultry unchanged.-

205 North First

Phone 251
JOE MILLER, Pres.

Chicago, March
extras,
Market lower. Creamery
3fic; firsts, 33H35',4ci seconds,

ordinary firsts,

TWO STORES IN ALBUQERQUE
330 North Third

Aztec Fuel Co.

,

9.7 S.

77c
40c
21c
$2.25
$1.15
$1.98
$1.05

1

.

Mahoney Plain, Pa., March 131.
and
Tho mines of the Heading
Iron company, as well 8'. i iv'du-all- y
!,
,"
pl iin
owned operation?
; .j"6d tohard white ash dl" .
s
eutM.r-ieday. There are ' .tiyfivo
in the d''
HiigM'ye mom
em- -

....$1.47

48 lbs.
24 lbs.

Colorado Springs, Colo.. March
Two! men out of the 170 employed in the Pike View mine took
out their toois on ending work today, according to miners. A vote
was taken at the close of the day's
work, miners reported, and an
overwhelming
majority wus
against striking.
The Pike View mine has been
The brave deeds of pioneer
operating on the open shop plan, Missouri women are to be combeing about DO per cent unionized, memorated by a magnificent meTho morial fountain In St. Louis.
according lo union figures.
city coal mines have a contract with
the United Mluo Workers which
expires tonight.
READING COAFj AM) 1ROV
COMPANV PLANTS CLOSE

Hazleton. Pa.. March 31. Mln- crs of the Lehigh and Panther
creek coal fields, comprising district No. 7, United Mine Workers
LIVESTOCK MARKET
0
of America, to the number of
close of the day shift,
at
the
ChlcnKO Livestock.'
left their working places under the
Chicago March 31. Cattle Re- suspension order as Issued by the
Marl.et
generally union. The coal' companies of the
ceipts 3,500.
steady on all classes; quality plain. field will make no effort to work
Bulk beef steers of qu ty to sell, at the mines during the suspension
7.EOifj)8.00: veal calves to packers and all have been placed fti conmostly $8.00 ffi 8.50; handy weight dition for a long period of
calves to outsiders. J9.0010.00.
Market
Hogs Receipts 21,000.
District President Kennedy anfairly active, largely Do to 10c nounced tonight that the suspenlower than yesterday's
average, sion was 100 per cent in this dislighter weights off most.
Top. trict and that it would bo marked
$10.60; bulk, $9.90010.40; pigs 10c by complete order.
to 15c lower; bulk desirable 100 to
$9.75

I

-

l

31.

Prei.)
31.

,

i

Director of Engraving and
Printing and Several Others Removed for the
"Good of the Service."

ft,BitlvMeMBSHBMSSHSHHBSMSMHSHSSB
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As the People View It

I

of wage contracts.
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ONE CENT TO ONE DOLLAR STORES CO.
PHONE 299
321 W. CENTRAL AVE.
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BY NOON TODAY

IF YOU CAN.

Bring them in, or phone them, if you are a
so they will reach us by
Saturday noon
if you can possibly do so. While we can take
copy at the want ad counter up to 5:30 o'clock
Saturday afternoon, from 4 o'clock up to clos-

sub-scrib- er,

ing time is the congested period and you may

not be able to reach the Want Ad Department
by telepnone after 5 :30 p. m.

OsbssSIEmi

Bmmkmmi

Morning Journal
Albuquerque
m
m
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ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

April 1, 1922.

POLISH PRESIDENT

GALLUP MIN ERS

TO OBEY ST

nnvr.

ALL RESIDENTS ARE
ENTITLED TO VOTE

CREST OF FLOOD

GETS RESIGNATION
OF HIS MINISTERS

.

IS EXPECTED

AT

ON

Wiieeiislown, was seized Ijy raiders.
RAWERS SEIZE
(The tugboat, it seems, followed the
'ordnance ship until Hallycotton
was reached, when It overhauled
EXPLOSIVES ON and
captured her and transferred
the cargo to the lorries which had
ADMIRALTY SHIP arrived from Cork.
OF CHICAGO. JO,
Naval officials at Queenstown

BANKER FEBITON

COMMISSIONERS'

All residents

of Albuquerque
who have registered and who
meet the requirements for
voting In any election are eligible to vote for
ers in the regular election of
next Tuesday.
Some citizens have fornied
an opinion that property owners only are eligible to vote
This is
for commissioners.
wrong and all residents propwill
be
permiterly qualified
ted to vote.
'

IMP

ORDER FOREGRST
.

At
i

J

Least 50 Per Cent win
Not ReDort for Work To
day; Others Expected to

Mississippi River Nears the
Crisis of Its Fight to
Break Out of the Course
Made By Man.

Go Out Shortly.

;
t'

I.C.CIAL
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oril-cia-

NEW YORK
BUILDING

ls

P0ST0FFICE
INSPECTED

(Ily Th A.nnrlnted Prew.i
Washington, March 31. Without

previous notice and, it was declared, unrecognized by members
of the New York force. Postmaster
General Work went over the New
JU1A

L.U..U...O

IRiniUUH--

IAKESJI

lar to garret, performing a task
which usually is left to a postal Inspector, It was learned today.

tested
skin
treatment
A

Ponikewski is said to have handed

President Pilsudski the resignation
of the entire cabinet

WEIL ASSAULT
MYTH

A

W
CLAIMED

President of the
tional Bank of the

(From Evening Herald.)
There should bo some special
prtvidence to protect a candidate

for office from ' his fool friends.
Unfortunately there isn't.
Kidney Weils, misfortune is a
case in point; The puunc uau
never heard a word of an alleged
charge that Well received u com-mission for leading the hotel drive
until the Journal printed it on tne
front tiatre and followed it up to- editorial
t'.ay with a
mourning over an alleged "assault"
on the private business character
of Mr. Weil.
Nobody had heard of such an
'assault." The public had no rea
son to believe that there was an
basis, for anv ."assault" on Mr.
Weil's "private business character."
The Journal asserts tnat an
Is being made to create preof h!s
judice against Weil "because
nationality." .Everybody considered
Weil an American citizen until the
Now
Journal
tjie ques::cn.
that the matter has been questioned, some people may be left n
doubt.
The "campaign
managers" fir
and
Connell, McLaughlin
include several hundred citizens and 5 per cent of Albuquerque business men who favor their
because these three men
have demonstrated sound business
tho ability to get
and
Judgment
definite results in progress for this
city. They have made no attacks
on Well's "private business character." These several hundred managers have - let him strictly alone.
only his
questioned
They have
in
training, ability and experience
running a city government, as con-of
trasted with the obvious capacity
the present commissioners.
The. idea of faking
charges
in order to deagainst a candidate
new.Is
based
It
fend them Is not
on the theory that by arousing
fympathy votes may be obtained.
It has been .known to work when
used with judgment and discretion.
Rut some care should be taken In
choosing the kind of charges to
lcng-wind-

try Resmol Ointment
and Soap for that skin

trouble and you'll
know why thousands
of doctors prescribe
them to relieve

--

sick skins

Resinol Soap cannot,
be excelled for the ?T.

RESItiOL

I
I

rt

permission,

OPENLEJTER.

by srec!al

TIGERS BEAT LIONS
IN

BOWLING

MATCH

Tigers took two out of three
games from the Lions in their
match in the "Y" city bowling
championship last night. Strange
rolled 221 the high score for the
Tigers and Llndsey headed the
Lions with 22.
The scores follow:
Tigers.
Bollman
160 164 172
221
155 154
Strange
175 194 15B
Meyers
Totals

;

Totals

..'.OBa
Lions.
.189

BIS

480

156
161

130
133
208

171
"26
187

........... 506

471

584

Marsh
Lindsey
Busch

(Ily Tho Auoclnttd

NaRe- -

Lake

I'rrim.)

Chicago, .March 31. W. T. Fen-tovice president of the National
Bank or tne Republic, left his desk
to go to lunch at the usual hour today and a few minutes later committed suicide by Jumping (nto
Lake Michigan.
Officials of the
bank said they could give no motive for the act.
At his home it was said that Mr.
Fenton, who was 70 years old, was
in good health and had seemed
cheerful when he left at the usual
hour this morning. Mr. Fenton was
first vice president
nd also general manager of the bank, which
Is one of the larger banks of the

n,

1

city.

N-

what had happened

Ohio

street. There the banker

got

out and jumped Into the lake.
Mr. Fenton was well known In
business circles.
He was said to
linve been fairly wealthy.
He had
been with the bank
more than
thirty years. On the rear seat of'
the taxi several letters of Mr. Fen
ton and $73 In cash were found,
He apparently had left them there
intentionally.
Physicians worked on him foi
more than thirty minutes with a
lung motor, but their efforts were
unavailing.
Mr. Fenton was on the American
Bankers' association executive com- mlttee for six years and at differ-ent times was president of the II
association.
linols State Hankers'
the Chicago Clearing House and of!
the Chicago Bankers club. His,
son also is a banker here.
1

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS
Four choice lots in the restrlctel
district were sold this week: two
facing on Dartmouth avenue and
two on Brown avenue.
the two or
Notwithstanding
three cold days of the past week,
the bulbs in many of the yard are
in bloom.
"Heightitls" Is surely catching.
as Is proved by tho fact tnnt ten
new water taps have, been ordered
In on the Heights during th
month of March, and construction
work started on as many new
homes.

DEATHS

AND

0

STORE WITH

N.MCA.
A NEW

J

SPIRIT

'

IAL TODAY

NIGHT GOWN SPECIALS

CANDY
SHOP
Cocoanut Brill,
pound

Peanut Candy,
pound

25c
20c

Assorted Candies,

rtA

pound
Broken Taffy,

At the very low prices which distinguish these
pretty gowns, we feel sure a discriminating shopper will unhesitatingly supply herself for the entire season. The selections include a well balanced range of styles in plain as well as lacy and
models.
Philippine
hand-embroider- ed

MlL

15c

....

pound
110 SOUTH SECOND

LOT

1

...75c

LOT

2

..$1.00

LOT

3

.$1.25

LOT

4

$1.39

LOT

5

$1.69

LOT

6

$1.79

LOT

7

;

LOT

8

..$2.39

LOT

9

$2.50

LOT

10

$3.95

CARD

FUNERALS

TABLES
Even people who do
not play cards find
card tableB
these
very useful. They
fold up out of the
way when not in
use and come In
mahogany finish
with rubber tipped'
legs and covered
with green Baize.

Crol-lott-

FRESH TODAY

To the Morning Journal:'
A
statement
from
E, C.
POW5LL, in charge of Mesa Leon
Oil Trust office, in Albuquerque,
saying that offices will be temporarily discontinued here (for certain reasons namely) that Mr. A.
O. Puccini, with
offices in New
York city, also Los Angeles, St.
Louis and other Important cjtles,
will probably direct the policies of
Mesa Leon dll Trust also Vaughn
OH Association matters after havJ
with trustees.
If Well's "private business thar- - lng conference
Further, statements will be made
acter" has been assailed by anyone after
of
conference deterresults
the Journal has done it. Adv.
mined by E. C. POWELL, Agent,
Oil Trust, Combs hotel.
The convention of the National
.
Federation of Business and Profes Home office. East Vaughn.
sional Women's clubs at Chattanoo
ga next summer will be the first CUTTER KEEPS CLOSE
convention that the organization
WATCH FOR ICEBERGS
has held In the south.

Under the English law a mai
weman Is subject to the bankrw
law. but she Is safe from corif
and tal to Jail under the debtors" at

ALBUQUERQUE.

AN OLD

AT

,

special"

'T

lciei OZule SVorcJ
-

Dili

-

consu-mate-

to investigate.
oronance snip ana
tug, but not until tne cargo
been taken from the former.

louna

taxi driver said

Mr. Fenton
his cab : ear the bank
and ordered him to drive to the
municipal pier. He then told thn
driver to take him to tho foot of
A

learned

1'reoa.)

Asum-lnte-

London, March 31. P.aUleis
seized tho cargo of explosives
chiefly gelignite, aboard an adcoast.
miralty ship off the
jand stowed It safely In some un-- ,'
known place, according to a dis- patch to the London Times from
Cork.
Tho movement of large numbers
of motor lorries, which were com-- 1
In
mandeered
Cork, Wednesday
and driven to. an unknown destina-- j
now
is
tlon,
explained as being a
part of the coup to intercept the;
admiralty vessel, which was due
to leave Cork Wednesday afternoon
for Hocky Island with a cargo, un-- 1
derstood to have consisted mainly
of gelignite, which was to have
been transported to England.
Moro than 100 lorries, were seen
Wednesday going In the direction
of Midleton, Youghal. Trees wen
being foiled behind them across the
roads, probably to prevent pursuit
The belief wns expressed at
that the seizures of the lorries were made by republicans.
As part' of the plan a tug hou
lying at the deep water quay

sent craft

hnrt entered

BARELA Atanasia Barela, 68
Alorning Journal, years old, died yesterday afternoon
M.
Albuquerque,
her home at San Jcse. Two sons
Dear Friend: Have been called at
survive. ThJ
and two
away to assist in care of Vaughny body was daughters
taken to Garcia and
Oil association otine.
win pruuu-bl- Sons'
funeral parlors pending
have entire charge of offico
both fir Mesa Leon oil Trust and funeral arrangements.
Kxpect to
Vaughn Oil association.
WILSON Dean William Wilfurnish advertising matter and dioffice. son, son of Mr. and Mrs. William
home
from
rect advertising
afterAccept our sincere thanks for M. Wilson, died yesterday
vour earnest efior:s In our inter noon at their residence, 1108 Elevests and will furnish copy from enth street, after a very short ill- 's
time to time as trustees might see ness. The body was taken to
funeral parlors pending
fit to send.
When we came to Albuquerque
befunds
we were needing
badly
cause that our citizenship had invested heavily In securities in both
associations and found that funds
sufficient to
not
secured were
finance developments that we had
in mind.
Now, however, we have
.Chickens, Lobsters,
deals of sufficient importance that we find it unnecessary to
Mutton,
Fish,
Beef,
ask the people- of Albuquerque
even though we are in their trade
Veal,
Pork,
something
territory and this being
of great importance to AlbuquerFruits, Vegetables and
que find It entirely unnecessary to
secure
funds.
to
here
stay longer
Groceries.
We thank the citizens of Albuquerque for thefr liberal support;
Bacon, by the
feel sure that those who have seen
the
fit to Invest with us will have
piece, per pound
multiamount of their investment
the
plied many times in profits innever
very near future. There has
been an oil field which has had
as many things to dtfer in Encouragement as the Vaughn field.
Companies of many million dol201 Norlh First Street.
lars responsibility indentified with
Plume 199
us
to
for
It
us make
impossible
V
i'hone- - I's
Vour Order
be mistaken, for further informaWill do me Rest.
tion write, wire or phone Mesa
Leon Oil Trust offices East Vaughn,
N M., care B. C- Powell, formerly
located in suite 100, Ccmbs Hotel.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Again thanking you for past
courtesies, I am
Yours very truly,
E. C. POWELL.
Mr. Macpheisoii,

.$1.89

d

PINEAPPLE

OA
dJK,

Glass

(By The Aanncbted Pres.)

Washington, March SI. Offici
We deliver ny size any
als of the hydrographlo office of
the navy department were keeping where. Henry Transfer Co.,
close watch tonight on reports from Phone 939.
the highest grade Macaroni,
the vessels on ice patrol duty in the
dangerous zone just south of the
HOUSE ROOMS Spaghetti, Egg Noodles and
The coast guard BITTNER
Grand banks.
other Macaroni
cutter Seneca now on station, re S10H South First. Phone 8S1-ported yesterday two observations,
almost
an
directly
locating
iceberg
in the westbound steamer track
from Europe to Boston, and the
trafflo is moving around the spot
under advisory warnings from the
as follows:
hydrographio service.
Beginning April 1, 1922, our prices on Milk are
Pints
100
Quarts .
Moro
or
J
Four
Qunrts
Moving Picture Funnies
Gallon In
1
lso
Half Pint Cream
;

'.

31c
24c
16c
20c

..13c

LAWS

CHOCOLATE

QEtEAM COFFEE
Sold at this Store.

Jar Pineapple Quality Unexcelled.

No. 212 can Sliced
No. 2 can Sliced
No. 1 can Sliced
No. 2 can Grated
No. 1 can Grated

JoHtffcwM

Mesa-,Leo-

5oothinj and HeAlinq

LOCAL ITEMS

Coal Supply Co. Phone 4 and 5.
Miss Florence Adams, girls' work
C A., who
secretary of the Y. W.
was operated upon fo- - appendicitis
Is
reported to
yesterday morning.
be recuperating rapidly.
San
Miller of
J. Wyckliffe
Ysidro, N. M., wos in the city on
business yesterday.
James Wait of Pueblo. Colo., Is
here with
spending the week-en- d
his father, O. D. Wait.
Miss Frances White of the Pacific Mutual offices will leave tomorrow for a vacation trip to her
former home in Columbia, Mo.
There will be a regular meeting
of G. K. Warren post, G. A. R., at
217 West Silver avenue this afternoon at 3 o'clock.
Factory woofi, full trucx load,
four dollars. Hahn Coal Company,
Phone 91.
Albuquerque Temple No. 8, Pyth
ian SlBters. will meet at 7 o'ciock
tonight at the Knights of Pythias
'
hall.
There will be a meeting of all
boys who played with the Firefighters' baseball team Inst In year
the
this evening nt 7:30 o'clock
office of the physical director of
of
The
M.
C.
A.
purpose
Y.
the
the meeting is to reorganize the
team.
Asthma? Dr. Murray, osteopath.
N. T. Armljo building, phone 741.
Attorney George S. 'Clock will
address the men's Bible class of
the Presbyterian church tomorrow
BUYING AND SELLING
morning at 10 o'clock.
OF LAND PROHIBITED
Albuquerque Temple No. 8, Pythwill give a dance toBY SOVIET CONGRESS ian Sisters
night in tho Knights of Pythias
hall.
(By The Ansnclnli-TreM.)
Old Town Reds defeated the
. Moscow, - March
81. The buystreet school yesterday by a
Fourth
conand
of
land
will,
ing
selling
score of 19 to 6 at the New York
tinue to be prohibited and punish- avenue
grounds.
able by confiscation under a new
Mrs. E. Pinney left- for Foit
policy adopted by a commission Wort;', Tex. .yesterday, for a visit
appointed by the last
with her daughter, Mrs.R. W. Wal-le- n
soviet congress.
and family."The title to all land
vested in the state but It will
All motorcycle riders arc
be given over to the use of comto moot, ut the Y. M. C. A.'
munes or peasants' societies as
building Sunday. April 2, ut 1:3(1
they see fit.
Individual peasants may secure p. 111.. for n
ami n run o 'Rrlght unil
land either by becoming .members
By requost of Hit' presi
of the local land commune or each Knrly."
dent of the Albuquerque Motormnv obtain a farm for himself.
Further, each peasant may tense cycle club.
his strip of land to another peas-

ant.
Labor may be hired

in

public Jumps
Michigan.

-

Ray-nol-

Some day you will

complexion,hair
and bath

Marshal Pilsudski, Polish president
Failure of the negotiations between the Polish government and
the Vilna delegation regarding the
text of the act of annexation of the
Vilna district to Poland is said to
have brought the resignation- of
the Polish cabinet.
Premier M.

LIFE

Vice

man-mad-

g.

r

(Dt Thr Annoclutod I'rf
Memphis, Tenn., March 31.
The Mississippi river, swollen by
heavy rains of the last ssvcral
weeks, tonight neared the crisis of
e
its fight to break out of the
course which so far has held
It within Its channel.
Four or five miles wide at many
Points, the great muddy stream
was straining at its levees from
Cairo, 111,, to Vicksburg, M'ss.
Hundreds of workers under the
eyes of government
engineers
watched every foot of the great
embankments which have been
thrown up to hold the water within
its banks.
Profiting by the experience of
the past and with the informat'on
as to rainfall and river stages at
hand, persons living in the lowlands are being removed and the
possibility of loss of life should
the river break, It is believed, has
been reduced to a minimum.
The danger point tonight appeared to be at Old Town. Ark.,
where sloughing of the levee was
reported during the day.
The crest of the flood was expected tp reach Memph's tomorrow.
,(
Railroads whose tracks parallel
the river have, In some Instances,
erected their own levees so that
tratno might be continued, but
others are seriously threatened.
The river packets, Uncle Oliver
an Percy Swain, have been en- paged In rescue work for several
days and today delivered full loads
of passengers from danger points
below Vleksburg.
1

Gallup, Ni M., March. 31. Nine
hundred coal miners living In the
Gallup district will probably be out
on strike before the clone of the
first week in April. More than 50
per cent of the men employed In
'this district have notified the operators that they would not be back
work tomorrow-mornin; Ot 127 men employed at the
Union mine only two reported they
'
would return to work. Sixty sever.
the
Employed nt Coal Basin, one ofcom'mines of the Diamond Coal
to
to
return
refused
pany, all have
work. At Allison, also a Diamond
Coal company mine, 180 are
About forty men have d
not walk
glared that they, would
out with the balance In compliance
with the request from the United
PuMine Workers headquarters at emAbout 100 men
eblo, Colo.
the Kase-;maployed at Mentmore. atRichards
&
Defiance and
the
Morris mines, have Joined adstrikers. There are about 100
ditional miners working in various
mines about Gallup which employ
men, all of
'from one to fifteen
towhom will not return to work to
According
morrow
morning.
talk among the miners ami
Employes the mine of the Gallup
American Coal company will.probby Ue
ably not be affected muchcould
be
krike as the best that was that
'learned from these mines
the
of
cent
not more than 20 per
It
nue work
men would discont that
all of the
'is likely, however,
wM
men employed at these mines
close of
join the strikers before the
next week.
Lnllcd
i
There Is no local of the lnGal-lu;Mlne Workers of America
mines
or at any of the nearby disconat present. The loeal was
to
tinued and the charter returnedago.
a few months
headquarters,was
o.
taken because
:This action
were
the small number of menThewho
major-itwork.
active in union are in sympathy
of the men
and
with the generar strike oforder
the
wilt go out on request
at midnight tonight,
s
Notices have been posted here by
'union men requesting all miners to
respond to the call. The notice
'also urges the men to use precaution and that all actions be taken
orderff, that all laws be observed,
that all business be conducted In a
lawful manner and that all miners
stay away from the mines.
F

'i
r

(By The
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CASH AND CARRY

109 NORTH FOURTH STREET
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Ideal Grocery
O. L. MCMILLAN.

Phono 25B.

'

510 E. Central.
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Cut out the plctur
sides. Then carefully
Una 1 Its ntlre length,
ted line 2. and so on.
underneath
section
When completed turn
you'll find a surprising
the pictures

c
r:

on all four,
fold dotted
Then dot-- j
Fold each
accurately
over an.l
result. Save

r.

H. co?)!Kn. m. i:. n.
Osteopnthlo Specialist.
Stem Uld. Tel. TU1-- J. 2033--

1
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by Mrs. A. B.

Today, we place on sale a big assortment of New Dresses of
the latest styles and colors in Canton Crepe, Crepe de Chine,
Taffetas and Silk and Wool Crepe. These' are our regular $20
to $30 values, but for a special we offer them for

$15.95

North Second St.

Come in and see them you are sure to appreciate the great
values offered "Buy two dresses for the price of onc'V
p. m.

Stroup to pell the com-I
home at 419
plete furnishings of their beautiful
homes
North Eleventh Street. This is one of the best furnished
in the city and at no time has this furniture ever been used
by sick. Below you will,- find a partial list of what will be
,:
.' sold:
Davenport, same as new; Morris chair, rockers, rugs of all
and chairs to match.
buffet
table,
sizes, stair carpet, dining
oak and a beauty; beds, springs and mattresses,
, all In waxed
..office desk, dresser, chiffoniers, several email stand tables,
cooking
Mbrary tables, porch furniture, swing, refrigerator,
'
utensils and hundred of other articles we do not have, room
to
sale
miss It
afford
is
cannot
a
to mention. Now this
yeu
you want anything in house furnishing line, as this is a six
.room house and furnished complete. Everything in this house
has been well taken care of and looks the same as new. Now
don't miss this opportunity, be on hand promptly and bring
.".'
'your friends.

'

qMirz

to th

7--

Monday, April 3,

have been" employed

--

'

SI

AUCTIONat 2!15

XV "Tt
zJ
'

......

.

ive

PHONE 851.
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Dairy

Albuquerque
Association

NEW AND SEASONABLE ITEMS
START THE MONTH 1UOIIT BY GIVING VS YOTJR ORDER
.45c
Fresh 'Asparagus,, lb
...
.250
each
Artichokes,
i,
35o
Large hothouse cucumbers, each
Sc
Hothouse red radishes, bunch
.
.450
,
.'.
lb
i
Mango peppers,
cartons
Batavta washed figs,
,.60e ';
Brownie figs, pkg. 6o, 6 for
,S0o
Batavla Golden Bantam Corn, No. 2 tins.
Batavia Golden Bantam Corn on cob, No. S tins.
,60c
2
tin
45c .
Mistletoe Tiny Stringiest Beans, No.
Site
Mistletoe Ex.' Small Beets, No. 2 tins.;...tins . ,
.......40c
Fancy Prunes, heavy syrup, No. i
No. 2 tins
85o
, Fancy Loganberries,
. Alnsley's Fruit-Sala.45c
tins 25c and
Solitaire Red Pitted Cherries, No. 2 tins
45c
IOc
Sweet Pickled Figs, 1
Jars
.
sweet cider, pint bottles .
I
.aiic
Guittard's Cocoa, H lb. tins
ariolb. tins
Hershey Cocoa,
.200
FERRY'S GARDEN, LAWN GRASS AND FLOWER SEEDS
LARGE ASSORTMENT
18-o- z.

" "'

can.........

THE SERVICE STORES

New Spring
at Sensational Prices

".

six-roo- m

'(

J. L. GOBER, Auctioneer.

NEW Ml LLINERY
Has been arriving this week, and we call your special attention to a
big assortment of the season's latest Hats the new White Leghorns
and Milan. There is nothing newer or more attractive in large, small
and medium shapes. They are worth $12.00.
QP
Our Special Price..............
tPueJU

DIREYFUSS & COo
113

NORTH FIRST STREET.

;
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NEW RAIL LABOR BOARD HEARS WAGE ARGUMENTS

Answers to Questions.

NOTICE OP Sl'IT.
No. 13276.

State of New Mexico, County- -f
Hornamio. in the District Court.
Galena King Mining Company, a
Corporation, and the Octoroon
Mining Company, a Corporation,
Plaintiffs, vs. George W. Ray, F.
S. Donnell, Joseph M. McOuIre,

(Any reader can get the answer to any question by writing
The Albuquerque Journal Information Bureau, Frederic J. Has-ki-

BY

n,

1

"I

LEGAL NOTICE
!

Director, Washington, D, .',
This offer applies strictly to
The Bureau cannot
give advice on legal, medical, and
financial matters. It does not attempt to settle domestlo troubles,
nor to undertake exhaustive research on any subject. Write your
question plainly and briefly, Give
full name and address and enclose
two cents in stamps for return
postage. All replies are sent direct
to the inquirer.)

STHIK

'

the International fluorspar Company, a Corpo atlon, and the International Metals Corporation, a

The Ladies Specialty Shop

Corporation, and All Unknown
Claimants, of Any Interest or
Titles Adverse to Plaintiffs' In
the Premises He.elnifter In This
Described, Defend-- j
Complaint
ants.
Above
To the
Named Defendants:
You are hereby notified that a
suit has been filed against you !n
the said court and county by fh.
Q. Is paper money printed only
above named, plaintiff, in which
in Washington or do mints print it,
II.
the said plaintiff prays for a detoo? (J.
cree quieting title to the following
A. The paper money of the United States Is printed only at the
real estate In Bernalillo county,
PrintThe Octoroon
Bureau of Engraving and
New Mexico,
C.
mints
D.
The
Mining Claims, situated in the Soda
ing. Washington,
in th comiof the United States make no paper
district
mining
Springs
currency.
ty and state aforesaid, the said
group of mining claims designated.
Q. What Is the Indian name for
known, and exist under the name
canoe? N. E.
fe'rrort-!W"'Wof:
i
A. Different tribes had differ-eiturnrrmirimiisn"
Octoroon,
names for things, the Dakota
Octoroon, No, 1, ,
word for canoe being canquanzl
(c) Underwood & Underwood
Octoroon, Noi 2,
W'ata; the Lenape, Amochol; and
Horace
W.
Samuel
B.
J.
back
Baker.
W.
A.
left
to
Wharton,
Board
Octoroon, No. 3, and
row,
Elliott,
Semo.
Rigging,
members,
the Cheyenne,
right:
Nellie, claims,
L. McMenlmen. Front row, left to right: G. W. W. Hanger, Judge R. M. Barton, Ben W. Hooper.
Q. Whnt member of Roosevelt's
and listed and described as Survey
cabinet was continued in the Taft
and believe that all difficulties
men and employers. Heads of
The new rail labor board it
No. 1849. filed tn the United States
R. O.
cabinet?
brotherhoods
were
In
emfirst
sessions
between
ia
and
rail
rail
land office, for the Santa Fe disthe
its
holding
operators
Q
A. George von L. Meyer, who
conference with the board rewhere it is hearing argutrict, in the state of New Mexico.
ployes can be ironed out satisfacwas postmaster general in RooseAnd you are further notified that
ments preparatory to threshing
cently on proposed wage schemes.
velt's cabinet, was made- secretary
torily. No serious difficulties are unless
you enter or cause to be enBoard members are optimistic
vut difficulties between the rail-of the navy by President Taft.
expected.
tered
your appearance In saJd
Q. Who wag the "Red Virgin of
cause on or before the thirteenth
Montmarte?" R. N. G.
day of May. A. D. 1922 judgment
and manner. CONVICT ESCAPED TWO
A. Louise Michel, a French anchildish simplicity
in aald cause'
will be rendered
Thus, she Is a combination of girlarchist, who was deported and imagainst you by default and the reish Innocence and worldly wisdom,
YEARS AGO: CAPTURED
prisoned at various times for her
be granted.
lief
will
for
j
prayed
which produces a character unique
anarchistic teachings, was called
The name of the plaintiff's attorBY CHANCE AT CHICAGO
In screen annals. It Is doubtful It
"The Red Virgin of Montmarte" as
&
Grlgaby. whose
ney Is Heacock
this de
a tributo to the purity of her life.
'B" Theater
Power anyone else could visualize
"The
postoffice address is Albuquerque,
little character as Mies Love
(By The Amociiiled Tm.)
Q. Where does Michigan rank in Within," a Pathe picture, is be- lightful
N.
M.
the- production of copper? J. L. K. ing repeated today for the last has.
Chicago, March 31. Two years (Seal)
FRED CROLLOTT,
of time; also repeating for the last
A. In the total production
.
Clerk.
Frank Morris was sentenced
ago,
GREET
HOUSES
CROWDED
Monty
copper Michigan ranks second to time "Fresh Air," a two-reHARRY
F. LEE, Deputy.
K. M. Landls to By
former
AT
HILL"
THE
by
"OVER
Judge
Montana, and in the annual output Banks comedy.
'
srve
In
a
THEATER
federal
at
year
THE PASTIME
prison
the state is surpassed only by
Leavenworth for the theft of a par
Lyric Theater The Albuquerque
NOTICT OF SOT.
Montana and Arizona.
girl, Bessie Love, In her own pro"Over the Hill," the new William cels poet package, and Thomas
No. 132S2.
most
"Bonnie
did
a
the
At
time
what
duction,
Q.
May," proved
Vox feature photoplay that swept ixionan, deputy United States
State of New Mexico, County of
was given the task of desoldiers carry government insur- great drawing card yesterday, and New Yoik off Its feet for a run of
Bernalillo. In the District Court.
ance? How muny do now? W. the picture is being repeated to- a solid year on Broadway, Is ap- livering him to prison authorities. Lulu Hollingsworth, Plaintiff, vs.
L. 8.
the
day; also repeating "In the Nick pearing for the last time today at Near Kansas
City,
prisoner
Frederick
L. Hollingsworth, DeA. The Veterans'
bureau says of Time," a two-rethe Pastime theater.
comedy.
piungea through a car window and
fendant.
that the largest number of policies
The local premiere, which had escaped.
Pastime Theater That greatest
To the Above Named Defendant:
were in force on November 11, 1918. picture of its kind yet produced, been awaited with keen Interest,
Today. Doonan was going to
You are hereby notified that a
At this time there were 4,439,664
"Over the Hill," is being repeated proved beyond the shadow of doubt nincn auring tne noon rush hour. suit has been filed against you in
A
3
our
Is
nil
Hill"
On March 1, 1922, there were
the
clutched
"Over
and
that
pedostrian
that
slipped
for
last
the
today
time, with an
the said court and cou:ity by the
term policies in force amount
cast. See this wonderful New York friends declared it to tha deputymarshal for support. As above named plaintiff,
in which
be, and Judging from many com- the man regained his feet there was the said
of insurance being $2,446,142,845.
by all means today.
picture
plaintiff prays for absoments on its first screening here, mutual recognition. It was Morris. lute divorce
There were 271,904 converted poliand
and
care,
custody
it is one of the biggest hits that we and Doonan will again start for control of their minor child.
cies amounting to 1984,124,032.25. SEE THE PICTURE,
Joseph
ever
Leavenworth
with
him.
have
enjoyed.
"THE
POWER
were
or
Who
the
what
WITniN,"
"Molly
Q.
Tredell Holllngrworth nnd twenty
A largo audience was on hand to
TODAY AT "B" THEATER
A. C. 8
Maguires?"
for support and education
Tn a recent newspaper
greet the picture and give itwel-a
appear dollars
A. The Molly Maguires were an
of eald minor child on the grounds
deserved
notice:
and
the
to
"Born
Mr.
and
ed,
richly
hearty
Allen
In
1843
Dorothy
Irish secret society formed
always thought
and abandonment
tribute of Mrs. , a daughter (By Cable)." of
to resist or Intimidate bailiffs or she was a pretty good screen ac- come; paying not only the
And you are further notified that
to Its many
spontaneous
laughter
for
process-serverent,
or cause to be
enter
distraining
unless you
tress but never realized how good delightful comedy scenos, but payor others Impounding the cattle ot she
entered your appearance in said
of
rarer
the
tribute
ulso
was
until
she
fooled
her
ing
really
LEGAL
NOTICE
those unable or unwilling to pay
cause on or before the fourth day
tears to its pathetic epirent. A similar sooiety called by own dog while appearing In her
of May. A. D. 1922. judgment wl'l
NOTICE.
is being re- sode.
the same name existed in the min- latest picture, forwhich
The Btory, which was taken from Last Will and Testament of Ethel be rendered In raid cause against
the last time. It
peated today
ing districts ot Pennsylvania, 1854 was
recounts
the
Will Carleton's poems,
you by default and the relief
Montelgnier. Deceased.
to 1877. The members disguised
appearing in, 'The Power
ana sorrows of a typical To Katherlne Raynolds 163!) Hazel prayed for will be granted.
themselves in "Molly Magulre" or Within," a Pathe feature, the script Jays
The name of the plaintiff's atmother, who raises a large family
Drive, Cleveland, Ohio: Roberta
called for her to be, the proud
women's dresses.
is Ernest B. Garcia, whose
to have them, in
children
of
torney
Q.
only
care
Fltzpatrick.
Raynolds
In
the
that
shi her old age, allow her to drift from
addriss is Albuquerque,
postoffice
Q. Where are (be Mountains ot sessor of a poodle production
Ohio
Co.,
conManufacturing
Tolqdo,
and
dog,
the Moon? F. T.
them, to live on charity. The "black
Robert W. Filzpat-lc63 '.r N. M.
a
over
make
fuss
it.
tinually
disA. The Mountains of the Moon
FRED CROLLOTT.
son, however, when he
. llngton
New (Seal)
Place, Buffalo,
It also happens that Miss Allen sheep"
covers this condition, comes to his
Clerk.
were a mythical chain of moun- owns
York; George Fltzpatrick, State
just such a dog which she aged mother's rescue, and all ends
HARRT
F. LEE. Deputy.
tains which the early Egyptians treasures
Las Vegas, N. M.; Har. By
Hospital,
so
she
very
highly,
with the little mother, just
believed to be the source of the
rlett A. Wigley. 314 West Coal
into service happily
pressed the
true mother that ever
like
river Nile.
NOTICR.
Avenue, Albuquerque, N. M., and
I with
her. Toward the end of the lived, every
and
forgetting.
forgiving
to All Others to Whom It May
No. 2267.
Q. What was the worst coal play Dorothy Is the principal charmine disaster in this country? II. acter in a death scene, having sufIn the Probate Court of Bfrnallllo
concern, Greetings:
"
You are hereby notified that the
Ii, II.
County, New Mexico.
fered from a weak heart through WALTON'S THEORY
A. Between 1869 and 1917 there the
Will
Last
Testament
In the Matter of the Estate of Mary
and
of
alleged
reels. As the docwere 19 cost disasters in which tors preceding
Ethel Montelgnier. deceased late
Isora Wilmarth, Deceased.
OF GOVERNMENT
stood about her bed in serious
of the
of Bernalillo
the loss of life was 100 or more, consultation. Miss Allen's pet beand
Notice is hereby given that, the
IS EXPLODED State ofCounty
New Mexico, was produced undersigned was. on the sixteenth
and the worst of these accidents came frantic,' and leaped upon the
was the explosion at Monongah, bed whining and whimpering.
and read in the Probate Court of day of March. 1922, duly appointthe County of Bernalillo, State of ed Executor of the estate of Mary
West Virginia, December 6, 1907. That he actually thought his mis(From Fvening lternltl.)
in which 361 lives were lost.
Mr. W. R. Walton announced in New Mexico, on the sixth day of Isora Wilmarth, deceased, by the
tress was dead the entire company
reasons
he
March, 1922 and the day of the Probate Court of Bernalillo county,
why
Q. When were finger prints first believed, and the young actress today'e Journal the
was complimented upon her real- wants to serve the city. We had proving of said alleged Last Will and having qualified sis such Exetaken? M. C, B.
been told by the Journal that the and Testament was thereupon fixed cutor, all persons having claims
A. Alphonse Bertillon invented istic acting.
reason Mr. Walton wanted to serve for Thursday, the sixth
day of against the estate i said decedent
his system of mensuration in
the city was because Its publisher, April, A. D. 1922, at 10 o'clock in are hereby notified and required to
March, 1879, for which he was BESRIE LOVE WAS "IT"
forenoon
of
the
said
the
of
day.
boss
AT THE LYRIC YESTERAV
the
present the same to the undersignmade Chevalier of the Legion of
Given under my hand and the ed In the manner and wlthtn the
IX PLAY "BONNIE MAY"
ticket asked and insisted that
Honor. The taking of finger prints
he become a candidate. Maybe the seal of this court, this ninth day of time prescribed by law.
as a measure ot identification has
Bessie Love, who Is appearing to- publisher of the Journal was March, A. P. 1922.
CHARLES A. WILMARTH,
been more or less In use in the Far
FRED CROLLOTT.
for
last
time
Executor.
the
at
the
day
East since very early history.
Lyric wrong, It has 1 een known to (Seal)
Dated March 17. 1922.
theater In "Bonnie May," has a rclo happen.
County Clerk.
anthat is Ideally su?ted to her. She
In any event, Mr. Walton
Princess
Beatrice and the plays the
part of a child of the nounces the1 policies he would
Duchess of Albany recently visited theater, whose parents died while favor and seek
to carry out, if
a bell foundry at Croyden to hear she was still too young to remember elected. His program Is a sincere
atgrows up in the
a recital on a carllllon of twenty-thre- e them, and ofshe
compliment to the present city
the theater. Although commission.
mosphere
It comprises In detail
bells which, will be the first forced
to fight life's battles for her- the
program of Improvements the
to be erected in Canada, and one of self from the very start, and being
have been engaged
the largest sets hitherto installed subjected to the stern realities of commissioners
out, on which they
In
life, she yet manages to retain her havecarrying
anywhere.
made great progress, and
which they propose to complete by
means of the pending bond proposals.
Unfortunately for Mr. Walton s
statement of policy, it neglects ensny statement rhowlng how
tirely
t.
tiA tha nipnnn to carry
through the commission's program

s Is Only "a Prelude to
;he Far "Reaching Sus
of
pension
industry,"
Official.
Union
Jays
(By The AMoclatrd Vnw )
ew York, March 81. Eighteen
isand railroad workers In the

or Pennsylvania
win oe
wn out ot worn tomorrow as a
et result ol the anthracite coal
te, Philip Murray, vice presi-- t
of the United Mine Workers
America, announced here to
9

COATS, SUITS,

Mr. Murray asserted, will
only a preiucs to the far
of industry which
ound to follow Idleness at the
es."
e predicted that In the Great
es region, both manufacturing
,

AND MILLINERY

0!1 SPECIAL SALE TODAY AND
MONDAY
NEW, EXCLUSIVE GARMENTS FOR LESS THAN
EVER BEFORE.

nt

reach-suspensi-

en

and transportation tcrml-will be severely affected In th
. few wees of the bituminous
te. Inability of lake carriers
navl-o- n

l

et coal cargoes when the
opens April IB will be
felt at such lake ports as
Buffalo,
:ago,
Milwaukee,
eland, Detroit, Toledo and Du- -,
he said.
fflclals of the Pennsylvania
road, the largest single carrier
nthraclte In that state, tonight.
ialed that plans for suspension
lertaln freight trains were al
ly under way, but that crews
Id be relieved gradually.
ther roads where the strike
be most keenly felt include
New Tork Central, the Balti-- e
and Ohio, the Chesapeake
Ohio, the Delaware, Lacka-n- a
and Western and the Le- l Valley, according to the mln- -

WRAPS, CAPES,

DRESSES, SKIRTS, BLOUSES

to-w-

ols,

v.

AT

Lady Broadway Lisle Hose,
(in black, white and brown).........
Ladies' and Misses' Sateen Bloomers, full
cut, best quality, black and colors for

'

-

es-al- ly

Silk Kraft Full Fashion, Guaranteed
Hose, (in black, white and brown)
All Wool Jersey Sport Coats and Jump- ers, (all colors and sizes)

Theaters Today

New

0L
AO

J-eiO

QP
dq
4)Oe7tJ

two-pie-

ce

QK

p3VO

All Wool Three-Piec- e
Sport Suits,
CQ Of?
Tuxedo styles in all colors and bizes
All Wool Velour Capes and Wraps,
A OF
(Latest Models)
Wool Tweed Suits,
d? 1 O Q K
(Norfolk and Tuxedo styles)....
New Stvla Dresses, (in Tweed. Wool
and
New
Jersey
Combination).,

f1

tplleOtJ

el

fPX.jJJ

81'9,-02-

all-st- ar

sus-rto-

P

-

Collegiate Dress, leather collar and
cuffs, wool jersey, all colors,

New Silk Dresses, in Taffeta, Crepes
and Satin

mar-nha-

eamshlp lines, as well as oth- have taken pre- :lons to avert a shortage or
due to the strike, it was reed today. For such craft as
coal, chiefly freighters, sup- s sufficient for several months
a been stored in Atlantic count
lng stations. It was said. No
n
rtage is anticipated unless
of the mines continues
e than four months.
hipping men pointed out that
allation of oil burning machin- ln virtually all passenger lin-ain many of the larger
khtera, removes them from the
Uence of the coal strike. In the
it ot a fuel famine, they said.
burners could rill their bunk-a- t
European stations, where
e Is reported to be an over- ply, or at South American
a.
was said, however, that ocean
t would continue to take on
at North American ports as
r as supplies held out, because
ht superiority ot the product.

(J-

85

el

rtibllo utilities,

QQ
OiC

.

f"

i

fT-

i)i$J

New Oxfords, Pumps, Slippers, one and two .;' ..;:
buckles and Grecian style. Military and
.!
Rubber Heels. In Patent Leather,
f ''
dJJ
D4ibeU
Russian Calf and Vici Kid

rt

rs

E. MAilARAM & SOU
518 WEST CENTRAL AVENUE
THE LAST STORE ON MAIN STREET.
The Store That Sella For Less.

pos-see-

k.

bow-wo-

Exhibition Games
'

(By The Associated Preu.)
laton Rouge, La., March SI.
ke Landls, Governor Parker, of
islana, and Sergeant Samuel
bdfill, war hero, saw the St.

la Nationals defeat the Phll- Iphia Americans here today, 11

R. H. B.
ot:
11 20 8
Louis (Nationals)
l&delphla (Americans) 6 10 0
Fertlna.
atterles:
Goodwin,
k snd Clemens; Moore, Her- k, Lofters and Frichman,
i

ore:

H. E.

Tt.

Tork (Americans) ..12 10 0
pmyn (Nationals) . . . . s its z
latteries:
Hoyt, Murray and
ang; Cadore, Shrlver and Tay- -

i

Mungung,

iQs bring results.

no

irvjnnM

Taos

Fare

i00 p.m.. . . .

To Albuquerque (Rend Cp)
Albuquerque ...Arrive . 7:00 p.m.
Leave
Sauta Fe
4:00 p.m.
Santa Fe .....Arrive , 12:45 p.m.
11:16 a.m.
.Arrive
Espanola
. . . Taos
..Leave . 7:30a.m.

,

....

to Santa Fe, $4.50; to Taos, $11.50.
Headquarters,

Ringing Brothers
Central Avenue.

Cigtar Store. Phone 600. 210 West

Santa Fe Headquarters, Bank Confectionery,
Phone 222.

WAR PR CIS

Moore Ranges Reduced $30.00

j

n.r i nt nrnvomAn

M

JUUlilJ

(Rend Diwn)
7:80 a.m....

,.

. 10:20 a.m
. 12:80 pm
. 2:00 p.m

Albuquerque

m

BACK

Miners

ournal Tfahv

--

AGE
To Taos
Leave
Arrive
Leave
Arrive
Arrive

Tingloy-Weil-Walto-

kn Antonio, Texas, March SI.
e Ruth got a home run and the
kees, although outhlt, beat the
bklyn dodgers here today, 12

Santa Fe

Albuquerque

I

h

nir

w

u l rr i

rv

'

.

lower water rates, serer system,;
Mr. Walton
parks, library, etc. voters
whether
neglects to tell the
Issues.
bond
or not he favors the
Pore Mr. Walton i ropose to appolicy of public
ply the Mage
out
finance, by taking the money
of the pockets ot the people "when
It Is needed?"
Or does he fancy that water
by
works snd sewers can be built
by read-Ina cltv without funds, orTen
Dons?
the
before
a paper
It was on the theory that pubconlic works can be built and
the
ducted without money thatprom-.
were
people of Albuquerque
Moa when they
aome
bought the water plant.wasByexpectthe water plant
ed to run Itself without revenue
enough to Pay for 1U operation
Connell. Mclugnim n.i
Being,
promises.
dn no such
men they knew wn
tmntne
have
done.
They
would have to be
now have
been, doing
tne cuy i" "
.brought
Iwhere hy reasonable expslon of
..,
the water plant waiei
be lowered.
Visions are desirable and so are
But behind
visionary citizens. common
sense
vision there must be
nnd practical business experience.
Otherwise the visions evaporate.
.act
I,et us keep before
the
that by sticking to businessmade
present commissioners haveto realIt possible for Albuquerque
ize some of Its visions ot the future.
ne ee to it. t a measure of
enlightened selfishness, that, nothing Is done to check that reallza
Hon.
Mr. Walton Is an amiable gentleman and a good citizen. The
very things he failed to think
about in his statement of public
policy furnish the most convincing
argument why he should not be
elected to the rity - commission.
Adv,

You Can Now Have the Best at a Price Equal to Cheaper Makes Terms for a Few
Days $5.00 Down, $5.00 Per Week Just Like Rent.

i

This timely Shoe Sale starting today at the Manufacturers' Sale Shoe Store,
). North First street, is indeed welcome news to every one in Albuquerque.
received lately and are receiving daily quite a selection of the
creations of Women's, Children's and Men's New Spring Footwear.
The prices we are quoting, you will soon find to be ridiculously low in compar-i30i- u
There is more than one reason for this great Sale, and there is quite a
surprise in store for you. Sale starts today and will continue through the
month of April unless previously sold out.

NOTHING OVER

$4.98

Women's $6.00 Low Misses' $3.50 Low Men's
calf, three Tour choice of brown calf ox- patent and brown new
Patent
strap
strap
and
or
styles.; military rubber heels, In Mary Jane styles, patent
11-at
2
all
sizes,
at
8,
All
metal;
sizes,
only gun
etc
two-butt-

one-buck- le

!.
Vcmen's

2,

--

only $1.98.

$4.00 Low

Shoes, $2.49
n
and grown girls
Tneo'e
hrAffifA nrfnrds. blArlc or

Dress

Shoes, $3.98

Shoes, $1.98

Shoes, $3.49

$6.00

Boys' $3.00 Dress
Shoes, $1.98

s.
Brown or black calfskin
year welted soles, English and
blucher styles. Beacon and
at
other makes. All sizes,
only $3.98.
Good-ford-

Men's

$4.50

Dress

Shoes, $2.98

Imt-yi-

Com, in good grade run metal Brown .ndpbl.clc calf
irewn calfskin, military or low uppers with solid oak sole All
stylMi aU BiteBi mi,
i,hr heels. All sizes
sizes to large (, at only $1.98. $2.98.
,t only 2.4.
--

andrun

,t only
...

Men's $2.00 House
Boys' $1.50
2.C0 House Slippers Tennis Shoes, 98c
Slippers, $1.39

U:"'''' Women's
$1.19

High tennis bals; double thick Men's all leather house
T7iwen' felt house slippers,
p ere, black or brown. Everett
Leather soles end heels or reinforced soles; white only.
A
a.n, t only
nfr soles. A variety or
AH sizes to large 6, at only 98c $1.89.
$1.19.
at
.
ml
sizes,
only
,t,

'

s-

For Instance

itand

BtLrnT UtMULIontU
BY

anufacturers Sale Shoe Store
NORTH FIRST STREET.
t

A

ter.

POLISHED BY SPECIAL MACHINERY.
EACH ONE A MASTERPIECE
oven door, oven thermometer and Mrs.
Borer's thermometer guide assure perfect baking.
The control damper and
cover take aU
worrjr out of your work, while the slotted fire bos
I
looks after your financial Interest,
Too won't be satisfied until ion own a MOORS.
Glass

anti-scor-

THUNDERBOLT

Rome, March 81 (by" the Associated Press.) A thunderbolt tothe belfry of the
day demolished
cathedral in the ancient , city of
Nepl, 150 miles from Rome, while
2,000 parishioners were listening to
a sermon. There were no victims.
The cathedral . was originally
built in the fifth century on the
site of the ancient temple to Jupl- ,

f
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Moore's Firepot Burns the Gas,
Smoke and3oot

In ordinary stoves It has never been possible to burn the gas of soft coal,
and the greater part of Its heating power has been lost. Moore's Firepot
Is constructed specially to born all the Gas, the Smoke and the Soot of
soft coal, making It as valuable for heat as hard coal.
Perpendicular fines, extend from the bottom to the top, on the
side of the fire box. These are connected hi narrow slots with the
inside. The air which Is admitted through the draft slide Is drawn np
the flues end discharged through the slots against the sides of the coal;
the beat frees the gas from the coal, which Immediately mixes with the
air and bursts Into flame. The smoke passing out of the chimney la
g
white, showing that all the
qualities In the coal have been
consumed. The fire burns around the sides of the firepot. and gradually
consumes the coal toward the center." There are no ashes between the
fire and tbe pot, so that a great beat radiates through the firepot. .
In ordinary stoves the fire barns from the bottom and center toward the)
top and outside) the gas Is driven np the chimney and wasted, and the
ashes and fuel prevent beat radiating to the oven. ,.
Through the Invention and use of Moore's Firepot the heating value of
soft coal or slack Is nearly doubled. Tho cheapest grade of slack coat
can be used In this stove with, the same success and satisfaction as the
best grade ot lump.
hcat-glvin-

ue-th-

tt

Stoves

Im
Scientific
provements Not
Found on Other
Makes.

t..

--

301

Moore

Are Built For a
Lifetime of Service and Have

Moore Users Take No Interest in Other Makes,
they have found their "Heart's Desire" and have
been well rewarded for the search
Quality
has not been sacrficed for price.
;

THE EXCHANGE

120 West Gold Avenue.

,

"BUY, SELL OR TRADE"
T. L. and E. L. McSPADDEN, Proprietor.

Phone 1111
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HELEN HUNTER'S HUSBAND

,

MOTHER
AWAY.

PASSES

CHAPTER 5.
There was unusual commotion
perceivable In the bouse even from
the street. Every room was lighted
nd a motor car was drawn up to
the curb. They hurried In, anxious to know what was going on.
The doctor met them at the door.
"What is it?" Helen gasped. She
knew the doctor, he had been called
once when her mother had fainted.
"Mother!"
'
"Yes, she Is very ill. She keeps
asking for yon. Try not to excite
her. Be as quiet as you can." To
Jack he said, "She Is past help."
Helen's mother died that night.
She died happily, holding Helen's
t
hand. When things were straightened out there was about $500 left,
Fart of this Helen used to get
t ' mourning
stylish, becoming dark
clothes that Jack hated on her, and
Which although he did hot say so
"he thought unnecessary.
They
needed the money so badly. He had
, found a- small apartment on the
upper West Side, only four rooms
; and
they would have to buy furnihad rented
ture, as Mrs.
I the boarding house furnished.
Jack had hinted very cautiously
that one could grieve just as sin
cerely in colors and mentioned tnat
her clothes would go out of style if
he did not wear them. But Helen
had been so shocked, so hurt at the
not wear
suggestion she should
,, Hack for her mother that he had
said no more. It was her money.
4 They furnished the four rooms
J, with very simple and only necessary
things, yet found themselves In debt
to the installment house for the
d dining
room furniture. Jack had
wished to put off buying it, bu'
u
not listen,
would
have now, mother Is gone.
f )pcn
If ijiy home and I want It pretty,"
i 'he had answered his objections,
tl'i'n clung about his neck telling
rim how she loved him, until he
would have pawned his very soul
for her.
Jack Hunter wns very direct In
I
all that he did. His simple life with
his parents had Illy fitted him to
" cope with subtlety.
He was tall
dark rather than light, athletic,
had lived an
life always.
V, His face was serious
at times, but
'.'

--
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BEAUTY CHATS
By Edna Kent Forbes.
LINES AROUND THE MOUTH.
There Is a time in every worn"
n's life when she finds that the
first sign of being tired Is the appearance of a little wrinkle down
one side of her mouth. If she Is
lucky she will be well in the thlr- ties before this happens; If she is
j not lucky she may be In her early
('twenties, and then the tragedy Is

v

tu

greater.

W-

,:

cared for and the circulation of
the blood carefully
stimulated
these little mouth wrinkles can be
for
a
time.
When
kept away
long
you are tired and the muscles of
the face are lax, a mumage with
cold cream, a hot bath, then either
a cold rinse or an astringent over
the face will make them disappear
as though by magic A more
permanent way is to blow with the
mouth as though, blowing out a
candle.

the line disappears and she thinks
Pansy: Very few women have
no more about it. The sad part is
faces eimmeled any more, as
mat me une appears more and their
it
shows that-iis artificial, theremore often, and then eventually a
secona line appears to match It on fore ridiculous. Improve your skin
the other side of her mouth. They
are ine mere snaaows of wrinkles,
mm
but they are wrinkles, nevertheless,
um
and eventually they are there for
the woman is
good even when
reeling wen.
Then she begins making frantic
efforts with the cold cream jar
nd face packs. These are effective, too, ror a while, but the llttlo
line will come to stay no matter
what the woman does. This Is old
age, and If you will it in a tragedy,
but the period of your life at which
these wrinkles coma to stay dei
pends to a great extent nnnn vnnr.
self. I know 'one woman who Is
65 and a
grandmother, who has
only the faintest suggestion of
wrinkles around the mouth even
Under a strong, light
If the complexion is properly
'
X.H v
s

7

7

;

1

LITTLE
TO. BENNY5

Of iff

'
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This prevents early wrinkles,

In skool today Miss Kitty was
telling us about proverbs, savin, 01-,
corse
;
you are an laminar witn certain proverbs, now who can give
I rne an
ixample of a proveror
Wlch, Sam Cross raised his nana
I
'y,aylng,
lip. Well, Id hardly call that a pro- $

by keeping it clear through good
health, exercise and sufficient
bathing.
Allie: When the hair becomes
too oily to make a softened coiffure
and it is not time for the regular
shampoo, you can relieve it of
some of the oil by dusting a small
amount of orris root or talcum into
V v Doay ens ten me a pruveru i
Which Sid Hunt raised his hand it. Orris root Is preferable as it
saying. Do as you wouiil be done does not make the hair so dry as
the talcum, and some oil is necesby, for tomorrow you may die.
That" more like it, althro the sary, to the health of the hair.
last part is unnecessary, sed Miss
Kitty, till. Its not ixsckly t proverb, a proverb is a saving sutch- MAN IS REPORTED TO
aa Its a long lane that has no turnHAVE STOLEN A TRUNK
Ing. Now can anybody tell me the
moening of the proverb Its a long
.Jane that has no ternlng? she sed. (Speciul Correspondenca la The Journal.)
Las Vegas, N. M., March 81.
l!alnK" t means no matter Miguel Duran, of v Ledoux, Mora
's.X "ana
Hnm far vail trrt vou can allwavs
county, is reported to have con
'I.
come back if you wunt to.
wouldent say it meens !x- - fessed to entering the home of the
I
No,
XV-- tr
Ua thlnka tfinv postmaster at that place and steal
thmt. whn
NMutonw wat it meens to sav Its a lonar ing a trunk. The man is said to
aine that has no tsrningr sea Miss have taken from the trunk nostal
r vmy.
funds, money belonging to the
Wleh Puds Slmkina ralnorl his master ana vaiURDie papers, post
The
hand saving. It meens a lane that man was arrested by Undersherlff
dont go eny ways but strata goes
Wootten, of Mora. The trunk was
it found in a lone arroyo.
Duran
longer ways man wat it wouia
kepp waisting time going crooked. will be held to the Mora county
wm it iveiy meena, it grand Jury.
rturiBeiiLB,
meens that no matter-hohard our
lot seems to be, there are always
better times to be. there are alwavs
Lbetter times ahed, sed Miss Kitty.
TTW, vnit all linriAratanft 7
TRvArvhntlv
will raise their
understand
ffthst
!
sed.,
hand, she
Wlch nobody put up their hand,
and Miss Kitty sed, This class is so
brlte I cant look at it without hert-ln- g
my eyes, wt will now go on to
arlfmetlck,
,
,
N lot A Blemish
U , Wlch we aid.
um the serbct appearance of liar
,

I
ft

Miss Grace Stortz will entertain
hor bridge club at luncheon at 1
WHEN YOIT PHKSEF.VE AND
p. m.
Mrs. F. M. Lyon will entertain at PICKLE SUPPLY HUNS LOW.
bridge at 2:30 p. m.
At this season of the year nyiny
U. N. M. freshman dance at K.
P. hall at 8 p. m.
housekeepers find their preserve
and picklo supply running alarmingly low. There are few fresh
SCENARIO WRITER
vegetables and fruits with which
to
DO
TELLS HOW TO
replenish the supply, so cans
must be resorted to in a measure.
RADIO
BY
IT
THE
Try tho following recipes:
Prune-Lemo- n
Marmalade: Wash
one pound of prunes and turn them
into an agate saucepan with 3 cups
of boiling water, tho juice of two
lemons, the rind of one lemon cut
very small. 12 whole cloves and
ounce of white ginger root
(white ginger root costs about 5
cents an ounce, so either buy
ounce of this or buy the full
ounce and use half the supply).
Let this mixture boil for one hour,
when tho prunes will bo fairly soft.
Then turn it into a bowl to cool.
When cold, stone the prunes with
clean fingers, pick out the ginger
root and the cloves, and put the
prune mixture back into the granite saucepan with one cup of granulated eugar and one-hacup of
boiling water; let It simmer on a
slow fire for one hour, stirring
often to keep from catching to bottom, and turn. Into clean empty
jars to
jelly glasses or preserve
store in tho Ice chest for immediate
use. This recipe will fill about five
jelly glasses. In cutting up the
lemon rind and pulp, be sure to get
in all the thlc-- white part which lies
under the yellow rind, as tins wnite
part contains the pectin which
makes the marmalade thicken.
Beet Relish: Either canned or
mrmil Bit r'itTi1
freshly boiled and skinned beets
may be used. Chop ten small beets
s
(there should be about two
'
of the conked, chopped beets)
Anita Loos.
cup of
and add to this one-haAnita Loos, the well known
writer who with her husband, vinegar, 4 tablespoons of grated
boiled
variety
John Emerson, is responsible for horseradlph
(the
of
so many of Constance T.almadge's must bo used), 4 tablespoons
radio
has
fallen
for
the
pictures,
fad. Miss Loos, who looks more
d
like a juvenile lead than
wife and author, recently gave I
a lesson In photoplay writing which
was heard by some 200,000 wireless fans scattered fiver the United
By WALT
She spoke
States
and Canada.
from Newark. N. J.. and Miss
heard the talk in Chicago.
DRUGS
Florence Lewis of the Marlon
dancers
the
is
Morgan
training
We buy punk drugs in large
chorus which annears in "The Real stone jugs.
In bottles and in cases;
Florence to cure our ills we buy green pills
In which
Adventure,"
Vidor enacts the role of a chorus and
pour them In our faces. We
This Is the
girl. Scandal note:
brown suds distilled from
first time that Florence VlJor has drink
stovewood and water lilies,
ever appeared on the screen in buds,
consume such dope and vaguely
shor skirts.
hope that it will cure the willies.
dismal
Nigel de Brulier, after his brief The doctorandromps through
gathers toadstools
sojourn i . the realm of romance swamps
with Douglus Fairbanks in "The blooming, and makes a brewcon-of
Three Musketeers," is back on-- c mottled blue, for Invalids'
more In the role of deep, spiritual suming. The learned men chaco
in search of drugs
to
the
every
place,
of
that
Jokanaan,
import,
cure us; they boil up rock,
prophet denouncing the evil of his to
make pills of chalk, that they
day, in "Salome.
may reassure us. The faith and
Nasslmova has finished making hope we place in dope no knowl
"Salome," the play based on Oscar
Wilde's version of the story. Her
husband, Charles Bryant, directed
it and Mile. Roso Dione. a French
actress of distinction In Paris,
mnrln her Initial bow to American
audiences a the tragedienne in the
one-ha-

1

'

cup-ful-

'

V51

Prices

from

Be

to 60a each.

'eTpnsin'a tinner enrnnn

Colorado
After

31.

'

sn. ntoJ

lemon juice (that is, the juice of
one lemon about the same thing),
and six heaping
tablespoons of
Boll this mixpowdered sugar.
ture in a granite saucepan for 20
minutes, then cool end keep In the
refrigerator for immediate use.
Four
Grnpefrult Marmalade:
grapefruit, 6 oranges, 6 lemons,
whole.
tho
Cook
sugar.
grapefruit
In water to cover them; put the
oranges also, uncut, into another
pot with water to cover. When
both the grapefruit and oranges
are soft enough to be easily pierced
with a fork remove from range and
let stand overnight in the water In
which they were cooked. In the
morning cut the grapefruit in
halves, scoop out the pulp and press
it through a colander to remove
Save
tho seeds nnd tough core.
the Juice. Shred the rinds with a
sharp knife.
Cut the oranges in slices, saving
the juice of theso also, and turn
this prepared erange with the prepared grapefruit Into a porcelain-line- d
or adatewnre kettle and add
2 quarts of cold water.
Measure
this mixture in the kettle and then
Its
measure rut one and
own quantity of sugar. Heat the
then
fruit mixture in the kettle,
add to it the measured sugar after
heating this sugar a few minutes-ia mild oven. Coolt gently until
very thick and pour Into hot glasses
which have just been boiled ten
minutes in cleur water. Let stand
till, cold, then seal with melted
parafftne. (This recipe answers an
anoynmous reader's request.)
Cabbage Pickle: To one quart of
chopped raw cabbage add one olnt
of cooked and chopped beet, one
cup of grated horseradish, one cup
of sugar, 4 teaspoons of salt and a
dash of pepper. Add vinegar to
cover and let stand till cabbage Is
pickled to suit the taste (this may
be several days) then begin to use
it on the table.
lf

"

AUTOISTS

picture.
Two hundred pounds of moth
balls were purchased by the Norma
costuming department
Talmadgo
fnr th nack'.nir un of the 1.100 COS.
tumes used in the scenes of
photodrama.
Norma's brilliant
The
"The Duchess of Langeals."
nnarnme rrn Into ntoraire at the
United studios In Los Angeles,

THREE BOYS CHARGED
WITH THEFT OF AUTO
Sheriffs officers of Buena Vista,
Colorado, will arrive here - today to
take charge of three boys- arrested
here yesterday morning by Deputy
Sheriff Charles Banghart and H.
C Carter, motorcycle policeman,
on a charge of the theft of a Ford
car.
The three boys are Jose Montana,
Juan Hernandea and Rafael Sala-aa- r.
and Hernandez
Montana
claim to be from Porto Rico.
The boys were arrested on information furnished by B. C. Chavez, a deputy sheriff, who heard
that the boys had been trying to
sell a car and were unable to tell
a plausible story of their acquisition of it. The car answers the description of a car which officers at
Antonito, Colorado, asked the officer to search for.
The Colorado officers will take
the boys back to Buena Vista to
answer the theft charge..
MEETING FOR WOMEN
CALLED FOR TONIGHT
All women in the city who are
"Interested in upholding the laws
of the nation" are asked to meet
Monday evening In the assembly
room of the Central school building
corner Lead avenue and Third
street, at 7:80 o'clock. The meeting Is' to be under the auspices of
the Woman's Temperance Union.
Several other organizations will be
represented and the invitation Is to
all women voters. Special musical
numbers by local musicians and
chorus slrtglng will diversify the
program of Informal talks and

TRAVELING EAST

1

trial rested on the testimony of
Ralph Do Masters, now serving a
sentence In Canon City, after confessing to complicity in the robbery,
his way from the
who sawed
county Jail here Saturday night,
arrested
to
be
Monday morn--in- g
only
in a rooming house after being
recognized on the street by a deputy sheriff and caught after a
chase.

f
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Candy Special
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All Flavors, Regular Price, 40c per pound
Special at 25c
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SEA FOAM KISSES

s

'B

TODAY AND SUNDAY ONLY

'Will

tV.r?.

NEW MEXICO CANDY- KITCHEN
-

Phone 1520

204 West Central Ave.

Miss Dorothy Grady.
,
Miss Dorothy Grady, twenty-twis determined to be a vaudeville
magnate. The sister of Eva Brady.
Follies beauty, has just purchased
a controlling interest in
j Panama Amusement corporation, which
has movie and vaudeville houses
throughout Wisconsin, Illinois and
Indian. "We hope to make this
corporation one of the largest of
its kind in the country," Miss
o,

NOTICE

LET 'EM HOWL

Kahn's Grocery Bulletin

REMEMBER

OF DISSOLUTION.

You'll Always Do Better at

Tho partnership heretofore tainting between Charles W. Williams
and Albert A. Zuck, doing business
under the firm name of Williams &
Zuck, at 424 North Second street,
Albuquerque. N. M., has been dissolved. Bills should bo presented
to and accounts due the firm paid
to Ross Merritt or Albert A. Zuck.
receivers.
At,BHnT A. ZUCK.
Dated March 30, 1922.

KAHN'S
SELF-SERVIN-

comraLE

MASON.

GROCETERIA

G

109 North First Street

Opposite the Y. M. C. A.

Phone 353

Tal-mad-

ORANGES! ORANGES! Extra Nice!
edge ever throttles; what faith we
have in pills and salve, and
everything in bottles! The wise
men say, "Throw drugs away,
and you'll be feeling better than
if you drink some bottled Ink. or
something worse and wetter. Eat
wholesome
food, like oatmeal
stewed, go roostward with the
chickens, quit chewing pills, and
soon your ills will vanish like
the dickens." The lenrned men
speak, their wise words leak
through lips that snrfng no folly,
but all things sane give ua a
pain and cause us melancholy. We
piji our- hope on bottled dope, on
pills in crates and baskets; we'll
drink our drugs from flasks and
Jugs until we're In our caskets.
-

EDUCATIONAL FILM
WILL BE GIVEN AT
THE "Y" TONIGHT
A free movie will be given in the
Y. M. C. A. gym this evening at 8
o'clock to which everybody has a

cordial Invitation.
The program will Include four
reels of forestry films. One gives
a picture of the beautiful Gallatin
Chamber of Commerce to valley, one of the most remarkable
spaces In the northern Rockan Effective open
ies. This film has been especially
Tourist Information Bu- colored, which adds much to its
beauty.
reau This Season.
Other films illustrate the work
of tho forestry laboratory showing
season timber tests for strength and the
Automobile
tourist
of manufacture of the
opened In New Mexico' this week methods
blade for airfamous propellor
according to those In charge of the
the war proved to ho
which
planes
InChamber of Commerce tourist
better than anything used at the
formation bureau. Small flocks of front.
tourists have mado their appearOther programs of educational
ance In the city this week as well nature have been procured and
as several singles. The flight seems will be given from time to time.
to have started in California
and to be Headed east. So far
there have been very few cars ar- BRING BACK ALLEGED
rive here from points east, alMAN TO
CONFIDENCE
though a number of Colorado auto
tourists have stopped at the ChamRANCH DEAL
EXPLAIN
ber of Commerce.
The tourist bureau this year at
Sheriff Tonly Ortiz left yesterthe Chamber of Commerce will be
the most effective ever established day afternoon for Alamosa, Colo-of
Negotiations rado, where he will take charge
by that organization.
have been under way all winter Max Welller, to bring him here on
for securing various, types of in- a charge of fraud. with
having
Weiller is charged
formation for the benefit of tourists: Maps of all sections of the acquired possession of the ranch
United States will be available and of Tony Scaramentlna, south of
there will be detailed maps and Albuquerque, by fraudulent means
with
folders covering probably the en and having disappeared
tire west. Hotel service Informa- funds which he afterwards obtained from its sale.
tion will also be available.
Word of his arrest at Alamosa
Roads In New Mexico, Arizona,
here yesterday
parts of Colorado and the north- was received
ern part of Texas will be well cov- morning.
ered by reports as to condition.
This will be especially true of Now
Mexico, as the state highway de.
partment has arranged to give triCOUGH ,
weekly reports from the various
but helps to rev
road patrol centers.

THE GGAST

Operate

WHOOPING

of coughing,

Miss Belle Kearnev. who Is fisht- Ing for the United States senatorial
nomination in Mississippi, has established her campaign headquar
ters in Jackson, with Mrs. John
Clark in general charge.

V
VAPORUD
Otw7 Mlllhnm

Uitd Ytartt
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AFTEHMEJUJS?
!

a Pinch

Then Try

Draught - This
--

O
X

of Black
White--

.

Haired Alabama Lady
Says It Helps Her.
Ala.

JJutton,

Tn

g

recommending

to her
Thedford'a
friends and neighbors here, Mrs.
JackT. F. Parks, a
Black-Draug-

ht

well-kno-

son County lady, said:
"I am getting up in years; my
head is pretty white. I have seen
medicines and remedies como and
go, but the old reliable came and
t,
I am talking of
stayed.
a liver medicine we have
used for years one that can bo
depended upon and ono that will
do the work.
"Black-Draugwill relieve Indigestion and constipation if taken
I
und
know, for I tried it.
right,
It is the best tiling I iiave ever
found for the full, uncomfortable
feeling after meals,
"Sour stomach and sick headache can be relieved by taking
It aids digestion,
also assists the liver In throwing
oft Impurities. I am glad to ret,
commend
and do.
to my friends and neighbors."
For simple, common ailments,
due to disordered stomach, liver
and bowels, you will find Thed-forda useful
und valuable remedy. The purely
of which
ingredients
vegetable
Is composed gently
stimulate the liver, Increasing the
flow of digestive Juices, thereby
helping to prevent or relieve constipation in an easy, natural way.
the
insist upon Thedford's,
original and only genuine Biack.
Draught powdcrjed herb and root
liver medicine.
Black-Draugh-

ht

(Hack-Draug-

Black-Draugh-

's

Black-Draug-

Black-Draug-

ht

38c

Per dozen
Essex Brand String Beans
Fort Brand Fancy Maine Corn
Wisconsin Club Tiny Peas
LOG CABIN SYRUP,
Small
LOG CABIN SYRUP,
Medium
LOG CABIN SYRUP,

20c
29c

97

...

t
53c

o
$1.05 it

Large .
8c
Van Camp's Tomato Soup, each
yl
W Del Monte
30c
Brand Sliced Peaches, No. 22
J DpI Montft TCranrl Plums. No. 2U
27c
YOUR CHOICE OF PET, ARMOUR'S, LIBBY'S,
ST. CHARLES AND VAN CAMP'S
MILK, 10 Tall cans for
Cream of Wheat, each package
each package
Grape-NutDunham Shredded Cocoariut, K pound
Dunham Shredded Cocoanut, 1 pound..'
M. J. B. COFFEE,

pound

M. J. B. COFFEE,
3 pounds
M. J. B. COFFEE,
5

pounds

, . .

LIEDERKERANZ CHEESE,

seo:i

I

J.

-

-

'

'J. v

t

.

'

J' I

,

,

ki

.

:

.

r

v

24c
17c
,

...23c

each package
Another Shipment of the Celebrated Simon & Weil
Matzos and Matzo Meal Just Received. Get Them
While They Are Fresh.
The Highert Grade Macarwal
Egf Noodles, Spfhtta anal

SiSiCWNEKS other Macaroni Prfneta
LET 'EM HOWL

On pages 87-9- 0
ofthe
Ladies' Home Journal out
today are shown 2 models of hats
just received direct frpm Paris
1

POSED BY MRS. IRENE CASTLE

This Morning and will be on exhibition for one week.

Before you select your Spring hat, you are cordially invited to come
with your friends and inspect these latest style creations. Try them
on if you will. You are under no obligation to buy.

AT FIRST

BAPTIST
CHURCH
SUIJDAY

;

THESE WILL BE SHOWN HERE EXCLUSIVELY
'

eue:i;:g
At 7:30
e
Orchestra.
Baptismal Service
Come Early If You
Want a Seat. -

Ten-Piec-

.

II

Vv.mV
M

t

Lit

I

1

35c

40c
$1.20
$2.00
.. 25c

HAVE been able to secure these actual 12 models
WE They
will be on display in our store beginning

.

r.

QCrt
UL

s,

1

Pm

16c ffl

The Best Dressed Woman in America

A GOSPEL

Firs

Riding a prize Shetland pony.
cording to Jurors, the vote was con- Jean Elmer Woodbury, a
convicto
one
for
eleven
miss,
appeared as the youngest exsistently
hibitor in the San Francisco horse
tion.
The people's case in the Cargill show.

.

one-ha-

Springs, Colo., March
hours of fruitl-

fifty-fiv- e

ess deliberation, the Jury trying
Lew Carglll, in district court here
on the charges of burglarizing the
Bissell pharmacy on December 21,
was discharged this afternoon. Ac-

zl

4'

RIPPLING RHYMES

f

grauy
klrt. Hlhty antiseptic
'
Smd lie fat Trial Sim

lf

io

;

srxiHorxiNs

lf

lf

if

complexion. Pttmsnsnt and temporary
skin troubles rafecttvelycoeculd.
Kaductt unnatural color and comets

lf

one-ha-

.

ENGRAVED EASTER
CARDS
..
More delicate, ' more beautiful

BEAUTY BECOMES
THFATER MAGNATE

By LAURA A. RIRKMAN.

when he laughed his eyes lit up
with a roguish twinkle. Helen used
to say she fell in love with him
when he was laughing.
As opposed to Jack's directness,
Helen' was subtle and rather deceitful. Life never had been restrained for her, her mother bad
seen to that.
Jack had bullded ill for himself
in his talks with Helen before their
marriage. Ills unwarranted optimism because of his desire for her
had thoroughly
Impregnated her
mind and colored all har thoughts.
Now that her mother was gone,
Jack must stand in that mother's
place. She must be shielded, Indulged. She did not say this, but
in every move she made, everything she did, she made him feel
that this was her attitude.
Had Jack Hunter known that
Helen's only idea of happiness lay
in doing what she willed, being indulged as her mother had indulged
her, with many additions because
he was a husband and It was his
duty, with a checkbook as her
he would have been almost frightened and he surely
would have been discouraged. But
Jack was not particularly intuitive.
He couldn't be expected to read her
mind. Yet, even so, many things
worried him.
At first the newness of everything intrigued Helen. The little
apartment all newly furnished, the
dainty kitchen, the utensils so shining, the novelty of being in her
own home, Its mistress, amused and
entertained her. Jack adored her,
and had no idea she was beginning
to fret before she had been three
months in their little home.
She! wanted to go out oftener.
But Jack was tired when nighl
came and he1 loved to stretch his
feet out and smoke his cigar while
he read the evening paper always
helping Helen first with the dishes.
After that he worked over his prospects for half an hour, getting his
business In shape for the next day.
"It saves so much time," he answered when Helen found fault.
"I love yo". when you look so
domestic," he told Helen as he
kissed her cheek, flushed from
bending over the stove. "That
white apron Is almost too small to
be much use, Isn't It?
Mother
always wears one of those big affairs that covers her whele dress.''

JURY TRYING MAN ON
CHARGE OF BURGLARY
IS UNABLE TO AGREE

ilSTER OF FOI XIES

EFFICIENT HOUSEKEEPIN

BX JANE PHELPS.
HELEN'S

1

Pajre

THE HAT SHOP
109 SOUTH FOURTH STREET.

MRS. L. H. CHAMBERLIN

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL1

Page Six.

NEBRASKA TENNIS
CHAMP FORSAKES
RACQUET FOR PEN

CENTRA1 AVENUE

10

ill

First National bank building this
afternoon by two armed men,
MEN ARE BOUND WITH
wearing motor goggles, were bound
with ropes and left in the office
OF
ROBBED
$26 when the bandits ran out wlth'J28
ROPES,

2 COLORADO SPRINGS

S. GLASSES

111 S IN MEET

SIPPED

BE

(Uf Tbfl Aaiwiled PrcM.j

Colorado

ATU1IW

MO TODH

Springs, Colo., March

Col. W. A. Davis, a money
loaner, and W. H. Anderson, his
father-in-lawere held up in Da-v)- -'
office on the third floor of .the
31.

AT

,

they found in an outer compartment of Davis' safe, which was
unlocked. They did not attempt to
open a locked strong box containing a large anount of money.
"She bandits, who appeared to be
youths were palpably nervous, Col

onel Davis said,

and

when

they

bound his hands he stretched them
as far apart as possible. After they
left, he was able to extricate his
hands In a few minutes and gave

the alarm. Davis was colonel f
the Second regiment of the Colorado national guard for more than
17 years.
Police believe the bandits were
headed north in a small automobile,
.

TEXAS HAD WETTEST
MARCH INJMANY YEARS
(By Tbe Associated Prcst.)

Dallas, Texas, March 31. Today
ends the wettest March In Texas In
many years, with every river on a
rampage and flood warnings out for
the Trinity, Brazos and Neches
,
rivers,

f

'April 1, 1922

TUBERCULOSIS
Dr.
pruof

UlnM

hat

(Miltlv

ho
able to cure
tuberculins
by Inhalation
In any climate.
Fur fort her Information
BdUreM TUB 'J'. V. Ol.ARt!
INHALANT CO,, MASON
Btm.DINO, t.OS ANOB-r.rc- s
CAUFOHNIA.
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Ads hrina result
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Events to Start
This Afternoon on University Field; Winners to
Place on 1922 Squad.

Invited to
Albuquerqueans
Get Their Autos in the
Picture to Be Taken From

Inter-Cla-

''Fourth Street East.
Fourth
from
Central avenue
street to the University will be
this afternoon at
the chamber of

4:30

comoVlock by
merce. The picture ia to be used
"advertise
Albuquerque'
in the
campaign now belnsr started by the
reorganized chamber.
Aside from its present une, the
t icture will be useu next year wuen
another picture will be taken which
will show the development which
has taken place this year.
As it ia an Albuqeurque picture
it ia the desire of the chamber that
oitlzenn make it a point to drive
down or UP Central avenue at about
4;30 o'clock this afternoon in order
to get Into the Picture and to really
show the importance of the street.

STRINGS FINISHED BY
BOWLERS

Ralph Powell.

Ralph Powell, Omaha, Nebraska
l
state tennis champion, has accept9
(By Tbe Assuciatnl Press.)
ed a position as private secretary
"Toledo, Ohio, March 31. Th to Mrs.
J. F. Schoellkopf, wealthy
bowlers
la'-- t
of the
York woman and mother of
their strings in the. New
completed
American bowling congress tourna-- Paul Schoellkopf, president of the
merit here today and, with a sin- Niagara Falls Power Company.
gle exception, no change was made
in the standings of the first ten.
M. Malont and E. Spachman, or
n
(jreon Bay, Wis., collected a
score of 1,258 and took tenth
place in that event by a single pin,
displacing Hartmun and Fawcett,
of Detroit, who held the notch
with 1,257.
Scores in most instances wer?
below the ordinary, only one other
better than 1,200 score was in the
doubles, that being 1,224 by J.
"Westfall and A. Czarnecki, of Toledo.
' J.
Erskinc, of Kvansville, Ind.
led the bowlers in the individual
department with 672.'
N

two-me-

SIX CANDIDATES

,

WILL BE LISTED

01

3

MAJOR GENERAL HAAN
RETIRES FROM ARMY
(Bt The Aumirlnted rresa.)
Washington, March 31. Major
General William G, Haan, president of the army classification
board, retired today from active
a continuous
service, concluding
military career of more than thirty-si- x
n
the
years.
During
war and the Philippine
insurrection hfl HisHnenlNlie,! him
self. He took the Thirty-secon- d
division to France in 1918 ani
again wen distinction in foreign
operations.

CipLLOI

Candidates

to

Allowed

Officially
Withdraw;
Names Will Be Printed in
Alphabetical Order.

A CLEAR COMPLEXION

The names of t)r. C. A. Frank,
and J. J. Heaney,
who withdrew from the city commissioner nice, will not appear on
the city ballotw, which are now being printed. It was at first ruled
that the names of all those who
of candidacy
had filed petitions
would have to appear on the balwas
lot?.
This ruling, however
changed yesterday and only the six
active candidates will be listfd.
The names will be printed in alphabetical order on the ballots.
All of the proposed bond issues
will appear on one ballot.

Ruddy Cheeks Sparkling Eyes
Most Women Can Have

GOOD LUCK, GOOD GOLF
. AID JOCK HUNTCHIS0N

W. C. Oeatrelch

Spanish-America-

I

I'rrsiO
(Ity Tbe
Ilnchurst, N. C, March 31.
Gcod luck and good golf conspired
today to place Jock Hutchison, of
Dr. F. M. Edwards for 17 years treated the
Glenview club of Chicago, Britscores of women for liver and bowel ail- ish open champion, in the lead in

Says Dr.' Edwards, a
' Ohio Physician

Well-Know-

,

n

ments. During these years he gave to
his patients a prescription made of a
few
vegetable ingredient?
mixed with olive oil, naming them
Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets. You will
know them by their olive color.
on
These tablets are
the liver and' bowels, which cause a normal action, carrying off the waste and
poisonous matter in one's system.
If you have a pale face, sallow look,
dull eyes, pimples, coated tongue, headaches, a listless,
feeling, all out
of sorts, inactive bowels, you take one
of Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets nightly
for a time and note the pleasing results.
Thousands of women and men take
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets the successful substitute for calomel now and
then jui. to keep them fit. 15c and 30c
n

wonder-worke-

no-go-

the north and south open golf
tournament here.
championship
Hi card of
for the
was
bettered in the
round
morning
afternoon by Pat O'Htira, of Rich6
mond county, who made a
Because of
fi9 for a Becond round.
rain tho second round was called
off and the contest was reduced
from a 72 to a H4 hole contest,
which will be completed with the
two rounds tomorrow.
33-3-

JIKUMAX DEFEATS BHADY.
New York.. March 31. Babe
featherHerman, Bun Francisco
Eddie
weight, tonight defeated
the
of
receiving
Brooklyn,
Brady
judge's decision after their
contest. Herman felled his
opponent once In the third round
for the count of eight.

ss

University field, today will be the
scene of the first track moot of the
season In Albuquerque. The classes
of Albuquerque high will clash for
supremacy on the turf and forty-tou- r
athletes are on the entry list.
All the classes with exception of
the seniors nave entered twelve
men and although the time will not
be so fast as it will the latter part
of the season, the rivalry will be
as keen as will be shown here this
year.
This meet will bring to light the
best material of the school and the
1922 track squad Will be made up
of the best quality displayed in tins
meet. There are many new men
out for positions on the team and
but very few of experienced track
Zllmer
stars. Gloml, Glassman,
and Venable are the only letter
men entering and Lynn Hammond
will not start the season today, but
will probably run in the frist
track event.
The meet will start at 2:30 with
Coach Roy M. Johnson, of the unl- as starter. The field
versity,
judges are: r. M. Long, E. v.
Carleton, Francis McGough, J. H.
Benton. Glenn W. Borland will be
the timekeeper, assisted by J. M
Eldodt.
The entries are as follows:
d
dash Glassman, Rcn- fro. Marl, Bolscn, Pierce, Cande
laria, Uoybal, Pearse.
dash Zilmer, Iiewl:
Copp, Pierce, Koybal, Pearse, H
Huhbel.
d
dash Coen, T. Bacn
Glassman, Bolson, Candelaria, No-- ;
laso, Pearse.
d
run Gilchrist, Glass-maT. Baca,
Grimmer, Miller
Otero, D. Baca.
run Gilchrist. Giomi, P.
C. Melntyre
Gunter,
Hammond,
Garcia, Kern, Kichard, Springer,
Nulaso.
d
hurdles Oliver, Ren- fro, Melntyre, Woodruff, laffort. d
hurdles Oliver, RenRichard,
fro, Giomi, Grimmer,
Woodruff.
Shot put Venable, Wilson, Hoi
comb, Kuybal, Moore, Richard.
Discus throw Venable, Oliver.
Abbott, Coen, Marl. Melntyre,
Aleris, IT. Hubbell.
.lavelin throw Abbott, Hansen
t lassman, Mal i, Holcomb, Allies'
Hnvhal. Kichard.
vault venable,
Pole
Glonu,
Hill,
Vaughey, Laffort.
Stortz,
Alires.
Gilchrist.
jump Noble,
High
Roybal, Richard.
Eilmer, Stcrtz,
La f fort.
Coen,
Broad jump Venable,
Glassman, Roybal, Moore, Nolaso.

LADIES' FOOTWEAR:
Patent Kid, Goodyear Welt,
Jazz Oxfords

Jr ff
$t)UU

Patent

&rj

p
buckle, cut out design,
welt soles and low heels
two-stra-

,Brown Calf Oxfords, Goodyear welt,
one-stra-

p

buckle, low heels, only

440-yar-

880-yar-

120-yar-

220-yar-

Kfl

Come in and Look at Our Selection. The Values
Will Surprise You.

209 W. CENTRAL

March 29, 1922.

...
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T. W. GIBSON,
609 South Walter Street

MS

SOUGHT

TO 'SHAKE DOWN'

DIKE

While Lawyer Gibson is freely and cheer- fully acquitted of.having any connection whatever with a certain anonymous letter recently
circulated to voters in the interest of the
Tingley-Journticket, it is interesting to note
that his questions seek to imply improper relations between City Attorney William A. Keleher, the New Mexico Construction company,
and members of the city commission, and that
these same insinuations were contained in tho
form of bald charges in")the anonymous letter
referred to, in the following language:
.

.

al

(By The Awelutcd Prem.)
New York, March 31. A charge

that agents for the children's society sought to "shake down" Tex

Rickard for $50,000 before his re- cent trial and acquittal on comgirl, and a
plaint of a
counter charge that the affair was.
at-favorable
concocted to create a
mospbere for the accused promoter
during Ids trial, were reported today as Involved in the suspension
of two agents of the society.
The report was issued by Assist-- i
ant District Attorney I'ecora, who
prosecuted Rickard. He said the
suspension of tho two agents had
been announced ta.him by General
Manaeer Coulter of the society. The
suspension was for "failure to report what appeared to be an attempt to shake down Rickard,"
Pecora declared he had been informed.
Pecora said In a statement that
he understood tho agents were sus
pended for deliberately withholding
the facts of their meeting with
Rickard.
f
This meeting was In a saloon
to an ac
27.
according
February
count of It which Pecora said was
given to him during the recent
trial by Wiiliam Kelleher, agent
for the children s society. Kene-bcr'story, he said, was that Rickard met four of the agents, that
their spokesman told the promoter
that tor. $50, 000 they could get the
stories, there
girls to change their
by weakening the case against him
As the story goes, Rickard said "1
won't pay a cent; I'm innocent,
and walked away.
l
Max D. Steurer.
During
counsel for Rickard, tried to brinfi
failed. Previout
matter
but
the
ously, Pecora said, he knew of it
and found It not competent as evidence.
Since the trial, he said he had
quizzed two of the society agents.
These interviews, he added, had
confirmed an earlier impression
that the' whole thing was a scheme
in behalf of Rickard, "concocted to
create a situation that would enable
those Interested in his behalf to
show there was an attempt to
shake down Rickard and develop
an atmosphere favorable to Rickard in his trial."

"REG'LAR FELLERS"

fS

coMPosmoM op

CiK

StLlT

VIHATEVEfc- - .SOB.Je.CT

YOO WANT

,

"That Raynolds family jown the paving company or all the stock in company.
"City Attorney Keleher besides his salary gets
one per cent commission from paving contracts
with city from its manager, Hebenstreit."

Lawyer Gibson says he asks his questions
in good faith. He- asks for an answer. The
Journal seems reluctant to furnish it. Here is.
the answer:
We do not know who owns the New Mexico Construction company, beyond the fact
that A. R. Hebenstreit is one of the owners. We
do know that the statement circulated anonymously in letters and by whispered gossip during this campaign, to the effect that J. M. Raynolds owns an interest in that company, is a
particularly rotten falsehood. That was what
to get at, and that
Lawyer Gibson was trying
'
-

,

!

is the answer.

.

The reason the New Mexico Construction
company has .received contracts for paving in
Albuquerque up to this time, is because its bids
uniformly and without exception , contract by;
contract, have been materially lower than any
other paving bid offered.

That, Lawyer Gibson, is the reason why the Highland
contract was let "on the eve of' the election." Commissioner Raynolds, as those present know, was in favor of
delaying the letting of the contract until the full commission was present. It should also be pointed out for Mr.
Gibson, for rumor spreaders and anonymous letter writers,
that Commissioner Raynolds has opposed more paving
contracts than he has favored ; that it was he who held up
and actually stopped paving in this city for nearly a
year because he held the prices to be too high and because
he demanded that paving wait until the prices should come
down to normal.
Few paving contracts will be let by this or any other
city commission, here or elsewhere, with the unanimous
approval of all property owners. If a city waited for
unanimous approval paving would never be laid.
Those. who oppose paving Albuquerque streets may
hold that the law is wrong in that respect. Those who
favor paving, progress and prosperity will doubtless hold
that the law is right and that the present commission has
been right in going ahead whenever there was a sufficient
demand from property owners, or when the paving of a
street or set of streets seemed essential to the general welfare and progress of the community.
Cities, Lawyer Gibson, are not built. 6y objectors, conscientious or otherwise.
As to City Attorney Keleher, it is perfectly true that
he is paid a fee of ia of 1 per cent in connection with paving contracts, which fee is included in the city's engineering charge of 6 per cent. In return for this fee, which is
in addition to his salary as city attorney, Mr. Keleher prepares all papers and procedure, and his certification as to
their accuracy and legality is accepted by financial houses
which buy the paving bonds, for which the city of Albuquerque is trustee until they have been retired. . If the city
permitted the bond buyers to prepare this procedure and
certification it would cost property owners from'l to 5 per
cent, and the city and property owners, alike are fortunate
in getting from under these legal requirements at what is
a nominal fee, as lawyers' fees go.
To ask Mr.. Keleher to perform the long and tedious
service necessary in this matter as a part of his normal
service as city attorney would not appeal to any lawyer in
Albuquercue as a fair proposal, unless, perchance, he
might be a candidate for Mr. Keleher's job at the hands
of the
combination.
Now, Lawyer Gibson, if you are in good faith, and if
you have the best interests of the city at heart, as no doubt
you have, and as you asked for "a true answer" and hava
received it, don't you think you ought to go over and apologize to City Attorney Keleher artd don't you think you
should call up Jack Raynolds and apologize to him for
tying yourself up to the more definite insinuation in that
anonymous letter; and don't you think you should step
out and vote for Connell, McLaughlin and Raynolds because they've had the courage from start to finish to do
just what is right for Albuquerque and the public welfare,
without regard to how much mud was heaved at them?
As the Journal says "Let us be fair."
;
At any rate, let us be honest.

,

ee

'

.

Citizens' Committee
By L. A. McRAE, Chairman.

(ToIItlcal Advertisement.)
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(Coyyrlrht
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It was not necessary to let the contract for Highland .
paving on the eve of election. It was necessary to let the '
contract for that paving because the bids called for were
in; because they were below the city's estimate; because
protest meeting and ample protest opportunity had been
given to all property owners; because on the meeting
night when the bids were submitted, every property owner
present agreed that the prices made by the lowest bidder,
the New Mexico Construction company, were so low as to
justify the city in ordering and the property owners in
paying for the paving and all that could be had at that
price a price lower than any one expected or hoped could
be secured; because Mr. M. P. Stamm, a large property
owner, who had opposed the paving before that time, came
in and withdrew his protest because he said the price made
was sufficiently low to justify the investment; because,
among others, Mr. Sidney Weil, candidate on the Tingley-Mage- e
ticket for city commissioner, was present and, eloquently urged the commission to hustle up and let the pav-

ing contracts without delay; because the four commissioners present (Mr. Connell being out of town) agreed that
the prices were reasonable and that contracts should be
tet so the work could proceed; because Commissioner
Swope made a motion to accept the price for black-bas- e
paving, which he favors, and enter into a contract with the
New Mexico Construction company, and because there was
no objection from start to finish, from anybody.

Hol-com-

p.l9U

tpODU

Albuquerque, N. M.,

Editor of the Morning Journal:
I fully appreciate the fact that Messrs. Con- nell, Reynolds and McLaughlin are capable and
efficient business men, but what I want to know is,
who owns the New Mexico Construction company?
And why does this company get contracts for all
the paving done in Albuquerque although competitors get much of the work recently done in the
county?
Why was it so imperatively necessary to let
contracts for highland paying on the eve of this
- election?
Does Mr. W. A. Keleher, city attorney, besides
receiving his salary from the city get a fee or commission of Vz f 1 Per ceit or thereabouts on these
paving contracts?
'
Is it right and just for a set of men to order in
paving and place a mortgage on a man's home or
property without his consent and against his will
and especially against the will of a majority of the
property owners on any street?
I have asked these questions in good faith because I have the best interest of the city at heart
the same as other voters and a true answer would
to enable me to cast my
be appreciated in order
'
?
vota intelligently.

220-ya-

the-tria-

HERE ARE A FEW OF THE LATEST

Morni-

PLEASE ANSWER
,

100-yar-

'

4

Lamer

The following letter appeared in the
Journal of Thursday, March 30: '
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We are offering the newest Footwear for men and
women at prices you will find highly agreeable.
Not for some time have we been able to offer fine
quality Footwear at such moderate prices.
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mlssionera from the lower states,
"You can build
Hogers declared:
vour reservoirs as w had to hufld
ours In Colorado, We had to talto
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J Piatt Rogers, in Hearing at
Denver, Says He Has
the Occa-- 5
I "Never Seen
sion for" Commission.

trans-mounta- in

'

--

t-

i

f

trans-mounta- in

t

Ir

basin would be of injury to the
supply of the river and that
water In the lower basin,
as lit the galton sea, was injurious.
Takes Issue With Meeker.Cali' Commissioner
McClure, of
fornia, who had made a statemente
California's
of
position at the open-innf the hearing, took Issue with
,'' Meeker and a lengthy discussion
.followed.
"Vnu may be sure, with our
i
in California, we never will
i4 t i lirobiem
f'i wnte a foot of water," McClure do's
clared.
Commissioner Emerson suggest ,i
"d to several witnesses It might be
good "insurance" if Colorado would
l' 4
ogree to accept a definite allotment
to be set far in excess of her estl- -'
mated demands of water for all
j time.
The commission was unable
secure a definite statement that
j!T
tp
' such an allotment for the state was
desirable, witness taking the posi- lion mus OS ouiurauu h bihus
(restitution provided for unrestricted
of waters in the state, an allot- V f'
ment was unnecessary.
f.
Piatt Rogers, counsel in many
r

.

t'

f

,,
'

'?

mission he had "never seen the occasion for this commission."
i "I stand on the right of Colorado to use the waters that flow
through streams to the very limit,
and I won't concede any other
rlnlit," he declared. "There Isn't
an acre in the Imperial valley of
California that Is more entitled to
the waters of the Colorado than our
own state. Nature has given us
first vpe of the water. Colorado
The
doesn't need a commission.
law of nature has decreed we may
use the water as It flows."
Addressing himself to the com- -

'4

WOMAN TOO
i

.WEAK TO WALK

.

v: 'Now Worb Nine Honrs a Day.

l 't
I

Lyuia L Pinkhaai'i Vegetable
Compountl Restored Her Strength

;

j J
'

X

jiU

; Union Village, Vt
nnd nervous and all

"I

waa weak

run-dow-

I

WA ItiHi'iHiSHIilliiilai?
without resting,
and 1 bad been

mi
hi
i

Wy

i.

that way for
weeks.

I saw your
advertisement in
the paper and after takmgonebot-ti- e

of Lydia E.
Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound

I felt the good it

wasdoinjrme and
took seven more in all. Before I finwork nine hours
was
to
able
ished I
a day in a uteam laundry. I cannot-.
say too much in favor of your medicine. I trust all aick and suffering
women will take it. It has been two
years since I took it and I am strong
Mrs. L. A. GuilIANN,
and well."
; Union Village, Vermont.
This is only one of such letters wa
I
continually publishing showing
VV. tyra
what. T.vrtia P.. Pinkhnm hamAema-tnj
women. Mrs. Guimann's letter should
'M

r.

'

'

1

F

inirebi,juu.
women
v

get into a weak, nerMany
vous, run down condition because of
ailments they often have. Such women should take Lydia E. Pinkham'a
VegetableCompound at the first sign
o trouble.

r
Y
AN
A
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Fine for Neuralgia

at the state hospital for the insane Suddenly he became violent, it is
here today under peculiar condi- said, and attendants had to strap
tions. Last night Hill was brought him in a Btraiglit-jackand carry
to the lnsano asylum from Brighton. hlri to the dormitory. He died alHe
was
friends.
most
after
accompanied
being
by
placed
Instantly
By fie AaaoclafcA PreM.)
Today at the noon dinner hour, upon his bed.
'
31.
I
Colo., March
Pueblo,
raCoroner Dibble has ordered an
till, who see mod somewhat
George Hill, 39, a farmer whose tional, was eating with his friend
inquest to determine the cause and
home is in the Brighton region, died In JJhe dining room ot the asylum. responsibility for the death.

M TIPERI

FARMER DIES UNDER
PECULIAR CONDITIONS

CHARGES ARE TO

" J

V

l

,7

(Hy The Afnorlatea

asked:
"If Colorado and Kansas had
entered such a compact as we pro- tiic. rt writA hniwepn th. RtateS.
such a suit as that between the two
states would nave Deen csyuacu
of, wouldn't it?"
fllllV de
D.a tint
claring even after the United States
a irriMl

'

'
supreme court had decided the
case, otner cases nan sprung uV.
IVIoplfa TtlL'ilt.
James A. Marsh, city attorney of
t h fl BmOUnt of
n.na. nfil I,
water desired bv Denver for trans

s.

1

mountain diversion was so rau
could not injure the western slope
of the river basin. Chairman
Hoover asked Marsh if ha thought
be
priority right to water could
established by beneJlcl,?,nillse-re"I believe it can be,"
with the chairplied. He agreed desirable
to have
man that it was
the Colorado river dispute settled
by agreement.
camo
"Suppose this commission
to an agreement and all the water
of the upper and lower Colorado
to benefiriver should be applied the
United
cial use and suppose
a
States and Mexico should make
amount
treaty whereby a certain
to
of water should be allocated
Mexico for irrigation, where would
the water be taken from?" Mr.
Hoover asked.
Mr. Marsh said he doubted if the
United States would make such a
if a
treaty with a foreign power
were writpact between the states
ten, but declared if such a treaty
were made and the waters of the
river were exhausted each state,
in his opinion, would have to be
deprived of an "equitable proportion of the waters."
A letter from Fred A. Sabin of
La Junta, an official of the Arkansas River Ditch association,
was placed in the record requestuse
ing the association's right to adthe headwaters of the river for
ditional supply for the Arkansas
river be not foreclosed.
Papers Read Into Itconril
Numerous papers on technical
matters in connection with the river and showing crop production in
Colorado were read into the record.
A. J. McCune, state engineer of
Colorado, told the commission ha
favored the building of ft large dam
to protect the Imperial valley.
"All we want," he declared, "Is
to be protected in our rights. We
don't want a repetition of the conditions that followed the building
of the Elephant Butte dam on the
south, which stopped development
of the Rio Grande, and the Pathfinder dam on the north, which
stopped development on the North

Platte."
John B. Fields of Denver, former
state engineer, who compared Coto
that of
lorado's situation
RVmtiim " Mmnnfieefl on fill Hides."
declared under the constitution
"our water is reserved to the use
of the people of the state," and
announced he desired to serve public, notice that, Colorado., never
would agree to any restrictions.
Short talks in behalf of Wyoming's claims were, made Just before the hearing ended, by C. B.
Berldge, engineer, representing the
Green River (Wyoming) Commun- Uv liih o n
f Tr rirlQnniinn
contractor, of Wyoming and Utah.

WEST SIDE C. OF C. IS
t orrf f pnndpnee

-

.

"

a
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PROJECT DISCUSSED
GALLUP

If

j.

Little Betty Peete, key to murder mystery.
Betty Pecte is beinpr brought to Los "Angeles to testify for her
mother in an effort to free her from a murder conviction recently returned. She was found guilty of the murder of Jacob C. Denton, whose
body was found in the cellar of his palatial home where Mrs. Louise L.
Peete was a maid. The child's testimony may be a big factor in freeing her mother and possibly hanging her father, police believe.
be right and the paving needod.
READ THIS AND
Commissioner McLaughlin voted
with gwope and Hughes.
LEARN THE TRUTH--ABOU- T
Commissioner J. M. Raynolds
THE PAVING voted AGAINST letting the contract at that time. The public record shows his vote on the motion as
From Evening Herald.)
Thn effort inad bv the Journal "AO."
Commissioner Council was not
today to convince the people that present. Ho was in Phoenix, Ariz.
nas
commission
the present city
These are tne racts about this
favored the New Mexico Construcpaving matter.
tion iinmnanv in leltinif naving con
Every statement and insinuation
about it In today's Journal is false.
tracts, and that Commissioner Jack
con13
or
in
UKoresteu
Can you trust that kind of camKaynolds
nected witb that company, is a paigning ?
nrmi&e
fnloaUnnA
.thut ahntilfl
Do you want to entrust your city
ac government
to candidates who
thinking citizens to increased
men
me
ot
Uieat
the
toward
need that kind of campaigning to
tivity
the Journal wants to put into of- put them over?
fice.
Does Commissioner Walton, for
The statement that City Miina-trt- , instance, approve that kind of misfilurlilina. whr pmnloved ill LhG representation and that kind of efEl Pao otfice of the Bituiithio com- fort to trick people into voting for
pany is a deliberate falsehood. him?
Does Sidney Well, who the Jour- Gladding left Albuquerque to be
u nal claims
come cliy engineer oi x.i
is being "assailed," fau
went
held that job until he
vor that kind of slander of his opnever
He
has
to
fight.
France
ponents?
worked a minute for the paving
Does Clyde TIngley well Ting-le- y
companies either here cr in iil
simply wants to be elected and
Paso.
anything goes.
The insinuation that judge u.
F. Kaynolds "threw" the Tijeras
The Journal says today:
avenue paving contestants "out of
"James McNary, president
to
his
brother,
as
a
favor
court,"
of the First National bank of
ot
J. M. Raynolde, is a Vicious attack
El Paso, and brother-in-laJ. W. Raynolds, holds the purse
upon the integrity of the supreme
The
state.
court of this
publisher
strings of the Southwestern
f th jnnpnai 1m ennueii of a law
Portland Cement company. Tho
yer to know the charge is viciously
Southwestern Portland Cement
untrue.
company bus 'a cinch' on New
Th insinuation that the.. last
Mexico. It sells every dollar's
with
was
let
contract
of cement which goes inworth
paving
election"
"haste" on "the eve of the
to Albuquerque paving."
trii.initfi n n tlfltiOIl COn- la
We do not know whether Mctained in the rotten anonymous Nary holds any of the Portland
letter clrcu;atea recently in behalf Cement, company's purse strings or
of the Journal's candidates.
not. The chances are that he does
t advocate of not.
Every other statement made
haste in letting the last paving by the Journal in thiB connection
contract was Sidney m wen. xiw today .is untrue and the chances are
t nt tbn commission's that this one Is also untrue.
but
Does the publisher of the Jourmeeting and spoke not once,msu-menseveral times, in insistent
nal take the voters of Albuquerque
for tho letting the Highland for dubs?
If MeNary controls the
paving contract immediately.
Thnra were no nrotestants pres
Portland Oincnt company,
There had ond If lie lins the hold on the pavent at that meeting.
conme
been ample notice mat
ing hiiHlness hero which Mnaec
tracts were to be considered. The would have the people believe,
man
lin hnrf nrevioUslv led the WHY IS IT THAT TITF, CITY
Protestants against some of this POMMISSTOV HAS JUST LKT ITS!
paving, M. r. stamm, was iirusciu, CONTRACTS FOR "UIACK BASK"
stated that the prices named in the PAVING, Willi FT HAS NOT A
imv.it Mn that nf the New Mexi rOUND OF CEMENT IN IT?
company, were Adv.
co Construction
satisfactorily low, and withdrew
,

home.
Wo save you ths pries ot all
these sundry additions as well
as the cost of gold lacquered tin
cans and other decorations.
Our Inducement Is Hotter Coffee for Less Honey and a 2c
coupon la each package good for
cash or merchandise any where.
Perfection Blend Coffee fills
your cup with chummy comfort
and good eheer. It Is roasted
daily by N. M. Food Products Co,.
Third and Central. It Is on sals
at your grocer, or call 367 and get
on delivery.
vDemonstratlon today at Fappe's
Bakery.
Co try It,

BY

Gallup, Starch 31. Tho National
Park to Park highway was the
main topic of discussion at the
weekly Klwanls luncheon Thursday. J. D. Merrill of Denver, Colo.,
representing the Park to Park association, delivered an address setting forth the purposes ot the association. The club voted to assist
the Chamber of Commerce in link-inGallup up with the highway
system, proposed by this association.
The club Attendance was 100
per cent at this luncheon and there
were a largo number of visitors.
Klwaniim Keeblo, chairman of the
entertainment committee, put on
an extra special program this time,
which was quite a delightful surprise to tho members. Miss Marfor
garet Sue Khanklin, seven, sangMiss
the club, very beautifully;
Cencvievo Keeblo eight years old
recited poetry and entertained
with a Russian folk dance, which
was very gracefully executed. W.
favored
L. Lanigan,
KIwanian,
with a vocal solo.
Tho Gallup club appears to re
bent on winning tho attendance
prize. There has been only one
absentee since the contest started
the first week In March, which
gives it an almost perfect score.
Professor White, superintendent
of city schools, made a request for
a number of men to volunteer to
assist the school children of Gal'
lup In planting flower and vegetable gardens this spring. Eight
who have had experiencs
In horticulture agree to give a portion of their timo to assisting the
little people.
g

OUR SATURDAY

Extra Spec ml
LADIES' NAT DAY
200 Ladies' Spring and Summer Hats, the very latest and new
No two.alike-r- lf
you want a large medium or small
shape we have ,it in any color you wish Values that cannot
...
,be equaled. Our prices for Saturday, only
est-styles-

$5.00

Women are to hold the puree
strings of more than a dozen villages of Michigan as a result of
the elections

NEW PATTERN HATS

Just held.

We have about fifty beautiful pattern hats, some of them are
imported models. We guarantee you factory cost on them. A'
wonderful opportunity for you to purchase a high grade exclusive model hat at wholesale prices.

RHEUMATIC ACHES
QUICKLY RELIEVED

.

J

Mf

ts

Hontn-weste-

his protest.
FA fiwone made
rnrnmlostonnr
the motion to Jet the paving con
tract to tne iMew Mexico vunon MHis motion was
otion company.
.,nnr.wA,A K., fnmnilaRlfiner Tom
acted
commissioners
Both
Hughes.
because they knew tne prices to
'

rn

SENATE ATKIOntNS.
81. The
March
Washington,
senate adjourned today at the request of members who have been
confined closely for several weeks
during the consideration of the
arms conference treaties.

agonizing rheumatic
THE racking,
is quickly relieved by an ap

plication of Sloan's Liniment.
For forty years, folks all over the
world have found Sloan's to be the
natural enemy of pains and aches.
It benr.lrtilri iiiiknui mhh.-:- .
You ran inqf- trll lit, ito d.l.t...
stimulating odor that it is going to do
-

Keep Sloan's handy for neuralgia,

Sciatica, r lame hartr , eti'fT
W.M. tnlnfc pun;
juww
muscles, strains and sprains.
At all druggists 35c, 70c, $1.40.

Hats for Little Tots
'And growing girls in sill braid, hemps and
Milan's values
$1.25 to $6.45

There is a reason wliv we sell so manv hats
We sell them for less money,

miinpfTf

anaeii-urevuis-

tatelBMHMEMMMnHTMH

Mafces

Sick Skins

2
One of
rsipflrRemedies. Poracletr,
bealthy compkixiwDsa fneb;

pr.Hobsonj3
Eczema

e
s
sf

1E

THIRD AND CENTRAL

tm

Ointment

f

WAIT!

home of "Uncle" Joe Flanning and
all its contents were destroyed by
flames, several day ago. Nothing
was saved from the conflagration,
which was of unknown origin. Mr,
Flanning has been blind for some
time and the loss of his home was
a very severe blow. The citizens
of Hope responded and built ft new
house on the old site and furnished
the home for the family, who have
moved into the new home.
"Uncle Joe'.' was one of the first
settlers in this county. He came
here when Eddy county was a part
ot Lincoln county. He made his
home at Seven, Rivers, where he
was a merchant before the days of
the railroad. Seven Rivers is now
only a memory, although a few old
adobe ruins may be seen and the
of feuds begraveyard is evidence cow
men of
tween the sheep and
the early days. Mr. Flanning
moved to Hope about twenty years
ago, where he has resided since.
His stories of the early settlers and
ths old cowboy brawls are very

:

i II

S'3

to The Journal. I
(Special CormposdeBe
Artesia, N. M., March SI. The

STOP

Is

n

BUYING!

r

The Blazed Trail
in the woods frequently find the trail
WORKERS the
axes of those who have gone before.
Guided by these marks, they easily find their way.
Advertisements perform a similar duty for you in the
important business of spending your money. They point
the way to values of which you would never know if they
.were not there to guide you.
Do you rea'd them?

Wise slioppers 'do. Tliey are the
economical buyers the ones who keep themselves'
on the best opportunities for saving
strictly
it judiciously, which is one and the
or
money,
spending
'
same thing.
up-to-da-

te

'

One of Albuquerque's
Oldest and Most Reliable Merchants Is Going to Conduct His
First Sale in 40 Years.

It Will

Be a Sale

in a class all by
itself. JJ:'!

800-roo-

run-pin-

We offer no alluminum pots,
pans or other trinkets to get Perfection Blend Coffes In your

z

oat-nc-

IT

Then Show Tour Spirit for Albn.
fliiorqna Enterprise.

,

HOME OF "UNCLE JOE"
FLANNING DESTROYED

Colonial hotel at Nassau, in
the Bahama Islands, was destroyed
today in a fire which for a, time
threatened the destruction ot most
of the city, .according to radio mes
sages .received' here. The confla
gration was controlled, however,g
after it had caused damage
into millions o( dollars,

i

CLUB

KIWANIS

e.

(By The Atioelatod Prtd.)
Miami, Fla March 31. The

READ IT AND
REMEMBER

PARK TO PARK HIGHWAY

w

to Tl- ,T"-bLas Vegas. N. M.. March 31.
The west side chamber of commerce, which is a branch of the
Las Vegas and Ban Miguel county
chamber of commerce, organized
Wednesday night by the election of
John D. V. Veeder, prominent Das
Vegas attorney and capitalist, as
chairman. .William is. btapp is
sccrctftry.
One of the first things to be undertaken by the west side branch
is the sale of $50,000 in bonds,
voted for use in buildlna; an ade
quate sewer system for the town of
Las Vegas. It is planned to unite
with the city of Das Vegas and
build ft common outlet and disposal works. The bonds were voted
two years ago, but have not been
;
sold.
Another project is the comple
tion ot the work of beautifying the
plaza. This once was the prettiest
spot in greater Las Vegas, but the
paving and remodeling has almost
destroyed its former beauty. The
ornamental lighting system on
Bridge street and the plaza, re
cently put to use, makes the west
side business district ft beautiful
place at night.
A membership committee will endeavor to secure ft large number oi
members for the west side branch.
Twenty-fiv- e
were secured the first
night, which, added to those already
on the list, brought the total to
The commitabout seventy-fivtee is composed of A. C. Wagner,
Susano
Vicente Montoys.
urtiz
Manuel D. Pino, Perfecto Gallegos,
Lino Romero,
(Special

.

Los Angeles, Calif., March 31.
The charges made by attorneys for
Arthur C. Burch, on trial for the
murder of J. Belton Kennedy here
last August, that veniremen in the
case had been tampered with by
persons repreeenting themselves as
investigators of the district attorney's office, will be made the subject of an investigation by PresidIt. Willis ot the
4 ing Judge.'-Fransupreme court. ' The investigation
will be made at tho request ot
Judge Sidney N. Reeve, who is try,,
ing the Burch case.
Paul W. Stheneck, chief defense
counsel, renewed his challenge of
the entire Jury panel made yesterday when the case w a called this
was
The challenge
afternoon.
based upon affidavits of Bcheneck
and associate counsel to the cftent
that attempts had been made to
ascertain prospective Jurors1 views
as to the case.Judge r.eeve denied the chnl-lenfor jurisdictional reasons hn,t
Intimated that the bounds of the
in
practice had been overstepped
the case before lilm, and raid he
would submit the wit ire matter to
Judge 'Willis for Investigation and:
action.

'

FORMED AT LAS VEGAS

et

BE INVESTIGATE

..... 'V.tJ

"

Ivlusterole insures quiclt relief from
neuralgia. When those sharp pains gc
shooting through your head, just rub a
little of this clean, white ointment on
your temples and neck.
- Musterole is made with oil
of mustard, but will not bum and blister like interesting.
the
mustard plaster.
Get Musterole at your drug store. HOTEL AT NASSAU IS
35485c in jarsfti tubes;hospitalsize,$3.
BY FIRE
DESTROYED

;v BETTER THAN A MUSTARD PLASTEX

'

You'll have to take them Just the!
same as we aja. a.oi mo imperial
valley go through what wa had to
go through. I fail to see why Colo
rado snuuia juin h. uujiiij(.-- wmuu
surrenders one drop ot water."
Chairman Hoover and Hogers
entered into a long discussion of
the law of irrigation.
Commissioner Norvell of Arizona

AIA

(By The Associated Frew.)

!Denver, Colo., March 31 (by the
Associated Press.) The Colorado
p1driver commission
this afternoon
hsard its first testimony regarding
diversions
for
plans
ol the waters or tne yoiorauo rivm.
W. K. R. Mills, a member of the
IJonver board of water commie-- j
stoncrs, told the commission dlver- be undertaken if the
must ......
eipna
y
t... .
nY,inn ft Ntmrf
Cr
ply of water for domestic consump
tion ror its growing
Mr. Mills and other witnesses declared 250,000 acre feet of water
should be diverted from the western
lore of Colorado to Denver through
of apIrrigation built at altitudes In
the
feet
proximately 10,000
Ttockv mountains.
River.
Would ot Injure
J',
J '.Diversion' of this amount of
ft water, Mr. Mills declared, would
not injure the njver in its descent
riln U,a tnwiip hflwin ftfatefl.
'
,;
Answering a query from Frank
"
commissioner of
O. Kmmerson,
"Wyoming, Mr. Mills declared any,
VtcX between the state should pro-diversion
vide for
to guarantee Denver ample water
for all time for domestic consumption. Other city engineering officials agreed with Mr. Mills.
.
Ml. I. Meeker, deputy state en- M ;.K'lcpl
Willi vywimv. .
' 'lechnicalT tjoiurtiuo,
case of the state of
f rado with a statement today,
flared the state Is entitled to
restricted use of the waters of the
;
rJver in Colorado under the state
fJBfnstitutlon. Ha declared there
was ample water In the river to
I Irrigate the upper and lower basins
all time. Meeker said the1
used on the Colo-1
f amount of water
i rdo river in Colorado for irriga
tion does not injure the supply or
water in the lower states, because
wuum
kiy any possime overuse buuvb
return to the stream and flow onstates.
t
Under
questionlower
the
Jpt
ing by Commissioner Caldwell, of
"V IJiah, Meeker
Bald, however, that

DAUGHTER'S TESTIMONY MAY ACQUIT
MOTHER AND HANG FATHER INSTEAD

Fajre Scvert

WATCH

m IT!

17AITF0R IT!

SHARE HI IT!

Rea'd the advertisements in "this paper. Rea'd tliem to'
know what's what in the shopping district. Read them
because they place before your eyes a moving panorama
of business progress. Rea'd them to save money to save

steps to save disappointments. Read them because they
blaze your trail to" satisfaction in your every-'da- y
b'uying.

READ

THEM

REM! ARM. FO110W JHEIR

GUIDANCE.

IT PAYS.

have been done long ago. But these bonds should
be voted.
Water extension and sewer extension are obviIt remires no brains to see the
ously essential.
need. The money for these purposes should be
voted.
The viaduct bonds are of less doubtful wisdom.
The Journal la disposed to favor them on the
grounds that Messrs. Walton, Well and Tingley will
not issue them until convinced that It is the duty
of the city to share the cost of the viaduct. Such
Improvements should be made, generally, by the
railroad company.
The people on both sides of the tracks need this
viaduct. It would be well to vote the bonds as it
will be two years befcre a mistake can be rectified.
So we advocate the adoption of all the issues.
The publio Is told that we favor these Issues because of a sixth sense as to what the people are
thinking and of our desire to bo on the popular
side. It is told, falsely, that this same sense made
us oppose the recall. As a matter of fact everyone
knows that the Journal is opposed on principle, to
the unionizing of municipal employes.
If we possess such a sixth sense it may account
for our present opposition to the Triumvirate.
The
people are certainly going to swat them.
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"THE PUBLIC BE
An arbitrary law is sometimes a good thing.
But when the administration of an arbitrary law
falls into the hands of arbitrary officials, the fat
is in the fire and the people get the worst of it.
A law which will allow a city commission to
pave streets without the need of any consents from
property-holdermay have its virtues. We do not
know what they are in a country where the people
are presumed to rule, but perhaps the virtues are
there.
In the hands of real representatives of the people, where there is reasonable responsiveness to the
popular will, such a law might be harmless. But in
the hands of the nigh and mighty triumvirate, with
g
of the public will, It conits arrogant
verts a democracy into an empire ruled by czars.
Ledgers and surpluses and bank deposits are all
right. By levying taxes enough, anyone cart create
a surplus. But to turn your city over to a politico-financicombine, under the pretext that no one
else can properly administer the city, Is silly anil
extremely dangerous.
A democracy, with all of its blunders, Is safer
for the peace and happiness of the people than the
most efficient kingdom ever devised. Responsived
ness to the popular will, rather than
machine efficiency, will produce the most satlsf'u-tor- y
results. Besides, this efficiency talk about t'.ie
triumvirate is "a false alarm." "They ain't."
s,

over-rlddln-

cold-blo-

WE REFUSE TO
So we are trying to be a "boss?" It would be
With the entrenched political
novel sensation.
and financial powers attempting to drive us out of
the state and ruin us all of these past months, we
are trying, presto, to convert ourselves Into a boss
and occupy their place?
If this Is true, little Cinderella, from her rags
and chimney corner to her lady's clothes and glass
upper, imu uumiug uii un.
We had thought that all we wanted was to be
let alone. We had convinced ourselves that a reof the entrench,
linquishment of the throttle-hol- d
with a chance for the people to breathe and work
and live, would be heaven enough. In our wildest
dreams we had not imagined a situation where our
foot would be upon the neck of the poor, prostrate
politico-financicombine which rules the city and
stats. Our alleged designs should at once arouse
the sympathy of the community for these helpless
creatures who are to be suddenly unthroned and
trodden under the feet of the Journal octopus. It
is pathetically sad! The people are appealed to
that such a catastrophe may be averted. They are
told to leave the royal triumvirate on the throne
for fear a beggar may usurp It.
These gentlemen make themselves ludicrous.
We could
We have no ambitions to rule anything.
not rule Walton, Weil and Tingley if we wanted to.
If we did rule them we are convinced that it would
be done far more in the public Interest and for the
general welfare, than has been the case with the

a

al

triumvirate.
present
The editor of the Journal declines to "fall for"
the trap set They want to make us use our space
defending ourselves, instead of talking about the
high water rate, the paving fiasco and the general
selfish, commonplace and reactionary character of
the triumvirate. We are not running for office and
decline to defend ourselves.
blue-blood-

THE BOND ISSUES.
If the Triumvirate will cease their camouflage
and talk frankly to the people about the need of
the bond issues, those Issues may have a chance
to carry at the election. The assumption by these
gentlemen that the publio is waiting with bated
breath for a chance to vote these bonds is a presumption instead of an assumption.
The public spurted citizens ot Albuquerque are
prepared to vote all necessary bonds In order that
the city may go forward. But they must know that
the need exists. The Triumvirate has not furnished
sufficient information on the subject. It has been
to worry about the
too absorbed In being
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VERSE OF TODAY
AM THE SEA'S.

I am the Sea's! its swinging tides
Pulse in my heart however wide I stray
From the blue steeps where longing rides
Like a strange gull, wing-wor- n
and gray.
And as those carven sands that keep
Least ripples of a tide ebbed long ago,
So in my soul
sleep
That know a ghostly flux and flow . ,.
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HO! HUM!
A plesiosaurus has been discovered in Patagonia,
but that's rot so much. A Republican has been
discovered in South Carolina. St, Louis

EDITORIAL OF THE DAY
TEUTONIC

BUSINESS ALERT.

(From Dally Financial America.)
Austrian resources, like Germany's, evidently are
not in such miserable conditions as some of those
seeking loans would have us believe. There la the
Union Bank or Vienna offering in exchange for
the Uruguayan wool monopoly to supply the Uruguayan government with all materials necessary
for the electrification of the state tramways. The
offer has been accepted "in principle," a despatch
from Montevideo says.
Germany and Austria before' the war used their
vast electric manufacturing trusts to gain a large
share of South America's trade. The bid for Uruguayan wool shows an effort to revive former
methods of control aided by monopolies and tariff
h
discriminations.
America buys about
of
all her imported wool from Uruguay.
It cost us
30 million dollars last year.
If America Is compelled by this monopoly to buy Uruguay's wool in
Vienna we may be sure that there will be an ample
And
profit charged to the Austrian middleman.
Austria is begging loans from us while planning
g
this squeeze! Some of these
pleas
should be diverted to those Vienna banks which
seem to be in funds just now,'.,
one-sixt-
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FOR RENT

Miscellaneous

FOR
ENT Garage. 110 South Arno
FOR RENT Private garage. Apply 223

nnutn 'intra.

FOR RENT

Ranches

RENT WHtsona ranch
Fourth.
PLore 1804--

FOR

on North
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Two modern
KENT
furnished; very reasonable rent,
sixth.
North
FOR KENT Three rooms with sleeping
porch, furnished for housekeeping. 100
North Edith.
furnished Ivid-ninFOt'. KENT
Completely
apartment, with sleeping porcbt.
1213 East Omrnl.
FOK RENT Two furnisrieo rooms, for
light housekeeping; aJulta; no dele.
724 Fouth Second.
FOR RENT Furnished apartments, mod- era, steam heat. Averill Apartments,
208 Kb North Second.
FOR RENT Two and three-roofur
Alnished housekeeping apartments.
buquerque Hotel, 2UVi North Second.
FOR RENT Steam heated apartment.
In Park View court. 902 East Bllvar,
Call J. A. Hammond, phone 152?. R.
two nice front
FOR KENT
Apartm.-nt- ,
rooms with hot and cold water, on ou
(M1-90
line.
.ulh Third.
Phone
FOR RENT Small furnished and larga.
unfurnished apartment; tteam heat and
hot water. 1Z1I West noma, phone 400-FOR RENT Apartment, furnished complete; light, water, heat and cookln
211
gaa furnished.
Crana Apartments,
North Seventii.
threa rooms.
FOK RENT Apartment,
bath, completely furnished, on Eaat
Silver; reasonable rent. Phone 657, or
is!t-Mcuurne.
FOR RENT April 1, four-roomodern
apartment, furnished 'vith new furniture; atenm heat: no sh'k. or children, at
!19 North Fourth ur itiyulra 116 Wast

Foil

Gold.

apparel, furnishings and spring attire generally are nothing to get
excited about, while primary markets for cottons, silks and woolens
betray the same unsettlement previously noted, with trading largely
on the quiet side except In the case
of export buying of sheetings and
some other heavy cotton induced
by recent price cuts. Trading for
the far future In. the apparel lines,
In fact, appears extremely cautious
except in the novelty lines. Raw
wool is easier in price and there
is a reported fear that New England may involve Important woolen
and worsted Interests.
"Weekly bank clearings,

fPA

SALE

Poultry-Egg- s

FOK SALE OR TRADE) Two ft. I. Ked
cockerels. Phone 48a J.
Full SALE Laying: hens, beat stock,
l.gfi each. 113 Cornell.
Foil fcSALIC K. 1, Red eggs, for hatchi '
i per setting. Phone 1389-ing,
FOK SALE Rhode Island eggs for hatch!
nig, a cents each. 1017 Buuth Walter.
FOK S A LE Pure-bre- d
S. c. Uhode
.....
m
Inn,!
FOR SALE Black Minorca esajs.
a
inO
o1tlntr.1 .tA" - axva
i.
l.'r., jManca, --IUUU
S409-.l- l.

iell
...J

.Hh.l..hin.....

..!.

FOR

J

Ills

Black Minorca eggs, 7o
6:3 Suutli Flrat, phone
j
FOR SALE Turkey eggs ror hatchlnsi
also one turkey tom.
E. J. Strong,
phone 1345-FOR SALE Pure-bre- d
B. C. White Leg-ho- rn
CHICAGO BOARD OP TRADE.
hens and pullets, 11.25 each. Ut
WeetGranlte.
Chicago, March 31. Wheat un- FOR BALE n. C. Rhoda Island Red
and Black Mh orca hatching eggs, II
derwent a material setback In price
709 North Second,
setting,
phona
today owing largely to bearish crop per
18I5--

estimates. The market closed heavy
lo to 27,0 net lower, with May
tl.S2Va to $1.32
and July $1.17
to $1.17. Corn lost lc to
c. In provisions
and oats Ma to
the outcome was unchanged to 15c
lower.
According to reports given out
today by unofficial authorities, tho
condition of the winter wheat crop
appeared to be around 79. per cent
as compared with 76 In December
last. Estimates of the probable
to
yield varied from 550,000,000
580,000,000 bushels against Decem
ber estimates of 627,000,000 bushels. With such figures current, and
with milling and export demand
slow, the market readily took a
downward course, especially as
Liverpool quotations showed weakness and there was continued moist
weather In the domestic winter crop
belt.
Lark of support for wheat values

lic

Bedtime Stories
For Little Ones
By Howard B.

Uurlt

Copyright. 1921. by McClur
Newspaper Syndicate.

INCLE WIGGIIV'S APRIL TOOL
JOKKS.

What's
"Oh, Uncle Wlsglly!
that behind you! 1 hope it isn't
the Fuzzv Fox!" cried Haby Bunt
ing one morning. The little rabbit
girl had come over to .,the hollow
K,

t

a

l,,.-,-

rani

of flour.
In

"What's that? The Fuzzy Fox
here?" exclaimed the rabbit

gentleman, and he gave such a
Jump that he nearly slipped over
backward.
"April fool!" laughed Baby Bunt-

coat, Uncle Wlggily?" The bunny
nearly twisted off his pink nose
to look at his back, but there wan
no hole at all. Another time Kitty
Kut offered Uncle Wiggily some
candy, and when he chewed it, why
It was sour instead of sweet. And
Kitty mewed: "April Fool!"
"Well. I think its my turn to
play an April Fool Joke on Bome
one," said the bunny gentleman
after a while. "I wonder what 1
can do? 1 want to play a real
Joke!"
He hoppod along a little farther
and, all of a sudden, out from behind a bush Jumped tho l!ob Cat.
"Oh, ho!" howled the Bob Cat
'Your ears look vory good to me
fhi mnrnni.
Do they!" asked Uncle Wlggily.
"Well, do you know what day this
Is?"
"It makes no matter of dlffer- -

y-

"Oh!" exclaimed Uncle Wlgglly.
so suddenly that his pink nose almost stopped twinkling.
"Oh, so
this is the first of April, is It?"
"Yes, and I caught you first of
all!'" laughed Baby Bunty.
And she had. for she had come
over early to the hollow stump
bungalow on purpose to do this.
"Did I really make you think
the Fuzzy Fox was there. Uncle
Wlgglly?" asked Baby Bunty, as
the bunny gentleman sat down to
his breakfast.
"Xou surely did, for a moment,"
answered the bunny with a laugh
"I had no idea this was April Fool
day. But no matter. My turn will
come," and he carried his glass of
water to the sink, spilling it out.
"Why did you do that?" asked
Baby Bunty in surprise.
"Because," answered Uncle
"I have known it to happen
in times past, that my glass of water on April Fool morning would
be full of salt. As I don't want to
drink salt water now I Just emptied my glass. I'll fill it myself
with fresh water."
"Oh, there wasn't any salt In
your glass," said Nurse Jane.
"No," added Baby Bunty. "I
never thought of that trick I wish
I had.
But maybe Oh, Uncle
Wlgglly! Look out!" she suddenly
cried. "Is that a pin in your

there.

AIN'T NO SICH ANIMAL.
Mr. McAdoo'a suggestion for a
would be fine if he could find another
Washington Post.

RENOVATINO.

WA NT ED Men and women to Wpreseiit
the Good Fellows or America, in A bu
querque and New Mexico. Apply room
SI. F.lms Hotel.

For when the wind slants like a sail
From the far skyline where the fields begin.
y
like a twice-tol- d
Through every wave-prin- t,
tale, chair!"
Uncle Wlgglly Jumped up as It
The whispering tide comes in.
a
off.
He looked in
gun had gone
Frances Dickenson Plnder in Contemporary
his chair, but there was nothing
Verse.

CRISP PARAGRAPHS

unturmuhtiU

Rug cleaning, furniture
nltura packing. Phona
Bedding Com pa nv.

.

wave-memori- es

Apartments

Four-roo-

MATTRESS RENOVATING

Wig-Kily- ,

I

HBN'J'

apartment on first floor; all modern
conveniences, phone Sundays and veil
Ings, 1803-Hayden Apartments, 1216
weai central.
FOR RENT Nice two-roofront apart
one Mock
merit, for housekeeping;
from poetofflce and Central; fine loca
tlon for dressmaker; very reasonable
clean ana quiet.
220H Weat Gold.
FOR RENT Furnished apanmenta, con
venlent to aanatorluma
fmi. rnnmi
glassed-i- n
sleeping porches, gas; on East
central car una. call 132 Bast Central,
nr see HrMIIIInn A Wood shone US
AT THE WASHINGTON.
1002 West Ccn
tral. Here'a the chance you have jeen
medium
looklnjr for; newly furnished
sized front aptrtment. Inquire at apart
ment No. 1. J. P. Eakln, Proprietor.

NAME

HITCHCOCK'S SURPRISE.
The republican party has never been against bis
business In the sense of wishing to frustrate bis
operations. It has always accepted as an economic
fact that large operations and centralized control
spelled lower production costs. But the republic
partyrhas never stood for combinations In restraint
of trade or combinations effected for the purpose
of controlling federal legislation.
The Sherman
anti-trulaw, passed in 1890, and signed by Harrison, and the work accomplished by the Roosevelt
administration stand as witnesses to this assertion.
The democratic party has long taunted the
publican party with favoring policies which would
n
put the little fellow out of business, grind the
into the mire, and reduce the consumer
to the stage of peasantry.
The democrats have
always claimed to be the friends of the small operator, nd the advocates of democracy In Industry.
It came as a surprise, therefore, when in tlje
debate on the bill authorizing agricultural associations, one of the leaders of the democratic party.
Senator Hitchcock, came out in advocacy of a
large monopoly. "My judgment Is," said he, "that
the supply of milk of a big city ought not to bo
monopolized Just like the gas supply, and Its price
ought to be in some way controlled, I believe it
could be controlled.
one of the reasons vny
the cost of living is so great in a city is the awful
waste of having hundreds of grocery stores doing
what a few should do, dozens of milk men doing
what a few could do,'" etc.
The republican party has sought to prevent monopolies, but It has seen the value of large-scal- e
operation. Now Hitchcock comes out for absolute
monopolies. He goes the republicans one better.

kMJ

CLAMFH3 EP

Right now there are scores of thousands of
couples and families huddled In inadequate living
space. As soon as they can do so they will demand
habitations in keeping with American standards
With a revival of industry all these people will be
competing for the available homes, so that the
shortage will remain acute for several years. In all
probability.
Now, then, is the time to build.
Notwithstanding the boom Indicated we are a long way from
plenty in the matter of housing. Besides that, building will hasten the revival of general business, of
which the country stands greatly in need.

'

.

SAY THERE IS HEATED

time.

;'

The absurd accusation that the Journal was
against the bonds until it saw that the sentiment
was so overwhelmingly for them that It was about
to be run over by publio sentiment, will make the
publio laugh. Nothing is easier to defeat than n
bond issue. The taxpayer must believe beyond a
doubt, that the need exists beforo he Is willing to
vote the burden on himself. The Journal supports
the bond Issues because of its conviction that they
are some of essential steps to the development of
a city. It urges taxpayers to support these pro'
posals.
The state health department tells the city commission and the publio that we are due for trouble
if we do not arrange for disposal of sewerage at
the mouth of our sanitary sewers.' We cannot afford to alt down in the midst of our filth. Potty
politics should not enter into it These bonds
should b voted. Whether such an opinion is popular or not makes no difference to us.
The reservoir on the hill is necessary. A more
sanitary water receptacle must be provided. A
greater pressure and a greater reserve of water Is
needed as a greater protection against fire. We are
opposed to the use of such a reservoir by people
who refuse to come Into the city. To supply watei
and sewer to those who will not share the burdens
of city government is ridiculous. It encourages
them to stay out of" the city.
Th. iAllmnl Anmm nni hAltaVA In fnrMncr rhAe
people Into the city on an unfair basis. We do believe that a live commission can negotiate terms
This should
wbichy viU be Just to every one.

YET THEY

Department of commerce experts conclude, after
examining official reports from 27 states that house
building has been resumed in earnest They speak
of a boom In housing construction, predicting a
total of 1,000,000 dwelling places will be erected
this year. Measured by floor space the contracts
awarded during the last threa months are well
above the 1921 average and very near the high
year of 1919.
The housing shortage lias been variously estimated, but it seems that no less than 6,000,000
houses and apartments are indispensable to restoring the balance between demand and supply, which
will mean enough habitations to go around with a
scale of rentals suitable to the varying means of
the people. But a house building boom of the dimensions indicated will not necessarily mean the
scarcity will be swiftly eliminated.
It will mean
an increase of prosperity through the employment
of artisans and laborers long idle and a more Insistent demand for houses than has prevailed for some

FAILURES ARE HER LONG SUIT.
If these gentlemen will direct Mr. Gladding or
has learned that as a success communsome one else to give additional information or ismSaxony
is as much a failure as war. Knoxville Jourarguments, the Journal will be glad to carry the nal and Tribune.

articles.

AND

BCILDINQ BOOS! STARTS.

GREATER ALBUQUERQUE TICKET.
Tor City Commissioners

bonds.
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"April Fool!"
laughed Baby
Bunty again.
Uncle Wlgglly said nothing, but
he sat down rather hard and ate
his breakfast. And when Baby
Bunty said:
"Oh, look put the window and
see who's coming!"
Uncle Wlgglly never looked up
from his morning paper. But
some one was coming along the
path to tho hollow stump bungalow. They were Curly and Floppy
Twlstytail, the plggle boys. Floppy
hart a little basket.
"Do you want to look in this and
see what there Is?" asked Floppy,
as he and his brother came In, after carefully wiping their feet on
the mat.
"Well. I can pretty nearly guess
whnt's in the basket,"
said - th
some
"It's
bunny gentleman.
sneezing powder or a lot of dried
leaves! You can't April Fool mo
again."
"Oh, really, we wouldn't do
such a thing," grunted Curly.
"I'll open the basket!" chled Baby
Bunty. So she did. and Inside was
a lovely piece of cake that Mrs.
Twlstytail had sent to Uncle Wlgglly.
"April Fool!" grunted the piggte
boys.

"Well, this Is a proper kind of
of April Fool Joke," said the bunny
as he ate the cake, which was very
good. "It seems I can't be sure
of anything this morning," he told
Nurse Jane, when the children had
run out and the bunny was finishing his breakfast.
"You must be very careful," said
Miss Fuzzy Wuzzy.
"I will," promised Uncle Wlgglly, and he was. But at that a .lumber of April Fool Jokes were
played on him nothing very serious though.
Once Jackie Bow

barked:
"Oil, la that a big

Wow

bole.

In your.

There was no hole

coat at all.

in Jus

ence to me what day it is," howled
the Bob Cat. "I only want "
"Dear me! Look behind you?
is that a hunter man coming with
his gun?" suddenly asked Uncle
Wlggily, pretending to see something back of the Bob Cat.
"A hunter man with a gun! Oh.
don't tell me that! Don't tell me
that!" howled the bad animal, and
away he ran as fast as he could.
"I can't tell you that, for there
Isn't a hunter there!" laughed the
bunny. "April Fooll April Fool!"
And he had played a Joke on the
Bob Cat Just in time.
"Ha! Ha!" laughed the bunny,
as he hopped safely along. "April
Jokes aren't so bad after all!" And
if the pussy willow doesn't cry in
the night and want to be rocked
to sleep in the cat's cradls, I'll tell
you next about Uncle Wiggily and
the April shower.

THE MARKETS

I

J

v

(By Th Associated frees.)
New Tork, March 81. Trading

the stock market today again
was unusually active and diversified. Many popular Issues scored
highest prices of the year on transactions
1,100,000
approximating
(
shares.
Gains were substantially reduced,
however, and in several Instances
entirely cancelled before the close,
on the sudden flurry of money
rates. Call loans rose, to i
per
cent In the final hour, the highest
of
the
week.
quotation
Apart from this Incident sentiment in speculative circlea continued bullish. Supply in the coal Industry seemed more than needed
and seemed helpful to the long account. Among; these was the announcement operations are to be
resumed tomorrow at the plants of
the Porhyr copper
companies,
namely Utah,' Ray. Chlno and Ne
vada Consolidated.; Reports from
steel centers emphasized the steady
increase or production.
The high class rails and Indus
trials participated only modorately
in the day's expanslvs operations.
aside from favorite
motors and
New Tork Central
equipments.
made up the better part ot its quar
terly dividend at the outset but this
was forfeited later.
Advances of one t three points
In Cast Iron
Pipe. Savage Arms.
United Fruit, Pressed
Steel Car,
New York Airbrake and Chandler
and. Studubakcr were, (airly well
In

'

retained and several of the Junior
ralle reflected the demand for kin
dred securities In the bond list.
Business in foreign
exchanges
was larger than on any recent day
and almost without- - exception i.uo
tations showed distinct improvement. Sterling was at its highest
range of the week. French, Italian
and Belgian bills were three to
seven points higher and the Ger
man mark a trifle about .034
compared mm last week's decline
to .029 Vi.
Closing prices:
40
American Beet Sugar
47
American Can
American Smelting & Ref'g.. 53
American Sumatra Tobacco.. 32 V4
121
American Tel. & Tel
IS
American Zinc
61
Anaconda Copper
97
Atchison
41
Baltimore & Ohio
74
Bethlehem Steel "B".
26
Butte & Superior ......
52
California Petroleum ,'.
136
Canadian Pacific
37
Central Leather
62
Chesapeake & Ohio
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul..... 23 H
27
Chlno Copper
30
Colorado Fuel & Iron
67
Crucible Steel
15
Cuba Cane Sugar
11
Erie
72
Great Northern pfd
40
Inspiration Copper
72
Int. Mer. Marine pfd
SO
Kennecott Copper
115
Louisville & Nashville
120
Mexican Petroleu27
Miami Copper
22
Missouri Pacific
86
New York Central
76
Northern Paciflo
39
Pennsylvania
Ray consolidated Copper.... 15
75
Reading
62
Republ.'o Iron & Steel
24
Sinclair Oil & Refining
86
Southern Pacific
22
Southern Railway
Studebaker Corporation ,...112
44
Texas Company
62
Tobacco Products
134
Union Pacific
95
United States Steel
63
Utah Copper
BOSTON WOOL.
Boston, March 81. The Commercial Bulletin tomorrow will say.
There is a little more buying of
way
wool, chiefly in a speculative
as the week closes ' ut at prices
from
declines
some
fhowing
slight
tl.ose cf a week ago. On the whole
the market is still quiet From the
recent top prices values now are
down about 5 to 10 per cent in this
market. The ntuation at the mills
is very much mixed and with the
strike outlook bad and the demand
for cloth very limited, there is little in the immediate prospect to
encourage business. The manufacturers still are doubtful about the
tariff outcome, also, which of
course does not help business especially.
"A little consignment business Is
reported from Arizona but other.
wise the west is quiet.''
Scoured basis:
12
Texas Fine
months. It. 0B;
fine 8 months, 90c; combing, $1.00;
eastern clothing, 85c; valley No.

Territory Fine staple choice,
half blood combing.

95c

$1.00:
combing, 75c;

three-eighth-

s

blood

quarter blood combing. 62063c.
Pulled Delaine, $1.05; AA, 95o;
A supers, 80
90c.
Mohair Best combing. $4 37c;
best carding, 2326o.
BRADSTREETS

special prop
day by shorts, had
today and underwent a relatively
greater setback In price than did
July or September. All the active
deliveries closed at the bottom
nrleea of the session.
Corn and oats went lower witn
wheat, notwithstanding that wet
weather was said to have decreased
the acreage of oats as much as 6
per cent and to have del ed to a
serious extent farm work as a
were pulled
Provisions
whole.
down by weakness in the hog mar
ket and by slowness or casn ae- mand.
Closing prices:
Wheat
May, $1.82 : July,

$1.17.

$1.
Tork, March
tomorrow will say:
"A curiously mixed ,ln fact, decidedly spotted condition exists In
trade and Industrial lines as the
country enters the shadow of the
coal strike. First and foremost,
there appears the same indifference to this threatened labor trouble previously not noted except In
the immediate neighborhoods of
the mines where union miners are
expected to strike, where trade
buying Is and has been restricted.
Owing probably to the lateness of
Easter and the widespread stormy
weather of the week, rain, hall,
snow and cold being noted In different sections, reports from
and retail trayle in wearing

New

bic;c;

Corn May,
Oats May, 36

Pork

Lard
Ribs

May, $18.75.
May. $10.47;
May, $10.65;

Ken Tork. March 81. Cotton
futures closed steady. May, $17.92;
Oct., $16.94;

Jan..

$16.87;

$16.76.

cotton

Snot

Brad-street-

's

Job-bin- s;

K. M,

Quiet.

,ni

nic.

NEW YORK COTTON.

July, $17.31;

nncia.

FOR SALE Turkeys for eating or breed
ing, six nena, threa toms, 5e
i
live weight; 60o dressed: slsc, nn pound,
t r.h '
Jersey cow, giving thirty pounds of milk
Z414-Kiht uay.
TWENTT-NIN- B
years on the same old
B. a Whlta Leghorn chicks,
ranch
120 per hundred.
Twenty-flv- a
yeara" experience with incubators.
Tott Poultry
nancn, roeiornce pox 107. phona 17S0-- J,
FOR BALE Buff Ornlnrton
rn
hatching, 2 and 13 per 15; baby chicks, II
250 each.
From hill rlhhnn wlnnar.
apeclal on best female In Mediterranean 4
class.
Phone 1472-CI S West Fruit. A
BABY CHICKS
The two most profitable 1
and popular breeds; Single Comb Whlta W
innurne i it, 1. rteda. wrlta for cir
cular and latest price list today.
lla
Valley Hatchery, Las Cruces, N U.
Mra. H. V. Bt.ndy.
ouiy,
FOR SALE Hatching eggs; four popular
July, 39c.
varletiea: 6. C R. I. Reds, Mayhood
strain.
15, $1.60; Famous Silver Cam-pine- s.
July. $10.72.
16, '.00; B. C
Brown LegJuly, $10.15. horns, 15, 11.60; S. C Light
Dark Brown Lag-hor18. $2.00.
Robinson, Old Town.

Dec,

'

Middling,

$18.10.

LIBERTY BONDS.

..

Phone 138?.
RED POULTH

VARUS

Blue ribbon
winners, egga for hatching, from sixteen grand pena; best winter layers; 8, C.
R. I. Reda. 15 for 11.51. 12, S3.
It; Barred
noc-Ksid ror s, sj, is; cheaper In 100-lots; una nreeaing cockerels. Wm. Bleta.
8
West Atlantic, phone 1483-A
BABY CHICKS
J
HATCHING
Refl-ECUJS; Mountain Vlaw
pena headed by prlaa winners at Br;
I'aso, Albuquerque. Denver: won htah
honors at Denver, largest Red enow.
nel" in west. A few breeding birds t
C. P. Hay, 236
spsre.
North Ulfh,

Tork. March 81. Liberty
v
bonds closed: 8fcs, $9S.S0; first 4s,
second 4s, sss.v; nrsi
blank;
4 'is, $98.70;
lUi. 898.90: second
thirA ll.m. 199 Ffl: fourth 4Us.
WANTED Miscellaneous
$100.02; Vic VA.NTED
$98.90; Victory
Furnltun ;
any
Quantity.
$100.82.
tory
Phone '3-WANTED
Experienced
saleswomen.
NEW YORK MONEY.
Economlst.
WANTED
All" klnds of seoond-ban81. Call
New York. March
iail
TTIeh.
offered at IFm.tmure.
mnnau flrmor
YO'li' WANTuTr't or
gravel hauled, or
and last loan, 6 per cent; low and
Phone 16B8-a,mt'
!2j.n
ruling; rate, iVi per cent; closing WANTED Man's wardrobe trunk. AT- ui
bid, 6 per cent; call loans against
jthiik, care journal.
WANTED
Two allow caBes
acceptances, 4 per cent.
floor or
table. Viaduct Oarage, phone 248.
Time loans Steady. Sixty and
six
months,
WANTED
90 days, 4V4 per cent;
Used
refrigerator,
seventy
.... y......, Mipnvn, rniine naz-a4 U to 4
per cent; prime mercanWANTED
to 4 per cent.
tile paper, 4
Large wardrobe trunk, good

3s,

4s,

J

d

V44--

uuuumuu,

NEW YORK METALS.

riiuBfl

WANTED

Second-han-

i

oay--

t

to

or
medium ....
.i

d

New 'Kork. March 1. Copp-er- South Edith. tptmlr
Easier. Electrolytic, snot and near T'B PAY
s,
highest prices fur rifles,
by, 12c; later,
pistols. Wright's Trading Post,
Tin steady, spot and futures, Fourth and
Hold.
larre-sIC-

1213c.

shot-gun-

$29.00.

Iron steady, uncnangen.
Lead Steady. Spot and nearby,

-

Zinc Quiet. Bast St. LOuia un
livery, spot $4.71.
Antimony Spot, $4,40.
Foreign bar silver, 66 C.
Mexican dollars, 60 c.
.

.

FOREIGN EXCHANGE.
New York. March 81. Foreign
exchange steady. Great Britain
nVrnnnd. 14.3714: cables. $4.87V
sixty day bills on banks. $4.84.
cables.
France demand. 9.02;
S.ioh: ca9.02.6.16.Italy demand,de.nand,
8.40;
bles.
Belgium
cables, 8.40. Germany demand,
cables. .34 X. iionanu Demand. 87.78: cables. 37 81. Nor
Sweden de
way demand, 17.70.
mand, 26.00. DenmarK uenmnu,
21.08. Switzerland demand. 19 41.
Stialn demand. 15.62. Greece de
mand, 4.37. Poland demand, .02.
demand, 1.89. Ar
gentine demand, 86.00. Brazil de
mand,. 13.87, Montreal,

.84;

REVIEW

For SALE Nice fat hens, dressed and
delivered, three and four pounds each,
market price. Kly'a Poultry Yard, tit
South Bghth, phone 1168.
j
FOR SALE Eggs for Batching; 6. CS '
B. I. Keds, C. P. Hay strain, B. C. W,
Leghorns, Mrs. Gentry atraln, 1 per sot- ling. 1122 South Broadway.
FOR SALE Buff
Orpington eggs fo
hatching: also Buff cockerels, wlnnat
of first and special prizes tn Albuquar
que poultry show.
Phone 1710-FOR S.vLE Pur bred H. c. While Leghorn hatching eeae. id cent. . nchr is
per hundred; fancy table egga at market
price,
t, B. Wiley, box 136, city, phone
2411-R- J.

FOR SALE S. C. Black Minorca, S. VS
Blue Andaluslan hatjhlnsr eaara. II na
; arcel post pre
setting of thirteen.
paid; 15 egga 11.15. 125 North Fourth,
phona 600.
FOR SALE S. C. Whlta Leghorn hatch!
ng egga ana cany cnicka, 120 pat
100; also few cocka and cockerels. nn.
try Poultry Ranch, postofflce box lit.
piiniie i us,- - w.
wnst particularly apparent near the et
eg a. fertllltl I
Hatching
guaranteed: Whlta Ornlnmnm sinriaA
end of the day. The S ay delivery, v.umo
Keaa.
xinoae
writs -- or
jstana
which was much In demand yester- prices.
dimmer Ranch Company. San
no

1, 90c.

$1.0591.10;

rJALE

per setting,

1717--

Czecho-Slovak-

ia

r gage

HAVE several
e
flrat mortlouns.
Who wanta them?
Mo- Mllllun & Wood.
WANTED
Postolflce lock box; will pay
" ivi eJIWIfU,
AUU1
nauiwurn, 6i'i Wont Coal.

aniTa

fi

vi.M:r7'"'

1.'

.i.

vny

t.iffnnern, phone 44.
CLEANING,
kallumma inrl ninsr. ium.
lug tint) oiling floor.,, work guar intend.
WANTED

furnitnr

By

-

party, car Old

and everything. Addrcea Box 400. Journal.
WANTED
Two or threa good Holatela
.,m
cows; must oe
treat).
Wrlta full particulars. recently
Loa
Alamos
Ranch, otowl, New Mexico.
MAX
BARGAIN
BTOKB., at lie South

First, will pay the highest prlcea for
second-han- d
and
clothing, shot
Phone 858.

your

furniture.

THE OLD GOLD STAR
Old Town, now
open tor business; first-clas- s
chicken
home-mad- e
dinners; good
n4
bread

pirs.

1

rjnna Williams, proorletor.
Cr Ifl
RUGS.

TttTfl

WD CLEAN

specialty.

Clenners.

Phona

A

v

t a
No vn'jo

1885--

B.

'

rugs

.I.

97.

rtua CLEANERS . .
Ru
'
Cleaned.
. . . . $1.21.
..
MTT1i tfiastpu
..""'vaieu, sa.ov ana up.
When nlns were Invented In the
furniture repaired
Brvln
and
packed.
fourteenth century, the maker was
allowed only to Bell them on the WANTED
Careful Kodak finishing,
of
and
two
first
upon
January,
Twlct dally service. Remember, satlai
days
these days women flocked to buy notion guaranteed.
Bend nmr flniahlnc
them. They were so expensive then to a reliable, established firm. - tUnna
that It was the custom to plve as a " mnnaMaiiter Photographers.
,
present a certain sum of money to RAZOR B'.ADliS It, v. uur A,,!! ..f.tv
ruaor blades reshsrp, ed;
the
H?nco
be used ai
adge,M
single
'
u,
DCT. oogrn.
term.
eu60 j
f
a

'

j

y.

Journal

T

wit

AOs bring results.

yiur straight raaor honed and
...
expert. All wn-jr
., t iiuppe'g Drug fetore.

n:

et by
.

iii

V-

-f

April 1, 192.!.

Sf?

'

'

"

"

-

Copyright.

BRINGING UP FATHER.

KINGSBURY'.

Tage Nine.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
KOLUM.M

REXT REi rnvCS
Invested in this h,V' n venSiuu !'.:
hullt iitnha hoUBO
river you the rteed ri.n lioain
'rnas live largo ru tn. " '
porch, large hall,
u '
closets and is coi
located cU v tr in tun
a for
I
Highlands: also is ;v :f 'o vJtMt
two families.' Cat
on extra good tern.s for cn--

Wbythj

.1

(

UE

yj 'f

I

""""""

T

MO-b-

OINTV MOORE

THE

Realtors-Insura- nce

..kpam0

I

Q

.

TME.

f

A

WltjH ME HEAD

FOR RENT

WUZ. CWCER SO
I COULD CJIT A

Desk room in our office. al?o
a lovely home furnished or unfurnished, and several other
nice homes and apartments.
We rented several last week;
let's help you locate.

s

SocSn-c-

,

r

WRANciE-b-

THIN4- - EVER

W

UWIN'

j

$4,250.

FIXE LOCATION IS 1 . I CTt
WARD
Four rooms, modem, aw.-p:front and back
scracned
porch,
porch, lawn, walks. This small
home is a real bargain and can
cash.
be bought for only

FVnXISHED

This must sell this week. Has
living room, dining room with
fireplace, kitchen fully equipped
two bedrooms, closets. natn.
nice screened front and back
porches, basement, hot air furnace. Lot faces east. .1u?t on
top of the hill near East Silver
avenue.
We do not advertise a real bargain unless it's so. This lg one.

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
well arranged rooms,
hot
sleeping porch, modern,
features,
wuter heat, built-i- n
back
large screened front and
porch; new and a real bargain
for only ?3,800 with good
terms.
IV

ronxEii lot, 50x112 fi;i;t.
East front on North Eleventh

Four

I.OTS J;OTS LOTS
If you are figuring on a new
home now is the time to get
your lot. We have some very
sites in the
fine building
Fourth ward.
LINCOLN ADDITION
Large lots, good soil, ditch water, shade and fruit trees.
This ADDITION is located on
the Fourth street paved road
with a fine view of the mountains and an ideal location for
a home. Call us for an appointment and we will show
lots.
Easy
y)u these choice
terms: $20 cash and balanoe
DON'T DE$10 per month.
LAY; GET ONE OR MORE
OF THESE LOTS TODAY.

''I

Real

Realtor.
Estate, Loans
Insurance.
Phono

S10 W. Gold.

Is for sale
cash or
Bargain today. Also a
one
on
Tenth.
Close
North
good
to Central. See our sign.

street. This

terms.

HANDLE
and bath, shingle

This
bungalow furnished, modern except heat, only $2,500. See
ACKLRSON & GRIFFITH,
Realtors.
I'lione 414.
120 S. Fourth.
five-roo-

TREES

FRUIT

SHADE TREES AND ORNAMENTALS
FROM ALBUQUERQUE NURSERIES
Get Your Order in Now. Write
for catalog.
J. T. SOVSO & CO.
Albuquerque, N. M.

and
907--

BARGAINS
brick house, one of
tho best built houses in town;
modern, well furnished. A bargain., See us for terms.
Three-roohouse back and
1
front porch, modern, $3,300.
Terms.
house back and
1 Three-roofront porch, furnished complete, $1,600. $300 down, balance like rent.

000 One of tho finest home on East
ro me and bath, exSilver avenue,
tra large gleaned sleeping porch, hot
water heat, large basement, fine elec
with aervant'a
trical equipment; gar.-.sroom attached. Terms.
Five-roonew white ttucco bun1 1. 200
featgalow, hardwood floors, built-i- n
ures, garaee, Fourth ward; easy terms.
Furniture also for sale.

Five-roo-

50x142
We have a choice lot on North
Sixth street, at less than the
going price, party must sell at
once. Terms.

NOTICE,

m

A. FLEHSC1EK, KeaMcir
Aci'ldeni,

Fire,
No.

Ill

Au(raihlle

l'hono

459-- J.

Korber

Real

BUNGAPRESSED
BRICK
LOW ON SOUTH THIRD
CLOSE-I-

n

n.

Co.

Auto Department

CO.,

Franklin & Co,
Realtors.

Phone

224 West Gold.

Loans.
Phone 158.

IN LUNA DISTRICT
brick house, oak
New
features, furnace,
floors, built-i- n
$5,250. Good
garage, for only
terms. Lumber has advanced $5
per thousand, buy before the next
advance.
R. McCLUGHAN,

857.

We are offering today one ot
the most delightful homes in
the city. New and complete In
Interior finish
everv respect.
is ot natural oak. Extra large
rooms and ample space in
All lots in the vibasement.
cinity of this residence are improved with high class homes.
Let us show you this residence
at a price that is reasonable.
J, D, Keleher,
Realtor.
Tlione 410,
21 1 West Gold.

W. Gold.
Insurance, Loans,

204

A3

Phone 442-Notary Public.

10 It NAI.E
adohe house, North Second
d
street; splendid lot, faclnjf b ith
and Fourth streets; 40 teH wide
by 1,300 feet long; cultivated; fruit
trees and shade trees; 13.400. Jl.ooo
cash and remainder to suit, at H pvr
cent Interest.
KKW, liSTATB EXCHANGE,
401) West Copper.
Five-roo-

$10.00 Per Load
Eetter Grade

$15.00.

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

McKinley Land
Lumber Co.
Albuquerque,

AUTOMOBILE!!
1A..U SAI.K- - Ford
ir.GO.
Phcne 4C0.

Long As It Lasts

J.

A

furnished

cottage, $1,950; $770 cash, balance $30 a month at 8 ner cent.
Will take Bssex car on trade.
PHONE 1027-R- .

ANOTHER

Realtor.

LOOK
Three-roo-

five-roo-

PARK VIEW COURT
apartFor rent, high-claments; steam heat, gas, etc;

Luna Boulevard Residence

ss

new and clean; liberal discount
on vear leases.
.l! A. HAMMOND.
Agent.
Phono 1322-821 K. Silver.

$5250.00
The price of this new
and sleeping porch brick bungalow, basement, hot air heat,
well located, near Luna boulevard.
Let us show you.
IC It Is vacant lots you want,
now is the time to buy.
Tell us what you want.

five-roo- m

Five rooms, bath, two porches, pantry,
closets, gas and
electricity, hot and cold water,
built-ifeatures. Lot 54x100,
double garage of pressed brick,
walks. Mr. Shopman, Mr. Superintendent, Mr. Business Man
this is your opportunity to
get a nice little home, close-iCall us for appointment.
DIECKMAXN HEALTX CO.
Realtors.
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans.
309 W. Gold, mono 870.

For' Sale

A

brick house, on
corner lot, splendid neighborhood, for $3,250.
We consider this a good buy,
for a home or as an investment.

A

Realtors.
Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance,

insurance,

RENT
FOR
Office Rooms,
Inquire

Realtors,
218 W. Gold.

223 W. Gold

telephone 074,

8. Fourth St.

A. L. MARTIN

Shelley Realty Co,

.!

WOULD YOU BUY
BARGAIN?

A REAL HOME
If you are looking for a good
home let us show you this five
room and sleeping porch, furnace heat, fire ptace, hardwood floors, garage, lawn and
shade trees. Located on one
streets in the
of the best
Fourth ward.

We are again at our old stand,
at 216 West Gold. Come in and
see our new office and ask us
these two four-rooabout
houses. Hot and cold water,
now
rented for
furnished,
Owner
$47.50.
Only $2,750.
needs some money and will
give good terms.

ST.
18

;

Yf

a

$300 WILL

TOR SALE

D, T, KINGSBURY

G. ZAPF & CO.

CHAS.
I

mm

HURRY OP TO
ROOM MIE-- I
HAVE S LOT OF WOR

THERe'b NO

i

iv..

tw.w

w

'"I

I

j

,
lr"lJ

1

I

f"?tsi.,-. ,

T?

International New. Service.

New

WM, J, LEVERETT,

OPPORTUNITY

NEW ADOBE STUCCO,
Five nice rooms, hardwood floors
built-i- n
features,
throughout,
basement, hot water heat, garaskbeen
has
14x18.
Owner
age
ing $3,500 for this place. He now
has good reason to Bell and sell
0
quick, and has made a price
for next few days. Come on
you bargain hunters, this is what
you have been looking for.
& WOOD,
McMlT.MOX
KKALTOnS
INSURANCE.
LOANS.
$4,-75-

&

Realtor.
Third and Gold.
Phone 110.

MONEY TO LOAN

216

Oestreich, Realtor,
West Gold Avenue.
Phone 999,
-2

YOUR CHANCE
CASH

00

ASSETS

buys
modern brick, corner lot, 60x142,
and in one of tho best residential
sections of the Fourth ward; some
Owner needs
trees.
fine fruit
cash, and this is his only reason
nouse
at this fig- lor sacrificing
nr
first come, first served. See
$3, 1500.

319

Mexico.

IUGHT NOW IS THE TIME
TO SECI'TIE THAT LOT IN
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS.
One price to all, cash or $10
per month. You never will be
sorry that you Invested In a
lot in UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS.
If you hesitate about your
home up there because you
want a nice garden, flowers,
etc. change your mind right
now. Anything that will grow
in this climate will do splendidly on University Heights soil.
Just give it the water, same as
yon have to anywhere else.
Main Officf, Second nntl Gold.
Phones 64081)9.

five-roo-

A. C. STARES,
I'lione
West Gold.

168.

PLUS SUBURBAN HOME
Fruitvale, four, miles north of
Albuquerque on Highland road.
We have five acre tracts ot
choice grape and orchard land,

it

one of these

you purchase

tracts and divide and plant as
follows It is a simple proposition to see how your assets
accumulate each year:
Three acres to grapes.
One acre to orchard.
One-haacre to chickens and
lf

For

bedai., Just lino new.

Rent-Roo-

with Board

Ono-hal-

to home and

acre

f

HUUM AND liUAltD. HI South Broad- beautiful surroundings.
O. K. Sheet
liXHKKT rad'ator repairing.
vay.
$100 to $150.00 per acre.
Melal Works, :17 North Third.
'.'OJH-BrCtUV.
Phone
KKEIi HAIIY
HEM Kooiu una board.
r
FOH
modHEN
Two
furnished
homes,
FUU SALE
Terms, 20 per cent down and
Dodge car, or Ford sedan,
Killtli.
Mule.
ern. IfiOl Fast Central.
FOH SALE
IthuOarb roots, ph. IHI.'-I100
Kdlth.
to suit purchaser.
North
wheels.
wire
balance
WANTED A man or educat.on to do
room, ite nioullr.
FOH ItE.NT One lour end one Jlve-rooFOIt SALE
Baled "sorgum." l'hone GOOD BoAlll
L,
'
FOR SALE Flve-eounouse, hiodern,
FOIt SAI.B DodRe truck (Uruliain); or
South Walter.
Phone 14:S-J- .
work. 408 West Central.
2400-lt.- l.
advertising
nr.
furnished
close
In.
house,
I.
4
0
a
0 care Journ
white etucoo; bargain, from owner. 823 WANTED
t
for fu'-- Iture.
Real Estate,
G. BEBBER,
140
Live wires to sell Insuranre
and board, men
SA LE
FOH
South Arno.
Everbearing strawberries. KOO.MS
BuTck touring car;
5
110 South Third, l'hono S54-In Albuquerque. Address H. Il care FOU 6ALJ3
nnd up: no sick. 10"7 Forrester.
HUNT rty April (j, four-rooPhona 2409-J4- .
brick
108 South Third Street.
first-c'aFOR BALK Nice modrn brick home; .Tournal.
Co. Fult
condition. Bond-Ulllo- n
1010 North
with board,
house, furnished, 150.
sleeping porcn
FOH SALE Baby
buggy,
cheap, 81- - CANVAS
larjfe tot, easy terms; owner leaving WANTED
f 10 p- -r
Oh
Two men wrth cars, to sell cliy
week.
K'.)7
Central.
South Walter.
city. Call today. S0 South Kilith.
huatlem only. Sln-fc- Foil SALK Chevrolet toullnif. good con- Full
sewing
machines;
of
two
Buuitl
and
and
r.ioiiis
EXi"KI,L.KNT
TOWN.
lteplii
p.trohei
Cottage
THY MODDY'S MIL'; BEST IN
fuur
FOR 8ALK Apartment
House,
dition; must be Bold. Call owner,
Sewing Machine Company, 117 West
Htf'1
with nurNe'n vnif'.
fill South
sleeping porclr, furnished,
Phone 2413-n-...tjut
furnished, Gold.
apartments,
completely
81
Weet Cupper,
FOIt RKNT Room.
Waller.
lilafcHed in porch anil board.
PUltF. FRESH MILK, delivered in any l'Ult HENT
modern, bis Income; discount for cash.
Foil SALE Some extra guod used cara; FbiliENT
"
J'MNE modern room, ladles. Ph. 2359-brick, furnished.
25 South Broadway.
suitable for two. JH Noi'th Majile.
Phone 177X-qunllty. Phone L'llS-J- .
Mcintosh Autu Co., Jii
easy terms.
Soulh
ut ll!l .South Edith. Apply
' Nicely run.isiied rooma
Hh JOHN W. WILSON.
KEN
FOH
FOR RENT Light housekeeping rooms. FOR SALE By owner, suburban homo, WANTED Operating Power House En-- 1 West Copper.
oven,
SALE
KamiKook,
Full
..
fuliiing
Wull.T.
351 'i West Central.
.
first'Hass table board. 110 Suutb A no,
four rooms and sleeping porch, city
Attorney.
new.
H7i North First.
YOUR USED CAR; will pay
gineer; must be thoroughly competent, WANTED
3"7-Post-offi- c
701 South Broadway, five
KENT
Building.
Full
waterr frull trees, grapa arbor.
phniio
to ms II. 17 and 10.115J-J-Cromwell
Fu.Mlshed room.
RENT
Write to O. Huber, Madrid, New Mexico, j best cash price.
IMS
Snulh
canarlci.
Viaduct Oarage. 300
.
and bulb; key at 7Qi South FOU SALE Roller
box 213, city.
Phone
soutn wait-- r. pnone isf-j- .
KENT
FOU
lloom
anrt"i.eepni
16C7-porch,
Soulh Eec-nWalter,
phune
.
Jlton.lwiiy,
convalta-ccnintor
DOWN
board
with
fivntleintn
a
are
month
the
ANI
and $20
PHVNIl'IA.NS
80KtoNV
FOR RENT Large unfurnished room, $100
bottled mllii; Kn.cni only.
FO-'- l
rrew Oaklund Six; will sell
SALE
IIKST- Two-rool'hone t7fl-W- .
untutulslieil FKKKK
terms on a brand new shingle bungalike new. 124 South Edith.
Female.
H. I- - Ul'RTON,
for cush or trade for property. 211
swayiitVi Dairy, phone 1!15-M- .
l'i-liouse. i:U0
i
'
Virginia. Inquire
low; two large rooms and sleep'ng porch, WA.NTKD .
accommodations
7117-CONVALESCENTS,
FOIt
8temarh.
Eewt
FOR HUNT Three furnished
nf
housekeep.
the
cook.
Central,
llli.asrs
new,
Heed
like
phone
FOH KALE
Competent
Apply
Norih Eighth.
baby cart,
prloe $950. Phone 410,
now available,
Uraduate nurse In et- 919 North- - Fourth.
Ing rooms,
Kdlth.
Sulle, t. Barnett Building.
mornings. 515 West Coal.
Ford
Vow line, second-hanFOIt SALE
cheap. Inquire 41
Four-rooKENT
modem house,
tcnfhinre. Casa de Pro.
PALE- - University Heights, practi1 ,WWANTED
K.
O.
Sheet Foil
American woman to work In
radlaturs.
i'On KENT Rooms, 123 North Walter, FOR
A Corona typewriter, cheap,
FOR
UK, H. C. CLARKE,
honeycomb
SALE
ivilh
close
new
In,
iHrjre
fur.
porches,
Inquire
8panlsh type bungalow,
cally
FOR RENT
For
two, neat, clean room,
217 South Fourth.
317 North Third.
llllelien.
Metel
Works.
711)
IV;. fPPstte grooa poaraing noting.
West
Silver.
condition.
.'!?..
good
Kje. Kar, No.e and Throat.
South First.
two porchea and
nished, fhe rooms,
with board, In p.ivals lo.me, $i a . Barnclt
Phone IS.
Girl for ircnerul housework. FOIl KAL.'J rjl'J Ford roadster. Dodge FOH KfcN'l
Building.
WANTEL)
UH KHiM
iwo room ror ngni nuuw basement. 105 Prlncoton.
Tbree-ruui- n
(I
Eight shares iliyun HarvesTurnifched cot-H- e FOR SALE
month for both; garage if desired. 800
no
Office Hours
810
l'.Kil-for
Ford
North Thirteenth.
bic.
Apply
Urothors' roadster, to trade
Keeping.
43 wesi iror.;
ter Bti.ck; good bargain, l'hone
North Eleventh.
J. A. Uammoud, t.'4 East
FOR BALK Three-roofurnished cot
to 13 a. m.. and 2 to I P. m.
407 Won
with
starter.
op.
car,
WANTED
LAUGH ROOM, Tin sick, (15 a month;
or
Silvti-touring
a
woman
tllrl
for
HALE
FOR
Upright pliitio. Phono MRS. REED"hos moved to S09 8' uih
tage, ll,9.r.O; 1770 cash, balance $.10
phona
8L'1
CART WHltillT.
K. MAKGAKKT
North Fourth.
per.
also gnrape.
housework. 311 North Sixth.
month at 8 per cent. Will take Essex car
or call Ills West Mountain
I'ousui, nil kindn; furnlshod
FOI R K N
Broadway and has lovely rooms and Residence li:a East Central. Phone 171.
One-to- n
Ford truck. :I00.
WANTED
Oirl for Keneral housework. FOIt SALE
FOIt KENT Four rurnlelicd rooms. 1116 on trade. Phone 1S:'7-& Wood, road.
McMllllon
and
unfurnished.
steeping porches with board for ci nve- Phone 671.
E-.",90;
Eht
Bulck.
worn
1765-824
5
e
drive;
20.
or
l!Oti
North Twelfth. Call after 6 p. m.
at
High-gradele
Apply
Columbia,
718
Phone
Gold.
FOR SALE By owner,
West
Rt'Ultors,
West Oul,
phone
iiji'fiils,
"Hughes"
Full SALE
Studehaker,
Foil tourlna;. $1L'5:
dI5 West
frame stucoo, 4 rooma and bath, I WANTED A housekeeper, middle-age- d
M IK A.MOM
trie range; almost new.
FOIt RKNT Two nice clean front house- FOR
unfurnished
RENT Three-roon Wes. ftold.
2;".o.
M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
V k.nlnir room.
1?1A North Third.
A SANATORIUM-HOTElarge porches, newly decorated, vacant
American lady preferred. Apply 715
for tuberculai
South Ilema.
house,
with
porclr.
sleeping
ljio
1803-TO
I.
EARN
UltlVK
If
Terma
desired.
Phone
East
C.
silver.
A
Practice Lltiilled to
Fooiln.
115.
y.
ir,:ifi.
W.
Phono
WOMAN'S
I JfOK ltr..Ni
High,
convalescents; graduate nurse In atExchange,
kooiu ana Bleeping purcu,
For
man
a
driver.
LESSONS
caimlile
by
Two-rooOR SALE
Easter cards, collar sets, aprons, satur. tendance; roiee by the week or montb- GKNITO - URINARY DISEASES
Three-rooframe, neatly EMPLOYMENT
OFFH.'E- - , oman cook,
rules reasonable. 120S East Central.
house, convenor appointment see Mr. Morns. FUi. KENT
ruten
24UH.JI.
Call
land
some
fruit
lot,
room
built; large
trees,
sood calory; ale dining
AND DISEASES OF THE SKIN
ient to shops, In the highlands, only lays.
girls. Driverless Kurd Co., Ill North Third.
FOU HUNT Two furnished rooms foi
for garden; some cash, balanoe 110 Eutith Third, phone 854-$lu a month. Phone 410.
Wus.ermiin Laboratory In Connection.
FOR SALE Plumbing
supplies. pipe, 1416 SOUTH EDITH Private sanatorilight h'.ugpkeeplng. 1727 West Central. plowed
1921 Ford Sedan, loka and
terma. (.'all at 1S0D North Third.
FOR SALE
um for tubercular convalescents. Rooms CIHr.ena Bunk Bids.
c. inaxton,
w.
house-worPhono MSB.
WANTED
A
and
for
pumps,
points,
FOR
girl
small
RENT
lirlek
three
cooking
1IUUM and sleepinh
mane
cotlaeu,
porch, adjoining
runs like new; niany extras;. will
flve-rnnporches; exBARGAIN,
nicely furnished; glassed-i- n
tome In Fourth
no washing or ironing.
North Fourth.
Call reasonable
rooms, unfurnished, clos.
in,
cheap
bath B01 South Bdlth, phone 1340-- J.
terms
old
cur:
for
nursallowance
n
meals; tray service; general
ward; two glassed-iporches, fire morn In KB. 1107 Kent.
FOR SALE Singer sewing machine, m cellentCool
can be arranged.
Mcintosh Auto Co., 311 rent, call at ai'B West iron.
FOR RENT Two rooms and sleeping place, (as, $3,300; twelve hundred will
summer, Kates are
place for l:'..-In ing.
Good cook can
good condition, cheap for cash.
701
. porch,
good poFUR RENT
West Topper.
furnished or unfurnished.
Newly tie. truled, compile
roHsonitble.
Phone
balance like rent. Phone !4s. WANTED
handle,
1011!
Second.
North
four-roobe
at
must
sition
but
bunpay,
good
quire
good
ly furnished modern
West Coal.
on used parts.
75 per cen
10
.
to
SAVE
Chlrnprartor
now be nad at St.
Five-rooRESERVATIONS
may
FOR SALE
house, furnished; conk.
Apply 708 West Copper.
Wooden dry goods buxes and
FOR BALE
oeann-- s.
galow, highlands, l'hone 1730-in set gq AnnU- - Building.
..heels
tires
nmgn 'to.,
FOR RENT Nice large room and
John's Sanatorium (Episcopal): rates,
hot and co'
atcr, tlectr o llghis. WANTED Woman
ivann s 117.60
r
or girl for light springs, etc
stock grows Inrger LIST your vacant hniMca with the City packing cases, mostly largo.
Include!
2i
to
a per
week;
log porch, modern near car line. Phone price $1.2u0; $500 down and
private
per
10!
North First.
Apply 1724 West Central, dally. Parts In slofor Overlanns, 90,
;:i:.9-room with sleeping porch, connected to
Really Co., for prompt and efflciint Store,
month. J. A. Hammond, 824 East Sliver, In housework.
rear.
FO:i SALE Leather davenport and steelb nuih and toilet; medical care, medicines,
80, Chalmers, Maxwell Iruck an plensnre- service. 807 West Oold, phone S67;
Fort RENT Nicely furnished large front
phone 1 B2S-Housework
day.
or
by the
4.
after
Keo
siuoc4,
400.
Call
or
WANTED
Palke
Uirl
bath
Chevrolet.
tub.
woman for general cai..,
forenoons,
710
FOR HUNT OR LEASE Four to seven-Roobed room, private home, quiet.
general nurdlng; excellent meals, tray WANTED
FOR SALB Modern white cement brick
Phon IC45.
Spanish; preferred,
service: no extras. All rooms have ateam
Appiy baker 4 and 6. Mclntosn Auto Co.,
modern house, unfurnished. 1121' p. m., 411 West Santa Fe
Hoiilh Arno.
house of four rooms; large closets and (508housework,
15K9-511
Hev.
106
or
West
West
York,
Coal,
water.
East
Nw
COLORED hand laundry,
Copper.
phone
South Arno. Owner leavlnir city
FOR SALE C.ood bull terrier puppies. heat, hot and cold running
FoR RENT Two furnlihea rooius, with- pantry; surrounded by five apple trees;
Phone
C. W. Hunter, north end of Rio Grande W. 11, Zleglcr,
Superintendent.
phone 1505-Two-roo110 garage and elilc'-.ewith
country, good
no
Louses.
RENT
children.
FOR
house,
Apply 1011 WANTED Housekeeper,
sleeping' porch;
2400-R401.
Phono
boulevard.
Thoi.e
WANTED
home, tight work, small wages; no obWork by the hour.
DRrVERI.rjfiS IORD I CO.
I2
water
Orchard Place,
furnished,
porch,
sleeping
So
mile.
Ri
RENT
tes
1H48-FORDS
per
considered.
FOR
healthieeker
after 6 p. m.
to
815
and
child;
up;
month. Apply H15 South Edith.
TYPEWRITERS, all makes.
eieeimi
FOR SALE New homes by owner; one jection
V'' ifl'OR
RENT Steam neatea
O. R.. care Journal,
Specinl rates
hour
minimum,
Address
Jt
per
3
the
mouth.
Typewriter
Vs
four-roo216
and
Albuquerque
WANTED
per
Ironing,
by
824
one
I looms.
Washing 1703-J- ,
West Gold;
Beautiful new
121 North FOR KENT
Albuquerque Hotel,
week davs. Ask for them.
Call
four-roodozen or pleco.
!10
10 North Maple; one
two Exchange, 122 Routh Fourth.
A small ranch, tliree-tourtfurnished,
FOR SALE
house,
.
fNorlh second.
.SO.
completely
Third,
phone
811821
natural
South
in
A.
1004
Call
West
North
their
modern
house.
screened porches.
PINONS Nice and large
mile west of bridge;
FOR HOUSE CLEANINO. ."Nor wax.'llg,
Maple; terms.
Inquire
Two furnished rooms and
RENT
Robert Mao- - J. James.
Arno.
etate. Hio per pound.
Iur salt:.
Uesl
lawn work, call J. W. Lowe. 1430-R- .
phono 1949-rUtjH sleeping porch for two; do children.
WHEN IN NEED Olf
1114 Wen Central.
Central.
pherson,
lands
11 Hi
FOUR new furnished
ar.d
a'ock
New
furnished
farm
bungalow,
RENT
houses, always
if
FOR
OI'FNINO
LADY
magof eight years' experience, wants
lie ftouin vvainui.
TIRES, rims, carburetors, eprlngs,
on FOR 8ALE Used
and
this
$12S per month. $1,650 cash i'OIt SALE
block
ir.00
In
rented
at
rooms
bath.
Good
In
and
Chama
four
restaurant.
bcnitlfiil
Valley
tractor.,
tie
position as bookkeeper. Plions 1079-RENT Two
netos, generators, wheels, gears, axles,
light housekeeping
if ) 10"'
New
Hardware jprlng.
ba built for less
no children. Apply 724 East
Heron.
with
K.
Cafe. ?ar Journal.
E.ist
Chtma,
plows.
Write
gang
Central;
' r0ljrn!'' water and lights paid, fi'i buya each one; can't
accessories.
WANTED
Restaurant, hotel lit house-41- 6
hearings, horns,
than $2,S00 each; must sell. Room 7, WANTED
Central.
Mexico.
Department, J. Korber & Co.
1
To buy rooming houss in city,
COME TO PARTS HEADQUARTERS.
East
South Broad wiy.
work, or work by the day.
,
National bonk building.
First
Three-roomaTwo-roofollowU.
rooms.
RENT
H.
furnished
to
date
electric
OK
Ire
RENT
to
ten
D.,
FOR
8ALE
from
hous,
SALE
washing
FOR
fltleen
We
have
FOR
Lewis.
tor
Ug'.t
Crystal
salvaged
'OuTlir:NT Room. furnished
stucco oars .Tournal.
My new four-roocltv lights and water: also Irrigation
'.'01 East FOR SALE
house, with six acres of fine land, three FIRST-CLASchine, one oil stove, with four burners;
Bulck, Maxwell, Chandler,
ing cars;
$10 a month.
paper-hangand
painter
70a West easy terms.
825 North Eighth.
bungalow, all modern convemencee ex
miles across river. See Robert Bandies,
Drlck building. Mitchell, Chevrolet 490 and '. B.: Over- water: large :ot for, Harden.
SALE Two-stor- y
would exchange work In his line on or
I.owls: nenr shops.
cept heat: built-i- n features: good porches. FOR
Mountain road.
.
21S South First; location good for any land, every modtl: Hup, Olds, Crow,
FOR SALE Tents, used one day; same- Otalg Hotel.
for used Ford. Phone 2218-W- .
After April l, nioeiy
both
owner going east, ana kind
and
lawn
yon RENT
e
Exgarage;
Studebaker,
Saxon.
Reo.
Dort.
The
SIX
o?
months.
RENT
On
as
RENT
hart,
lease
new, at reduced pricea.
Fob"HALE OR
of business.
knit
front room. In modern noma, will sacrifice; good location; easy terms.
OFFICES CLEANED DAILY Janitor
4 and (.
four-roomodern bungalow, located in change, 120 West Oold, phone 1 11.
ranch, stock snd tools; under main
shoe snop. full
FOR SALE rirst-clas- s
close In. Phone 1815-Furniture also for aale. 710 West
services; house cleaning twltb vacuum.,
VIAJL'CT GARAGH,
.
the Third Ward, 1.15 per month. City FOR HALE Or lease, saw mill and lim ditch; ready to paint: terms. W. J. floors
reason
venof
line
very
well
price
machinery,
SECOND.
furnished,
polished; referencea Plione 813-JRKNT
SOUTH
Nicely
G(l0
FOR
207 West Oold. plnne 867
J. F. Branson, aij Sanders P?1"Ji. N.M.
ber, on railroad.
able: owner leaving. AdQiess S. 11..
the state. Really Co.,
house
'i
tilated bed room, suitable for ona or
AUDIT. CHECK. OPEN, CLOSE and
new five-rooWE
OR SALE
pa:t
owner,
By
Largest
In Fruitvale, near
acres
brick
bungalow.
ca-Modern
RENT
SALE
outh
Third
street,
Five
FOIt
FOR
Albuquerquej
Journal,
"two irenllemen. 410 Bi.utli Third.
A
ZANO.
WILLIAMcl
keep books.
bungalow, hard wood floora through
furnished: four rooms and sleeping FOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and cot
.,
FOR
paved road: fine grape or chicken Room
fur
WANTED To lease 80 or
Phone
8, Mellnl building.
heated front room, out, two closets and pantry, built-i- n
,r
In highIn gallon ranch: easy terms to right psrty. Phone FIRST-CLASnished hotel in good thriving town n FOR SALE (Hid pieces furniture, cheap. porch; garage; 2149-W-good location
tage cheese; also fresh milk 1H16-around floor, adjoining bath. i0 West features, extra large front porch, screened
National
115 North Maple.
room
15,
white man cook wants
First
or
!:!,
Phone
lands.
apply
lots.
phone
Dairy,
2042-J- .
Koran
near
Bwayne'e
Addrese
main
on
lot
in
service
highway.
iloti,
yxJtu;
will
or
promo
go
porch;
resort:
hotel
Iron.
West
82(
Fruit,
position; camp,
WILL LEASE for six months, pai '.- fur- SAXOPHO 1ES and ull Lund Instruments. Hank, or 70S South Arno.
ward school,
lnqulro 614 Hast Santa Fe, New Mexico
ligni Second Fe.
anywhere. George McCarty, 204 South
on
miii iii.:nt Klceolna rooms; alsoAnnex,
five-rooFURNITURE repairing In all Its phases.
two miles from post
I.'. hi" kali:
brick house,
Ranch,
m
bished,
class
new
instruc
Private
Santa
or
used,
SALB
second.
FOR
pipe.
Plumbing supplies,
Call Atwcll, phone 127
housekeeping rooms. Imperial
offict four acres, on main ditch, double
North High; arage, urnace heat, 176 Hon on above, i red K. Ellis. Ph. 302-modern
FOH SALE By owner, five-roopumps, points, 6o car and Due rare to
I J'Flrst snd Cel.tral.
hou-- e.
7.
W.
milk house, goou cnicKen YOUNG LADY from the east, wishes
and upholster- - per month.
Leverett, phone FOR SALE
convenience Mountain road. W. C. Thaxton. 1111 FURNITUBB REPAIRING
tent, luxl.'; camp houses, gurage,
brick, stucco, all modern
Cheap,
1833-J- .
H13-Nice room, close in
RKNT
blooded
position as private companion to lady
cnickens ana luraeys.
isrvm
jo.
ng.
Phone
472-.n
wooing
built-i13
Nort'i Fourth, phone
excent heat;
features,
large
gauge
comforts.
shotgun.
outfit,
no
sick
uee(
and
furniture
tools; terms. Phone traveling or at home. Address ComWilton rug, 0x12. FOIl RENT Four-roogentleman employed;
South alfo
clean, nicely fur Wilson, phone 221 W. SI 01,
sleeping porch, lawn, trees, vines, garage FOR SALE Restaurant, opi oslte Santa FOR SALE Davenport.
care Journal.
241B-Jpanion,
ana
fpiv. 819 North Fifth. .
S
61
Tl.leras.
West
nished bungalow, kitchen, dining
ana cniclten yaras, good location; win
Call mornings.
First.
Fe depot, or will sell fixtures and rent
auto machinist, twelve
e
roomai
KOOM8
liMPBRIAL
ranch, on main FIRST-CLASterms to suit reliable party. storeroom
Foil SALE .Slue-acr- one-havlc, clean
and lease of living room; bed room with six windows,
for other business purposes. FOR SALE Furnllure
....
HALE Flower slips,
FOR
plains
Pastime sacrifice;
of
water
west
years
miles
experience, will work for priui,
one
fire
Kor further nartt rulers, phon 1806-heat:
and
u . -uai.. "
modern except
place;
ditch,
81 5 ',4 South Second.
houso.
luc
soda
swell
Include
fountain,
Fixtures
and
eladlola
buios,
bulbs.
Dahlia
rooming
three-rooor
take position at good
adobe vate parties
garage. 815 East Iron. Call at each; sixty-eg- g
bridge; new
Theoter, 21114 West Central.
which can be hougnt separate
round paid;
Cycles Incubator, 5. 1122 Barelas
II. L. Ulll, 12111 No.'th Third,
SALE
FOR
liirhthousekeeP'
526 South Arno.
Rooma FOR
house and garage; quarter mile from- garage
vrr; ui,-vOkIn
South
six
3.
oil
chalra.
room
and
table
acres
Ten
of
SALE
Broadway.
land,
fumed oak dining
ur postFho'ie
school house.
- Ing rooms; ulso sleeping porch with FOH RKNT
brick nouse on
FOR RENT Five-rooOffice rooms. 8:11, West
fclUlCK Stewart
lahoma; will trade for Income proper- 203 North Hlgh
SALE,
office box 295.
street, partly rurnisnou; FOR
I.'orth
dressing room. 414 West Oom.
ranee: also Stewart neater, ootn m FOIt HAI.E TwelHY-two-acCentral,
ty; 800 feet from this land they aree, FOR SALE Fumed oak china closet, srsrAce.
e
r.
ranch,
part
not
air
neat,
front
sleepm
RENT Nice, large
pumping oil. !05',, South First,
like new. Call mornings, 1010 North anartment. furnished, nice. 130.
Four- - very best condition; nearly new. Phone
or all of same; on Old Town boulevard; vv'e"'
ll.ooo and' 12.00" m "loa'h
.FOR
.num. nrivnta entrance, close In; with FOR RENT Office rooms, Luna Strieker
2001-.N. M.
llfil-buiimnAuto Department.
Korber
Twelfth,
and
It
Areola
house
outbuildings;
phone
McMllllon
heat,
room
anartment.
Iron.
409
good first
furnished,
good
mortgages.
board.
or without
Wjst
re
and
FOR
sti
cushions
SALS
Indian
arch
Heel
and
and
SPOTS
Hading
berries;
SOFT
.'
v.
m.
206
of
fruit
Wood.
chalra
Leather
Went Oold.
all kinds
u.
RKNT
1 SALS
FuiMltu
Two nfflot rooms, new.y
vacant Apr l,
j.
HOTEL Sleeping rooma and FOR
Sr.nii
cures an root alfulfa;
ten acree under cultivation!
Phone
Uo.
of
fallen
nrevent
health.
ranch,
account
Oold.
cameraa,
Insteps;
owner
Ice
box,
over
Store.
110.
Third
and
Eubank
leaving,
decorated;
electrlo
fan,
Clothing
MONEY
On
TO LOAN
watchea.
dia
phono
o.imekeeDliix
auartinenia, by toe aay See Eubank Brothers.
fenoed; one section land leased; atone Ttornum'. Rtiidl. tl9'4 West Central.
or
troublet. II. Plantar Arch Supports. Thus. owner, 2417-RI- ,
FOIt RENT Ore of most modern homes P.
i
guna and everything velusole.
month. 602 t Welt Central.
0x20 feet; three living rooms,
Keleher Leather Co.. 40S West Central. FOR SALE Ranch of nearly 500 acres, Mr.monds,
of used
amount
In civ: close In. extra EOOQ location.
B. M arcus. 818 South First.
FOIl RENT Ground floor offlca space; building,
FOR SALE
Large
of
cor
well
water;
fine
a
for
storehouse,
rails;
furnished
ROOF PAINT
RENT
AFHESTOS
con
ivnuiehn i furniture, in rirst-cias- s
har-neexcellent location. Livestock and Ag
heeiuifiillv furnished, hot water heat,
part heavily wooded, perpetual springs.
TO LOAN m diamonds, watches
v .light housekeeping; use of bath and ricultural Lan Co., 115 Houth Second. gasoline engine; three heevy horses,
325 South
lovely GOOD for all kinds of roofs. II per gal Ideal cattle range; herd of registered- MONET
garage alx rooma. sleeping porch,included
and wagon; twenty turkeye, thirty dition, priced right. See tt at
end go d Jewelry; liberal reliable, con- ooum lereforda. horses, chickens; rarm impie209 North Kdlth; phona
lon. The Manxano Co., n
Edison
and
front
twenty-fiv- e first.
" i".
piano
porch,
cow;
one
milk
fine
chickens,
O'.ttlleh Jewelry Co.. li N 'st
f'J ' iyl.r.
!. vi'
corrall. several 'irten.lal
louse.
T... luroA linfornished
Tw nunaiow. iikniiu uii WaJeiut, phone 1834 J. Try a bunt up menta: la-mllca from Gallup, New Mexico; ten FOR SALE CHEAP Fine dining room n furniture
. 1
orchard. Illness In CONFIDENTIAL loans on Jewelry, dla- win roof, will last as lung aejthe bj'ld
owner
tn.nt rooms nnd screened porch; ad
small
east,
going
Central:
East
dissolvrockers.
Navajo
four
chairs,
a
from
832-table,
mllea
bargain,
railroad;
l'hone
311 West
mnmlt wslches, Liberty bonde. plants.
inlMlnK bath private entrance.
Apply 716 FOR SALE Everbearing and Eliack Cap family makes It necessary to sell, rrice
to desirable parties.
Address postnfflce box rugs. Ivory bed room eulte, oil heater. lease
partnership.
Address L. K automobiles. Lowest relet. Rothmsn's
rnu- - and terme reasonable.
F.sst Central.
THREE, SHAVES A WEEK, (1. at your ing
423 South Fifth.
973. Albiaueroue, New Mexico
rasnberry. gooseberry, grape ano Tom
311. Albubox
117 Setjth First
care
ZQ58-Enndei) t.i th sts'e.
postofflce
Bowman,
I.
Perkins
R.
Brua.,
nloa.
homes.
Reds,
strain
phone
barb plants; Hay
furnianed,
wooUWORTH
Newly
mer- FOR SALE
Furniture at factory prices
SALF. Profitable
general
k.. .1.. n rmima
and hunrukeeplns ftsarv ORDERS TAKEN for guaranteed hosiery. FOR
Barrow White Leghorn eggs, in tor .i.- querque. N. M.
which makes It eoet less man eoonu
store, with atock
chandise
and
trading
811
809
TruojEast
ou
month.
or
Ranch
Blotsom
week
women
ror
men,
717 South Cherry
te.ni. by day.
jomoleie line
nf
Inventory abotit hand goods. Come and aee for yourself. FOR BALE Good ctw, 175
goods.
bul, phone 1032-children. Sample shown. Phone 1651-booth Third.
Arno.
818.000.
Has paid large dividends for American Furniture Co- - 821 South 6eo- H. Schnlman. 4'i Nortn Arno,
ODD
JOB MAN
von RENT Large front bed room, wltn
Nearest competition nine- ord.
808 USB EFFECTO AUTS TOP and . seal PETTI FORD Til E
many
years.
horses.
Two
working
cu-m-- iu
All kinds of work. Phone 16I3-.Includes
good
east front and private entrance; near
cueciw
teen miles away. Property
aressing.
Oil heater, 86.60; five Ihrao.
FOR
SALE
John.
South
"LOST
on
auromoone..
ooum
Enamels
eight-roouood boarding nouse; garage,
I'AIIPENTER WORK.
dwelling on irrigated rancn
827.50; ma.
large ot
F
d
work par. Valsparcottage
SALE Heavy
Owner hoa-an-Quarter bells, chiffonier,
rami. n
184 acree on elate highway.
all
.Walter, phone "49-Plymouth
fox
; dining chair. 85; FOR
terrier, wltn- of
small, new or repair, call 20C1-J- ;
LOST Small while
davenport.
team. Phone 2414-KFtnoe Paint. Roof Paint and Cement- - Sat work
well furnished
West Tl- aelllnff on amount of aee. at big reduc- sewing machine.
fifteen young
R"3NT Exclusive,
FOBbrown soots; return to
gnarantoed.
Leath
F.
HoiThos.
Keleher
Hlglt-grad- e
assured.
and
in
on:
isfaction
t
SALE
88.000
balance
Jersey
hut
Mrs.
Grace
75.
FOR
cash,
.
263: reward.
Rhode Island hens. II
room, with large aleeplng porch,
WANTED
Odd Jobs carpentering, house
er Co., 408 West Central, phone io.k-j- .
located. jeras, phone
sleln rows. Phone 2404-j- i
property, or cattle or eheep. II. H. Dor-ma- D. Jones. 620 South High.;
.,t.r hent and hathi oentrilly
repairing, at reasonable
palnllne and I45-RSaturday, between Rosenwald a
WCSTBCUii.7 Dally.
12S San Francisco street, Santa Fe,
Ml LOST
SALE- -- Wheal drill, corn planter.
Phona J744-If desire."
:
Bucks and does; alto fry Ft
Phone
FOR SALE Oak dresser. 112; buffet, FOR SALE
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Let Us Send a Man

Thomas' Ice Cream

WELL, HEBE YOU AR- E-

Cnllon. I'iifkcri.
.
it ml delivered,
I'liouc

aa

1

Another large shipment Fresh Sugar Peas by express this morning and the price only 20c a pound
an unusual price so early in the season.
Then there is nice Fresh Tomatoes and only
20c a pound, but our supply may run short before
night.
Strawberries are now much better. Limited
supply but while they last, 40c a box.
Celery, White Cauliflower, Head Lettuce, etc.
Supreme Bacon in stock again, pound 45c.
One-hapound and pound boxes.

COAL

that broken window
to.
glass. Albuquerque
norm rirst.
I'tionc 421.

To replace

2

April

31S

ft-

Tlio "Sl'NSIIIXF" "lit I" DAINMiieliine
TY (ill'T I'ACKAGKS.
I'liiiiiie 8.
Nhelletl. IMnon mils.
Telestreet.
:I2:5
Tenth
North
Spitz.
phone 802.

CALLLP

FOUND

real place
clothes cleaned
Give us n trial.
A

WOOD

4
-

Of

cur?

HII.IS

SHOP.
Phone
213 S. Seeond.
Prompt Service.

1922

11 THEATRE

COAl

SWASTIKA
SCtiAKITE
All Sizes. Best Prices.

LAST TIME TODAY

to

get yom
and pressed.

1,

HEW STATE CI

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

PHONE 35

4811.

Exclusive Agent for Swnstika and Sugnrlte Coal.

RUTHERFORD & GOEBEL

;i:m:hai.

lf

CONTKACTOtlS
S. Droiidwuy. Plume

WARD'S CASH

ELMS HOTEL

I50."i--

SPECIALS

rooms In the state-ste- am
colo
hot and
heat,
water all outside rooms.
Weekly rates, with or without private bath. $1 to $10 week
Transient rate S1.S0 single;
$2.00 double.
- 00 single anu
With bath
double $3. 00.
I'inest

508 West Central Avenue

.

F. BROSEY
and I'niierhiinser,
Interior Deeomtor.

Pninter

North Kdlth Street.
AlbiKiiieniiie.

HOH

Phono

II

VN-v-

..1 1.

j

"

'

x

Wtt

'.ts

--

Jisl.S

30c
GmiK'lade, 10 or., jar
13 (,. can Pure Fruit Dam (assorted) per can
15c
Little P.rown Jus Syrup (1 ll.
45c
oz.), per jus
.. ctiu
Ilcinz Baked Hcru, II
83r
kippered Hcrriiur, per emi
21!c
"Solitaire" Shrimp, per can
,
,
20e
"I'nderwood'' Mains, pt-- ciiii
40c
Pint Jar SI mined Honey
5 pound can Nlr.ilncil Honey, Mr can
75c
10 lb. Clin Strained Honey, per can
$1.45
iiiulensed Milk, mini II can 5c; tall can
tOc
Colorado Potatoes. 10 pounds
25c
25c
Strictly Vwp I'.KS, per dozen
If jou buy more tlian you can curry, we will deliver It
Tor you free of cliarse.

.....lie

$-

r

XI

I
WIT.MAM

I'OX Presents

"OVER THE KILL"

WANTED

pood prices for
such as liiflcn. Shot
be in
Must
(luns. Pistols.
Acondition.
2 IS South I Irst Street
Wo pa.v

TONIGHT

IflUE toners
AND

DYKKS

ADMISSION:
Matinee Adults, ."; Children, l."c
Nlslit Adulls, 50c: Children, 33c
SPECIAL OP.CHKSTltA I Oil NKillT SHOWS.

Phono

Cor. tub and Gold

4511.

Pounds. $11.00
Weights Guaranteed
Is Why Wo Lend, Others Follow

Buy Your Groceries

Johnson Coal Co.

AT

RONEY'S
PHONE ntl3.
and Mountain

ROSES

BUSH

Shipment
just arrived, fine
large stock. Better order early
if you want to get your roses
from me.
It. F. HLOOM. Phono 2107-J- .

FOR RENT

m

Fine Shoe Repairing

75c
Ladies' Half Soles
Rubber Heels, Goodyear 40c
90c
Men's Half Soles
Rubber Heels, Goodyear 40c
City Electric Shoe Shop
213 South Second St.
Phone 567-Free Call and Delivery
Work Done While You Wait

Sold

TO LOAN

Roth man's

WANTED

Music and Jewelry Store

A Good Nurse Maid.
MRS. R. E. PUTNEY
1105 West Central

First St. Phone

01

J

J. LEVEItETT,
A. A. Roberts, decorator, lias reRealtor.
Phone 110.
Third and Gold. I moved his business to 222 South
Second street.
WM.

Specials for Today Only

Uniform Size.
Convenient to Handle.
More Heat Units per Pound.
More Pounds per Dollar.
t
The Most Satisfactory, Economical and Convenient
Fuel for Stove and Ranges. Order a ton today.

LAUNDRY
OF QUALITY"

AA

j)I.UU
AO

(f

Phones

14S

and

NO.
No. 2

449.

Large Firm Dill Pickles, 8 for
Sweet Pickles, dozen
I,arge Size Family Sodas
Some moro of those good Blackberries,
Sliced Peaches in Syrup, gallon
Oregon Loganberries, gallon

Because It's Rich and Mellow
We

pound can
CRISCO,
3 pound can

.

9c
78c

ST.

90c

SKINNED

822 8. WALTER.

CANON

1
1

91

ull

1
1
1

can Peas
can Campbell's Pork
and Beans
pint Queen Olives
large Quaker Oats
large can Peaches

Mangoes
Green Chile
Green Peas

Florida Grapefruit
Winesap Apples
Lemons
Spanish Onions

4

Cucumbers

.150
12c

1
1
1

2.1c

J

2!c
20c

1

box $1,110
Fancy Prunes,
$1.48
Snowdrift, 8 lbs
4
750
Snowdrift,
lbs...,
42c
Snowdrift, 2 lbs
Morris Sliced Bacon, 1 lb. 4,3c
10-l-

Cauliflower
Head Lettuce

Celery
New Beets
New Turnips
Tomatoes
Carrots
We Have Reduced All Our Prices on Green and
Stuffed Olives. You Will Find Our Stock Complete
Our Stock of Canned Fruit and Vegetables is the
Largest as well as the Best Assorted in the State.
Will Find a Size and Quality for Any Occasion
yYou
'
We Deliver Your Order for 10c.
Orders Over $8.00 Delivered Free.
v

1

t

Co
Orapefrult
.Butter
,r.......38o
dozen Orange.., ,r.v... 30o
arB0 can Milk. ...... .10c
lOo
Jello

We

The Highest Grade Macaroni

Sell

other Macaroni Products

Egg

Noodles, Spaghetti and

and you

5

array.

.

-

Phone 1517

Wo Deliver To All Parts of tlie City.
Don't Tail to Attend the DcinoiiKtrntlon of Ilcinz Products at
Our Store Today.

The Highest Grade Macaroni
Egg

$3.50, $4.00, $5.00, $6.00, up to $8.50
WOMEN'S SHOES Oxfords, Pumps and Slip-peof dull or bright leathers ; suede, satin or
canvas, in black brown, gray or white, in the most
dainty models and colorings. Footwear every
man admires.
$3.00, $4.00, $5.00, $6.00, up to $9.50
Boys' and Girls' Shoes, Oxfords and Pumps with as
much snap as footwear for grown-u- p
people, but
made over lasts that fit the growing feet correctly.
$2.50, $3.00, $4.00, $5.00, $6.00, up to $7.50
You will find our Shoes the best at any' price
and our expert fitting service means a Just Right
Shoe.
rs

"Where the Dollar Does Its Duty"

We
Sell

Noodles, Spaghetti and

other Macaroni Product

NOTE:
Bessie Love was born in Albuquerque and spent
her early childhood days here. Many Albu
aueraueans remember her first annearance when onlv a
tiny tot at the old "Orchestrion Hall" and Casino.

If you wish to enjoy the Spirit of Easter and
appear at your best, look well to your Footwear!
Footwear is the final detail that gives tone and
harmony to correct dressing.

Spinach, Cauliflower, Onions, Tomatoes, Radishes,:
Bunch Turnips, Sweet Potatoes. Cabbage.

1124 South Edith.
205 S. First St.

A Delightfully "Different" Picture

MEN'S SHOES in dull, bright or in the new
mahogany leathers. Shoes for comfort and swagger shoes in the extreme styles. Oxfords in splendid

$3.15Spuds, 100 lbs...
Log Cabin Syrup, large. $1.05
med...lS5c
Cabin
Log
Syrup,
Log Cabin Syrup, small.. 28c
Tall can' Pink Salmon. .12J$0

FORMIIAL'S GROCERY
t

J. A. SKINNER

"BonnieMay"

Shoes for Easter

Shredded Wheat Biscuit 14o
2.1o
dozen Fresh Eggs

VEGETABLES, TODAY

Lettuce,

Phones

THE PRINCESS CHARMING, in

"IN THE HICK OF

...81.00

Small Sunkist, Sweet and Juicy.
Dozen, 30c.

Asparagus

WILLY-NILL- Y

ao

Bessie Love

ADDED ATTRACTION:

ORANGES

Water Cress

Blue Goose Oranges

other Macaroni Products

FREE SOAP!

18 large bars Crystal White Soap
and 3 bars Creme Oil Soap

Fruit and Vegetable Dept.
Strawberries
Rhubarb

The Highest Grada Macaroni
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti and

Get a ton or

a theater company which became stranded miles awayk

from a great city

Coal Supply and Lumber Company

$1'9n
)XalU

pound can

What would you do if you were a little arirl olaying

in

CITY COAL

A car on the track now.
will not regret it.

KANSAS CITY MEATS

(9n
jd 1

crisco,
6

Sell

206 East Central Ave.

nr

TO 11 P. M.

In the battle of Bohemianism with society and
which wins?

CHOCOLATE CREAM COFFEE

2"'"

".

1

LAST TIME TODAY

DAILY'S KASII AfID HARRY

frj
$JLUl

Monty Banks Comedy
REGULAR PRICES.

mum

(Labeled)

FREE SOAP!

rt

CONTWCOCS

....32c

gallon

Two-Pa-

Phone Your Orders Early for Choice Poultry, Beef,
Pork and Belgian Hares.

2.V

VE DELIVER.

Phone 683

WILL APPEAL TO YOU.
40c
Chocolate Cream Coffee, per pound..
Glass Jar Tomatoes, No. 2V2 cans, 5 for.... $1.00
Fort Tomatoes, No. 2 cans, 6 for
$1.12
FANCY WHITE COLO. POTATOES,
A
Qrt
100 pounds
tpLdtLXJ
FANCY WHITE COLO. POTATOES,

crisco,
1

A

Free Delivery to All Parts of the City

2'

pounds

North First Phone 319
Broadway Phone 591

421 South

ROBERT JONES

Qftp

.
pounds
20c
Dunbar's Sorghum, No.
cans, each
Hershey's Milk Chocolate, y lb. cakes, each.. 30c
THE QUALITY AND PRICE OF OUR GOODS

11V4

1501

KANSAS CITY MEATS

Today Beechnut Jellied Fruits Peach,
Loganberry, Raspberry. No. 1, each, 29c

THE ARRANGEMENT OF OUR STORE MAKES
SHOPPING A PLEASURE.
50c
Lava Soap, 7 bars
10c
Campbell's Tomato Soup, can
Dr. Price's Baking Powder, 5 lb. can, each.. $1.00
BULK PRUNES, large size,

50 pounds

drama of a man who challenged God's will and found
v
nis power in nis own soui.
See the greatest shipwreck scene ever filmed for any
production.
ADDED ATTRACTION:

Cleaning,
Dyclnu, Hats
flea tied mid Blocked, Ktiir
latest
olenncd
process.
by

18c-20-

bars
JOL
20c
Kellogg's Health Bran, package
Miss-Lo- u
Sweet Potatoes, 6 No. 2 'a cans. .. .$1.25
$1.10
Jello, 12 packages
BANANAS, the best we have had
LUL
for some time, pound
Heinz Pork and Beans, tomato Sauce, large tins 25c
Heinz Pork and Beans, plain, large tins, each.. 25c
34c
Heinz Spaghetti, large tins, can

FANCY WHITE COLO. POTATOES,

II

"TTHE

c
Swift's Premium Bacon.. 4lc Good Beef Roast
28c
Swift's Premium Ham. .. .Kilo Pork Loin Roast
Armour's Star Hams. .. ,30c
28c
Pork
Chops
42c
Arrriour's Star Bacon
25c
c Veal Roast
Beef Brisket Boll
22c
11c
Beef Short Ribs
Spare Ribs
Nice Fat Hens. Try our Special
Other prices accordingly.
20c lb.
Home-Mad- e
Corn Beef at
'
Phono Orders Given Rest of Attention.

17

5

Phone 91

COAL CO.

Phone 138. Free Delivery.
SATURDAY SPECIALS

Has It.

AA

-

Phone 328

CERRILLOS EGG COAL

BROADWAY CENTRAL MARKET

$1. UU

--

U0IIJ

GEO. D. HAMMOND, Prop.

If It Is Quality Meats You Are Looking For,

-

.rnnprv
1I VW1

csni?J
tt

Dry

Per Cent

CRYSTAL WHITE SOAP, 18 large bars
and 3 bars CREME OIL SOAP....
CRYSTAL WHITE SOAP, 25 small bars.and 3 bars CREME OIL SOAP....
PEET'S WHITE NAPTHA SOAP,

H

LAUNDRY CO.

On Easy Payments

117 South

Mf

Corner Coal and Arno.

THE IMPERIAL

Columbia Graf onolas

Floor Office Space.
Excellent Location.
Livestock
unci
Agricultural
Loan Company.
3 15
South Second.

Ground

Valuation.

S88--

an anrI

-

.

i

W

Iload.
Eighth
We give S & ti ureen Stamps
Free Delivery to all Tarts of
tho City.

GO

Phone

N. First

1100

Me

in

DIME PER DANCE
Music by Syncopators

II ATT K US

2.(100

First JIortgaBe,

Best Ventilated Hall
City. Best Floor.

IUO CLEANING

Gallup Lump Coal

On

COLOMBO HALL

MAUV

'"

$3,000.00

DANCE

a

-l

CAI.lt
The l'leturc Thnt It.ui n Whole Year on ltnmilwny, New York
snows 1:20, i:oo iind
Tickets- on Sale from 1:1." to 1, ami from 7 to 9 O'clock
Viilur)i

fire-ann-

......

May we dress your feet for Easter?

KM
'est Central

Ave.

A Two-PaComedy.
REGULAR PRICES.
rt

TV

GARCI A & SON
UNDERTAKERS
Have Moved Their, Undertaking Parlors from
118 West Silver

To 315 SOUTH THIRD

Pure Distilled
Water
FOR DRINKING PURPOSES
rive uauons or More, Delivered Any
Part of City, per gallon

VESTEnn ICE

r f
JJJ C II
-

6 BOTTLING Ci

PHONE 57

"

1

